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The history of knowledge and
the circulation of knowledge
An introduction
Johan Östling, David Larsson Heidenblad, Erling Sandmo,
Anna Nilsson Hammar & Kari H. Nordberg
The history of knowledge has emerged as a scholarly approach in
its own right in the twenty-first century. It remains a young and still
far from coherent field; there is no uncontested definition of what
it encompasses, there is no established canon of texts. However, it
is undoubtedly evolving and we are beginning to see its contours.
Conferences are being arranged, institutional arrangements are materializing, and a whole range of studies are being published. By putting
knowledge—not science, culture, or ideas, but knowledge per se—at
the centre of the historical endeavour, new vistas for research open up.
German-speaking scholars began to argue that Wissensgeschichte
(the history of knowledge) is something different than Wissenschaftsgeschichte (the history of science and scholarship) in the 2000s. In the
2010s, the field has started to attract considerable attention in other
countries and contexts, for example, as ‘the history of knowledge’ in
the Anglophone world, as ‘kunskapshistoria’ or ‘kunnskapshistorie’ in
the Nordic region, and in the ambitious French work Lieux de savoir.1
There are different routes into the field. For historians of science
or medicine, for example, the history of knowledge seems to offer a
refashioning of traditional subjects of inquiry and a broadening of
contexts. For those with a background in intellectual history or the
history of education, the widening scope is similarly welcome, as is the
introduction of new methods and frameworks such as the mediality
and materiality of knowledge. For cultural historians, by contrast, the
history of knowledge represents something new without necessarily
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breaking with the fundamental assumptions of cultural history—a fresh
approach that can help them narrow down their subject matter and
sharpen their analytical focus. Moreover, a focus on knowledge could
be a way to develop new and integrative forms of humanistic research.2
Scholars’ enthusiasm for the history of knowledge is also driven by
contemporary realities outside academia. As a scholarly field, it invites
researchers to take an active part in some of the pressing issues of our
time while furnishing them with historical points of reference. Today,
the status of knowledge is entirely contested. Political and economic
aspirations are closely bound up with knowledge institutions, yet at
the same time leading politicians question scientific truths, and the
new media landscape is awash with so-called alternative facts. For
this reason, it behoves scholars to scrutinize knowledge and its place
in other chronological contexts. As an intellectual enterprise, the
raison d’être of the history of knowledge is ultimately to strengthen
our ability to reflect on a fundamental issue: the role of knowledge in
society and in human life.

The history of knowledge—
historiographical perspectives
Needless to say, the history of knowledge has been written avant la lettre.
Even if we restrict ourselves to the post-war Western tradition, many of
the classics in the history and sociology of science were not confined to
science in a narrow sense, but were explorations of broader cognitive
structures or the social and intellectual conditions for rational knowledge—including works by Ludwik Fleck, Robert K. Merton, Edmund
Husserl, Alexandre Koyré, Thomas S. Kuhn, Michel Foucault, and Donna
Haraway.3 By the same token, knowledge and its shifting societal roles
and institutional underpinnings have been treated in many historical
subdisciplines, ranging from the history of education and the history of
technology to economic, environmental, and gender history.4
Analyses of knowledge and knowledge systems have also been
essential for cultural history, arguably the most dynamic branch of
historical writing since the 1980s. Its choice of topic has primarily
been shaped by an essentially anthropological outlook with a focus
on rituals, systems of belief, and representations of power, but many
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of the methodologically and theoretically influential contributions
have in fact examined various aspects of knowledge. That is true for
such different figures as Michel Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu, and Clifford
Geertz, but also for many important practitioners of cultural history,
including Michel de Certeau, Roger Chartier, Robert Darnton, Carlo
Ginzburg, and Natalie Zemon Davis.5 Beginning in the late 1980s,
moreover, ‘knowledge’ appeared in a number of book titles, signalling
the growing interest.6
As a distinct historiographical field with its own intellectual and
institutional identity, however, the history of knowledge belongs to
the twenty-first century. One early and relatively wide-ranging discussion of what it might mean has taken place in the German-speaking
areas of Europe. Since 2000, Wissensgeschichte has established itself
as an academic field, with chairs, research centres, empirical studies,
and key theoretical considerations. The Max Planck Institute for the
History of Science in Berlin, together with the three universities in
the German capital, stands out as one intellectual hub.7
Another important milieu is the History of Knowledge Centre
(Zentrum Geschichte des Wissens) in Zurich, inaugurated in 2005 as a
joint venture by the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich and
the University of Zurich. In addition to the publication of numerous
empirical studies, some of its leading representatives have reflected
on the meaning of Wissensgeschichte. The most thorough discussion
is given in a programmatic article from 2011 by Philipp Sarasin. His
point is that historians always have related to larger contexts, whether
it has been the nation or society. In the new cultural history, these
larger entities have often comprised discourses or semiotic structures
of different forms. Sarasin distinguishes three empirical fields that
these studies have focused on: rationally motivated forms of knowledge, belief systems, and aesthetic expressions. He emphasizes that
there are no sharp boundaries between these areas and that the rise
of modernity to some extent is about how this division took shape
into different spheres.8
Sarasin goes on to conclude that Wissensgeschichte is the study
of ‘more or less rational forms of knowledge’, at least in the modern
era. In the nineteenth century this knowledge was associated with
the emerging scientific and scholarly disciplines, but they should be
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seen as crystallization points and did not equate to the beginning or
end of a longer process. Although rationally founded knowledge has
a strong link with the university and other academic institutions, it
is not solely confined to these arenas. ‘Knowledge is always evolving,
changing and “realizing” through circulation between different societal
spheres’, Sarasin argues.9
For Sarasin, the history of knowledge should be about ‘the societal production and circulation of knowledge’. He emphasizes that
knowledge circulates between people, groups, and institutions. This
does not mean that knowledge spreads freely and is evenly distributed, but rather that it can be communicated in various fields where it
will interact with different societal contexts. At the same time, these
processes transform knowledge. In addition, Sarasin underlines that
knowledge must be regarded as a historical phenomenon. In Wissensgeschichte, the issue at stake is not whether some forms of knowledge
are good or bad, useful or useless, but how, when, and why a certain
type of knowledge appears and possibly disappears, what effects it
has, and who its carrier is.10
Specifically, Sarasin discerns four analytical approaches to the history
of knowledge: the order of knowledge; the mediality of knowledge;
the actors of knowledge; and the genealogy of knowledge.11 Sarasin
admits that the form of Wissensgeschichte that he has outlined is not
set in stone. Instead, he regards it as an intellectual framework of a
kind. Nevertheless, he points to three sources of inspiration that have
been fundamental to the theory of the field: Michel Foucault, Ludwik
Fleck’s work on Denkstil and Denkkollektiv, and a number of innovative
studies on the history of science (Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer,
Bruno Latour, and Hans-Jörg Rheinberger are mentioned).12
Sarasin’s article is the closest thing we have to a manifesto for the
history of knowledge. Other researchers associated with the History
of Knowledge Centre in Zurich, notably Daniel Speich Chassé and
David Gugerli, have also contributed to the understanding of the
field.13 If we look at the studies that have been published in the 2010s
by scholars affiliated with the Swiss centre, many of them have been
devoted to the history of science or medicine, but there have also been
quite a few books about broader themes or other areas of knowledge.14
German-speaking scholars were thus among the first to reflect on
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the history of knowledge. In the Anglophone world, meanwhile, the
principal and theoretical discussions have just started, even though
Peter Burke has been a keen proponent of the history of knowledge for
quite some time. His two-volume survey, A Social History of Knowledge
(2000, 2012), stretches from Gutenberg to Wikipedia.15 It is a learned
and encyclopaedic account of more than five hundred years of history,
but it offers no general theoretical consideration of what the history of
knowledge might be. Burke himself characterizes the work as a series of
essays, ‘impressionistic in its methods and provisional in its conclusions’.16
In his introduction, What is the History of Knowledge? (2016), Burke
runs through the basic concepts, processes, problems, and prospects
for the history of knowledge, but provides no clear-cut definition of
the field. Drawing on his two earlier volumes, however, he formulates
some brief general reflexions on his subject. His premise is that knowledge exists in a variety of forms, even within one given culture: pure
and applied, abstract and concrete, explicit and implicit, learned and
popular, male and female, local and universal. For that reason, Burke
maintains—in a wide-ranging formulation—there ‘are only histories,
in the plural, of knowledges, also in the plural’.17
Whereas Burke sets out to demonstrate the diversity and richness
of the history of knowledge, other scholars have discussed the content and character of the field in more detail. Simone Lässig is one of
them. She is currently a director of the German Historical Institute in
Washington DC, where under her auspices the history of knowledge
has developed into a prioritized research area.18 In an illuminating
article, ‘The History of Knowledge and the Expansion of the Historical
Research Agenda’ (2016), Lässig argues that knowledge ‘touches upon
almost all spheres of life in all eras and in all regions of the world, and
it thus offers a distinctive approach to examining complex historical
phenomena’. The history of knowledge is potentially a vast field.19
Lässig has shown how the history of knowledge as a scholarly
endeavour relates to neighbouring disciplines, including the sociology
of knowledge, the history of science, and global history.20 She claims
that a central question is how knowledge has transcended defined
spaces—in the case of global history, for example, the nation-state.
She anticipates such research being the foundation for what she calls
‘a new history of knowledge’, which she interprets as:
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a history of knowledge that takes as its purview not only the knowledge of the learned distilled into book form but also practical, social
or tacit knowledge, that draws not only on texts but also images and
objects as source material, and that considers not only knowledge
as a ‘product’ but also the actors, practices, and processes involved
in creating, disseminating, and transforming knowledge.21

Lässig discusses what the new history of knowledge has to offer historical research in general, paying special attention to the circulation
of knowledge, and she goes on to venture a provisional definition of
the field. The history of knowledge, she states, ‘is a form of social and
cultural history that takes “knowledge” as a phenomenon that touches
upon almost every sphere of human life, and it uses knowledge as a lens
to take a new look at familiar historical developments and sources’.22
Lässig’s understanding of the history of knowledge is shaped by her
training as a historian and by long-held assumptions within the field
of history, with its traditional focus on politics, social relationships,
and cultural phenomena. This is evident in the final sentences of her
article, where she concludes that ‘The history of knowledge does not
emphasize knowledge instead of society but rather seeks to analyse
and comprehend knowledge in society and knowledge in culture.
Approaching society and culture in all their complexity, the history
of knowledge will broaden and deepen our understanding of how
humans have created knowledge over the course of the past.’23
Lorraine Daston, by contrast, contemplates, in an article in 2017,
the emergence of the history of knowledge from the point of view of
the history of science. A long-standing director of the Max Planck
Institute for the History of Science in Berlin and one of the leading
figures in her discipline, Daston is well equipped to address the issue.
She begins by dating the origins of the history of science as a scholarly
branch to the mid-twentieth century. A common denominator among
the foundational works of the discipline was that the scientific revolution represented a historical transformation of the first magnitude,
and that its core narratives were centred on this seminal event in early
modern Europe. According to Daston, this modernist interpretation
was subsequently challenged by a historicist approach, best exemplified by Thomas S. Kuhn’s influential book from 1962. Since then the
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discipline has undergone both a practical and a global turn, substantially
broadening its methodological repertoire and diversifying its objects
of study. As a consequence, the history of science has distanced itself
from the old, teleological metanarrative of the rise of modern, Western
science, which used to be so instrumental for its identity. But what
are we then historians of? Daston asks.24
Her own tentative answer is that ‘we are historians of knowledge’.
A usefully vague portmanteau, she argues, it has the advantage that it
is not bound to a specific modern Western understanding of science.
Instead, it comprehends Hellenistic alchemy and indigenous Peruvian botany as well as the post-war social sciences and practices of
knowledge that are very remote from anything resembling latter-day
science. At the same time, its ample and nebulous character is also
problematic. What doesn’t it cover?25
Daston claims that the term ‘the history of knowledge’ is currently
applied to at least two different research programmes: on the one
hand, an approach that focuses on forms of knowledge that have been
denigrated as substandard (for example, craftsmen’s skills, women’s
medical recipes, and much else that is ostensibly non-academic), and
on the other hand, the history of learning or the humanities. ‘The
only thing that these two varieties of the history of knowledge have
in common is that they are pointedly not about modern science—but
are still implicitly defined by it’, she points out.26
For Daston, the history of knowledge seems to be a necessary
reformulation of her discipline more than a promising new framework
where new intellectual horizons beckon. She also stresses the many
problems that remain to be solved. Her view is that the history of
knowledge, as it currently stands, makes ‘a poor showing next to the
most conceptually sophisticated examples of the history of science’.
In addition, ‘knowledge’ as a category needs to undergo a conceptual
analysis similar to what ‘science’ has undergone. Nevertheless, the history of knowledge may develop into something that more adequately
describes what historians of science actually do today. In the long run,
it might also provide narratives that are not based on the rise of the
Western scientific standard.27
Lässig’s and Daston’s articles are two important interventions in the
debate about how to frame the history of knowledge. Insightful, and
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written from two very different perspectives—history and the history
of science—they show that a scholar’s understanding of the history of
knowledge, and its possible potentials and limitations, is partly related
to his or her academic background.
Another contemporary framing of the history of knowledge, briefly
mentioned by Daston, comes thanks to the renaissance in the history
of the humanities seen in very recent years. This renewed interest has
been inspired in part by the history of science, and aims at a more
integrative history, which goes beyond the study of individual disciplines. Rens Bod and his colleagues have led the way with this new
brand of scholarship: they have organized a number of conferences
in recent years and published several books.28 In the first issue of the
journal History of the Humanities, launched in 2016 and with Bod as
a key figure, the editors encouraged historians of the humanities to
engage with the history of science, and vice versa. ‘Eventually’, they
write, ‘a case could be made for uniting the history of the humanities
and the history of science under the head of “history of knowledge”.’29
The history of knowledge is also the intellectual focus of an even
newer periodical, KNOW: A Journal on the Formation of Knowledge,
whose first issue was published in 2017 (it carried the article by Daston
discussed here). One of the driving forces behind it is the classicist
Shadi Bartsch-Zimmer, director of KNOW’s parent organization, the
newly founded Stevanovich Institute on the Formation of Knowledge
at the University of Chicago. In an introduction, she and the other
editors explain the journal’s focus: ‘uncovering and explicating diverse
forms of knowledge from antiquity to the present, and accounting for
contemporary forms of knowledge in terms of their history, politics,
and culture’. In their brief introductory remarks, they do not engage
with the history of knowledge as a field, but they state that they have
gathered contributors who ‘enact variously the mission of coming to
know knowledge’ and whose approaches to knowledge are ‘descriptive,
historical, analytic, relational, systematic, rather than normative’.30
Inspired by the trends discussed above—from the Wissensgeschichte
of the German-speaking world to the wider scholarly conversation—we
started to look more closely at the history of knowledge in 2014.31 Two
years later we established a Nordic network, the New History of Knowledge.32 It draws its members from different historical subdisciplines,
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but most of the founders have been trained as cultural historians in the
broad sense. Like in many other regions of the world, cultural history
has been an important historiographical current in the Nordic countries in recent decades. With its emphasis on constructions, concepts,
worldviews, images, narratives, and discourses, cultural history has
enriched historical writing and opened up new vistas.
Yet as we approach the 2020s, that new cultural history is not so
new any more. This is as true in the Nordic countries as elsewhere.33
Against this background, the history of knowledge could be seen as a
response to calls in the 2010s to renew or revitalize cultural history.34
We have chosen to take up the challenge by interrogating a common,
though rarely theorized, concept—the circulation of knowledge.35

The circulation of knowledge
When we began our exploration in the history of knowledge, the
concept of circulation stood out as particularly interesting, if only
because it directs scholarly attention towards how knowledge moves,
and how it is continuously moulded in the process. In the initial stages
we were inspired by the Swiss discussions about the constituencies
of Wissensgeschichte and the historian of science James Secord’s seminal article ‘Knowledge in Transit’, of which more below. These texts
sparked our curiosity, for, despite our differing empirical interests,
we all registered that an analytical focus on circulation could inform
and alter our own research practices. Though we could not settle on
a common understanding or definition of the concept, we became
confident that it constituted a promising trajectory for developing
the history of knowledge. In order to explore the concept further we
conducted empirical case studies, delved into new strands of literature, and discussed our findings and theoretical considerations with
one another.36 Moreover, we have sought to introduce other Nordic
scholars to this venture.
The present volume speaks for this growing interest among Nordic
historians, and our conviction that the concept of the circulation of
knowledge has the potential to transform historical research.37 What
we do not do here, however, is to offer a shared understanding of
what the circulation of knowledge is. Rather, we demonstrate that
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both ‘circulation’ and ‘knowledge’ can be understood, employed, and
analysed in a multitude of ways and historical settings. We editors have
not sought to harmonize the contributions; instead, we offer a plurality
of interpretations that shed light on the differences. This volume is
part of the ongoing explorations of the history of knowledge, and it
seeks to spur—not to settle—scholarly discussion.
This introduction thus brings together the somewhat disjointed
international discussion of knowledge movement that has inspired our
own explorations. In what follows, then, we concentrate on Wissensgeschichte of the Swiss model and on the history of science, particularly
the global history of science and the history of popular science.38
For the Swiss scholars, knowledge is essentially a communicative
phenomenon, of which circulation is one constitutive feature. This is
the stance in many of their key theoretical publications, spelt out most
clearly in 2011 in a yearbook that has ‘Zirkulationen’ as its theme.39
In their introduction, Philipp Sarasin and Andreas Kilcher discuss
what characterizes the circulation of knowledge. Their take can be
summed up in three points. First, the concept of circulation means
that the materiality and mediality of knowledge is taken very seriously.
Sarasin and Kilcher postulate that knowledge does not move freely,
but is always embedded in social contexts, and rests essentially on a
material basis. In their vocabulary, it is objects that circulate. Second,
Sarasin and Kilcher question the traditional historical preoccupation
with origins and novelty. They claim that it is impossible to identify
fixed origins for various forms of knowledge; instead, all knowledge
is continuously formed in cultural processes and shaped by power
relations. Third, they emphasize that knowledge is not everywhere and
is not equally accessible to all. They reject as idealistic the dreams of
a free, unregulated circulation of knowledge, arguing that any comprehensive analysis of knowledge circulation must take the political
dimension into account, along with all the inhibitions, detours, and
blockages.40
The Swiss discussion, while it has its own distinguishing features, is
evidently informed by contemporary tendencies in the Anglophone
history of science, along with other intellectual traditions. It should be
noted that this is a one-way traffic: the works of Swiss scholars, mainly
written in German, are infrequently alluded to in the English-language
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discussions of knowledge movement—an illustrative example of how
academic knowledge circulates unevenly and on unequal terms.41
Recent developments in the history of science further demonstrate
this point. The concept of circulation started to gain traction in the field
in August 2004 when the American, British, and Canadian societies
for the history of science held their fifth joint meeting in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. The conference theme was ‘Circulating knowledge’ and the
keynote address was given by James Secord. His talk was subsequently
published in Isis, the flagship journal in the discipline of history of
science. Ever since its publication, Secord’s essay has prompted both
theoretical discussion and empirical inquiry—and has demonstrably
circulated widely.42
Secord’s essay is written as a proposal for a new history of science,
one which—in contrast to established practices—does not focus on the
making of scientific knowledge. Instead, he encourages his colleagues
to shift their analytical attention to knowledge in motion and new
research questions such as ‘How and why does knowledge circulate?
How does it cease to be the exclusive property of a single individual
or group and become part of the taken for granted understanding of
much wider groups of people?’43
Secord frames these questions in opposition to recent trends in
the field, which put great emphasis on examining ‘science in context’.
The standard method has been to conduct detailed analyses of how
specific actors have produced scientific knowledge in particular local,
material, and mundane settings. Secord acknowledges that this collective endeavour has succeeded in demystifying scientific activities, but
argues that its proponents have paid too little attention to the wider
societal importance of this scientific knowledge. He emphasizes that
this larger significance is often assumed, but is rarely demonstrated
empirically. To this end, he urges his fellow historians of science to
examine audiences, readers, and mediations as rigorously as they
situate scientific experiments and explorations.44
Secord suggests that one direction forward would be to regard all
scientific activity as a form of communicative action. This theoretical
underpinning, which is similar to that expressed by the Zurich school,
eradicates all distinctions between the production and communication
of knowledge, and so helps the historian shift empirical focus. Secord
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stresses that his proposal is not original, but is rather a conventional
theoretical assumption. However, he agrees that it is a position that
has yet to make a mark on the way empirical investigations are carried
out in practice. Secord draws attention to a tendency among historians
of science to be ‘obsessed with novelty’, which results in an inclination
to analyse origins, producers, and innovations at the cost of all else.
Explorations of how knowledge moves after its inception are habitually
given secondary status. Secord wants these processes to be explored
with as much analytical precision and attention to nuance as seen in
studies of laboratory work.45
In the past decade, Secord’s essay has had a very real impact on the
history of science and beyond. While there is little sign of a general shift
in scholarly priorities, from production to circulation, many historians
of science have nevertheless become markedly more interested in how
knowledge circulates. This is particularly true of two fields: the early
modern global history of science and the history of popular science.
To date, the concept of circulation has made the greatest impression on global historians of science—those studying colonial and
intercultural encounters during the early modern period. The keen
interest in circulation over vast geographic distances was prompted by
a long-standing dissatisfaction with Eurocentric accounts of the scientific revolution, which held that modern science was born in Europe
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, from where it spread to
the rest of the world in the course of colonial expansion. This grand
narrative is closely associated with classical modernization theories,
and presupposes a simplistic diffusionist model by which scientific
knowledge is governed by centripetal forces, spreading from the centre
to the periphery because it is rational, true, and useful. It is in this
historiographical setting that ‘circulation’ has become established as
an increasingly fruitful alternative concept.46
Circulation has proved a popular concept among historians of
Britain’s colonial past, especially from a South Asian horizon. One
of the earliest theoretical arguments, often cited by other researchers
in the field, was coined by Claude Markovits, Jacques Pouchepadass,
and Sanjay Subrahmanyam, who stated that:
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Circulation is different from simple mobility, inasmuch as it implies
a double movement of going back and forth and coming back, which
can be repeated indefinitely. In circulating, things, men and notions
often transform themselves. Circulation is therefore a value-loaded
term which implies an incremental aspect and not the simple reproduction across space of already formed structures and notions.47

This understanding of the concept renders words such as ‘diffusion’,
‘dissemination’, and ‘conveyance’ problematic, as they imply an understanding of the objects in motion as somehow fixed. Critical references
are often made to Bruno Latour’s concept of ‘immutable mobiles’,
which suggests that there are certain practices, devices, and systems
that spread without being transformed in the process. According to
Latour, it is precisely these ‘immutable mobiles’ that enable scientific
networks to exist, and they provide the scientific knowledge produced
within them with a universal character.48
However, for global historians of science such as Lissa Roberts and
Kapil Raj it is precisely the idea of circulation as something intrinsically transformative that ought to be further theorized and explored.
Roberts proposes that circulation should be used as an analytical
tool to help researchers to break away from habitual focuses on certain privileged positions, such as European metropoles and learned
scientific societies.49 Similarly, Raj stresses that the strength of the
circulation perspective is that it confers agency on all those involved
in the process of circulation. This does not mean that every single
historical actor involved is of equal importance, or that power is
somehow evenly distributed. On the contrary, Raj points out that the
concept of circulation is a useful analytical tool for studying different
forms of power relations.50 Roberts and Raj, just like Secord, employ
the concept of circulation as an imperative—historians of science
ought to analyse how knowledge really moves, or fails to move, in
and between specific historical and spatial contexts.
The second field in the history of science where there has been
particular interest in examining knowledge in motion is the history of popular science. Its scholars have frequently expressed their
dissatisfaction with the classical, unidirectional, diffusionist model
whereby scientific knowledge is first produced in a pure form and
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then, in more or less distorted forms, is spread to passive consumers
or users.51 The merits of exploring diffusion have traditionally been
considered dubious at best.52 Moreover, it has not been clear how
the findings from the history of popular science fit into any broader
discussions, particularly when, as James Secord has pointed out, the
history of science has concentrated on situating the production of
scientific knowledge in local contexts.
Secord’s own research has a prominent place in the history of popular science, and his study Victorian Sensation (2000) is often cited
as an excellent example of the benefits of a study of knowledge in
motion.53 His study has been inspired by the history of the book, and
he puts a strong emphasis on analysing publishers, markets, media
forms, readers, and materialities.54 Given this, his article ‘Knowledge
in Transit’ should perhaps be read as a plea for the integration of this
type of methodology into the history of science.
Secord’s theories have been welcomed by other historians of popular
science. What they have particularly embraced is his proposition that
all scientific activity should be seen as a form of communication, ignoring the traditional boundaries between production and distribution.55
What is conspicuously absent from current thinking on the history
of popular science, however, is the concept of circulation per se. It is
rarely touched on, whether in empirical investigations or theoretical
discussions. The relative silence does not mean that there is a shortage
of material, however: many contemporary studies of the history of
popular science are devoted to the transformation of knowledge as
it moves between different social strata, media, and environments.
One especially informative contribution has been made by Andreas Daum. His argument is that various forms of popular science
should be understood as ‘specific variations of a much larger phenomenon—that is, as transformations of public knowledge across
time, space, and cultures.’56 The key concept in Daum’s account is
‘public knowledge’, and he proposes that historians should direct
their attention to the question of what was considered legitimate
knowledge in the past. If they were to do so, they would more distinctly articulate the relevance of public knowledge to the history
of science as a whole.57 Jonathan Topham voices similar opinions,
with a nod to Secord, when he positions public knowledge as part
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of a broader economy of knowledge in transit.58 Daum’s hope is that
there will be a change of focus ‘from science to knowledge’, as he puts
it. He briefly mentions the history of knowledge, although without
defining it or giving any references.59
Turning to the present volume, we have chosen to highlight Daum’s
concept of public knowledge in the first of its three parts, ‘The public
circulation of knowledge’, with contributions that employ the concept
of circulation to study knowledge movement in society at large. The
second part, ‘The conditions of circulation’, explores the importance
of lifeworlds, conflicts, blockages, and translations for the circulation
of knowledge. In the third part, ‘Objects and sites of knowledge’, it is
the material aspects of circulation that are addressed.

The public circulation of knowledge
The first group of essays explores how various forms of knowledge
moved within and between public spheres. Central here is the social
reach of knowledge, the mediums and arenas in which public knowledge moves, and the important role—and often contested nature—of
public expertise. The first three essays (Hollsten, Nordberg, and Larsson
Heidenblad) thus examine how three different forms of knowledge
circulated in the mass media landscapes of the post-war period, while
the fourth (Bodensten) employs the concept in a study of political
debate in the eighteenth century.
Laura Hollsten analyses how knowledge of the health hazards of
high levels of cholesterol circulated in Finnish society from the 1970s
to the 2010s. Her study makes evident that this circulation was affected
by commercial, political, and scientific interests. She finds that the
knowledge also had a distinctly private character, as it concerned
individuals’ bodily experiences. Recently, health bloggers have been
notably sceptical of the consensus view shared by physicians, scientists,
and government officials. Hollsten’s essay demonstrates how worthwhile it is to shift focus from the scientific production of knowledge
to the processes of circulation.
Kari H. Nordberg studies the sexologists Inge and Sten Hegeler,
who became media celebrities in Scandinavia in the 1960s. The
Hegelers communicated sexual knowledge in books, films, and
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newspaper columns, while also publicly performing the desirable
outcome of this knowledge as the happily married heterosexual couple
sharing joyful experiences. Nordberg, like Hollsten, points to the
importance of analysing the commercial aspects of the knowledge
in circulation. The wide circulation which the Hegelers achieved did
not necessarily mean that the content of the knowledge was altered,
however, for as Nordberg demonstrates, sexual knowledge remained
remarkably stable.
In David Larsson Heidenblad’s view, historians of knowledge could
make an important contribution to historical research by developing
new methods for analysing influential books. He argues in his essay
that their influence must not be taken for granted, but instead should
be subject to scrutiny. By examining where, when, and how these publications were mentioned and discussed in public, it is possible to write
a history of the books’ circulation—a history which does not depend
on the traditional method of close readings and interpreting a book’s
content. The main empirical example in Larsson Heidenblad’s text is
the heated debate in early seventies’ Sweden about the future, which
demonstrates that what circulated as public knowledge in January
could be regarded as personal opinion by March.
Erik Bodensten’s contribution is the only one in the first part of the
volume to treat the early modern period. He examines what happened
when French subsidies paid to the Swedish government became public
knowledge in the late 1760s. While these monetary arrangements were
not new, they had not previously been openly discussed in political
debate. Bodensten shows that in a short period of time a plethora of
political publications were printed, and that this altered the political
knowledge of the day—evidently the public circulation of knowledge
is not just the preserve of historians of the modern era.

The conditions of circulation
The essays in the second part of the volume address the general conditions for knowledge in circulation. In order to develop the concept
of circulation further, the importance of such factors as everyday life,
blockages, conflicts, and translations are considered. The first contribution (Nilsson Hammar) concerns the theory of circulation, while
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the three others (Ahlbäck, Hammar, and Brilkman) operationalize
their theoretical choices with empirical studies.
Anna Nilsson Hammar discusses how historians of knowledge could
benefit from incorporating and developing the Aristotelian tripartite
division of knowing as theoria, praxis, and poiesis. She proposes that
this distinction is a valuable analytical tool, especially when conducting a circulation analysis that centres on knowledge in everyday life.
Nilsson Hammar stresses that historians of knowledge have thus far
focused on the production and circulation of scientific or rational
knowledge (theoria) while paying less attention to other forms of
knowledge (praxis and poiesis) and to the relationship between them.
Her essay demonstrates the importance of analysing the circulation
between different forms of knowledge in everyday life.
Anders Ahlbäck employs the concept of circulation in order to
demonstrate how certain forms of knowledge can be hindered and
counteracted. His empirical focus is the multifaceted local resistance
at Åbo Akademi University to academic knowledge about teaching
and learning in higher education. Ever since the 1960s there have
been attempts to intensify the circulation and practical implementation of such pedagogic knowledge, but as Ahlbäck’s study shows
these attempts were for many decades largely unsuccessful. His
study shows that the non-circulation of knowledge, and not least the
strategies employed by actors to block the circulation of knowledge,
is an intriguing topic.
Isak Hammar establishes in his essay that the interplay of conflict
and consensus is a fruitful way to study the public circulation of
knowledge. His empirical example is the intense Swedish education
debate in the early nineteenth century, which revolved around the
contested value of classical and modern education. Hammar uses the
concept of circulation to analyse value claims rather than truth claims,
but shows that antagonistic debates about values could also serve to
circulate consensual knowledge. He finds that the didactic ideal of
formal education was of fundamental importance to all debaters,
underscoring that a public dispute over knowledge can also build
rather than undermine consensus.
Kajsa Brilkman discusses the relationship between translation and
the circulation of knowledge in early modern theological literature. She
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argues that the concept of circulation can aid a better understanding
of these multilingual processes, but that the concept has to be finely
adjusted to the historical context under scrutiny. Brilkman draws
attention to many of the particularities of early modern print culture,
for example the way in which texts were repeatedly recontextualized
when they were adapted to new political and cultural contexts, and
she elucidates how key concepts such as ‘translation’, ‘society’, and
‘authorship’ meant something quite different in the sixteenth century
than they do today.

Objects and sites of knowledge
The essays of the third and final part of the volume explore how various forms of objects have circulated in and between texts, images,
epistemologies, and physical locations. Central to this section are the
materialities of knowledge, visual representations, and non-human
actors. The first three essays (Sandmo, Ruud, and Holmberg) explore
different objects of knowledge in an early modern context, while the
fourth (Jordheim) complicates the discussion by proposing that books
and other printed media should not only be understood as formative
vehicles of knowledge, but also as sites where knowledge circulates.
Erling Sandmo examines the movements of two objects of knowledge—the sea-pig and the walrus—which appeared in the magisterial
works of the Swedish theologian and natural historian Olaus Magnus.
By analysing visual representations and textual descriptions, Sandmo
outlines the epistemological borders between the monstrous and the
non-monstrous in the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries. This was a
time when the two objects in question circulated in various media
and contexts, whereby their meaning continually altered. Sandmo’s
circulation analysis sheds light on how objects of knowledge can
cross epistemological boundaries, hence gaining—or losing—meaning.
Camilla Ruud’s contribution is informed by actor–network theory where objects are seen as analytical sites for the circulation of
knowledge. She considers materiality to be a relational effect that
does not exist in and of itself, but is made through relations to other
actors in a network. Ruud’s empirical focus is a gigantic fossil found
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in South America in the late eighteenth century and put on display
in a museum in Madrid. Ruud examines the making of this object of
knowledge in an account written by a Danish naturalist who visited
the museum in the 1790s. Her study charts the interplay of enactments
and translations, which made the fossil into an object of knowledge,
circulated widely in natural historical communities.
Susann Holmberg explores how the idea that guaiacum was a possible cure for pox circulated in the early modern period. She compares
the introduction of guaiacum in the sixteenth century with efforts to
reintroduce it in the eighteenth century. Her analysis centres on the
arguments made for its effectiveness, proving that the meaning of
guaiacum was continuously transformed and adapted to local circumstances. Holmberg highlights the importance in the early modern era
of establishing origins—both of epidemics and cures—and emphasizes
that medical knowledge and medical authority were intrinsically linked
and co-produced in the process of circulation.
Helge Jordheim looks at the learned print culture of seventeenthand eighteenth-century Europe, proposing that printed works of this
kind should be understood less as vehicles or carriers of knowledge,
but rather as sites where various forms of knowledge circulated. His
empirical example, Bernard de Fontenelle’s Entretiens sur la pluralité
des mondes, was first published in 1686 and went on to become one
of the bestsellers of the age. Jordheim considers how different forms
of knowledge circulated in Fontenelle’s work and examines how subsequent translations, prefaces, and footnotes played an active part in
this creative process. He finds that the genre of the dialogue—which
involves a plurality of voices within a work—fostered this multifaceted
and organic circulation of knowledge, which was so characteristic of
the early modern republic of letters.
All in all, the twelve essays display the potential of circulation as
an analytical concept in the history of knowledge. As a tool, it is not
only applicable in investigations of wildly differing themes, epochs,
and geographical areas, but it can open up new perspectives in studies
that stem from very diverse theoretical and scholarly traditions. At
the same time, precise understandings of circulation vary, as do the
definitions of knowledge. In a rich and multidimensional discipline like
history this is not surprising and is perhaps inevitable. Yet systematic
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explorations in the history of knowledge are of fairly recent date, and
some approaches may very well prove to be more fruitful than others.
The conversation continues.60
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chapter 1

Public, private, and
experience-based knowledge
Cholesterol knowledge in circulation
in Finnish society, 1970–2010
Laura Hollsten
Public health concerns are an important driving force in producing
new knowledge about the human body. The scientific paradigms of the
day and socioeconomic conditions have always influenced the ways
in which this knowledge has been created, distributed, and received.
It is because of its bearing on public health that knowledge about
cholesterol has been of great societal and economic significance in the
late twentieth century. Knowledge of this substance, produced by the
human body, has also been of deeply personal interest for individuals
concerned about their health.
Knowledge of cholesterol has circulated in the media since the
Seven Countries Study, which investigated coronary heart disease
and stroke in seven countries in 1956–1970.1 The cornerstone of this
knowledge has been the lipid hypothesis, which links high cholesterol
levels with cardiovascular diseases, and is widely accepted within the
medical community. The lipid hypothesis has become the governing
paradigm in explaining cardiovascular disease, to the extent that
researchers refer to it as the lipid consensus.
This essay investigates the circulation of knowledge about cholesterol
in Finnish society by analysing a variety of sources such as scientific
articles, newspaper articles, public debates, and blog posts. The objective
is not to give an account of the cholesterol debate, but rather to chart
the patterns of the circulation of knowledge. Thus the primary sources
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have been selected to cast light on the various strands of knowledge
in circulation. The so-called fat debate in the largest newspaper in
Finland, Helsingin Sanomat, has recently been studied by Jallinoja et
al.;2 however, in this article more attention has been paid to the largest
Swedish-language newspaper in Finland, Hufvudstadsbladet, with
a readership of about 100,000. This concentration on the Swedishlanguage press reflects the fact that one of the most vocal opponents of
the lipid hypothesis, the Danish physician Uffe Ravnskov, is based in
Sweden and participated in the Hufvudstadsbladet debate. The source
material also includes health blogs posted before 2010, the year when
a programme on Finnish national television questioned the lipid consensus, sparking a long and lively debate that continues today.
Previous social science research on the cholesterol debate has concentrated on discourses, scientific controversies, and the social construction of competence, while the question of cholesterol has been
investigated to an extent by medical historians. 3 However, neither the
cholesterol debate nor the knowledge transfer about cholesterol has
been studied in terms of knowledge circulation.4 From a historical
perspective, it is interesting to study this circulation in the run-up to
the Finnish debate.5 It is shown here how public, private, and experience-based knowledge became intertwined, with knowledge generated
and transformed while circulating between different actors and media.
Finland is a useful case study because of the almost total dominance
there of the lipid hypothesis as the ruling paradigm for explaining
heart disease, and because of the high rates of coronary heart disease,
as identified by the Seven Countries Study. Indeed, according to the
World Health Organization (WHO), men in eastern Finland held the
world record for heart disease in 1975.6
This essay argues that the concept of circulation enhances our understanding of how knowledge of cholesterol was produced, distributed,
and received. In addition, it shows how such knowledge was shaped
by the various types of media that carried it, and especially people’s
knowledge of the new products developed to lower cholesterol. The
study is informed by Anders Daum’s view that popular science is a
‘changing set of processes, practices, and actors that generate and
transform public knowledge across time, space, and cultures’.7 This
perspective allows for a view of knowledge which is not limited to the
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realm of science, but embraces the multiple forms of public knowledge
in circulation. What is more, it takes into account that public knowledge
is formed not only by scientific research and official recommendations
based on science, but also by individuals who through their articulated
experiences contribute to the growing body of public knowledge. 8
Other key concepts are experience-based knowledge and private
knowledge. Private knowledge is ‘what one knows, one thinks and
what one believes to be true’.9 It is knowledge based on experience,
but also includes elements that are shared in a culture, in addition to
containing other more individualistic elements.10 When it comes to
health, private knowledge—consisting of theories, beliefs, personal
experience, observations, interpretations, and a hierarchy of acceptance
from various sources—is a useful concept. While public knowledge
about health tends to be universalist and based on comprehensive
population-based trials, private knowledge is more particularistic and
individualistic. The two are brought together and intertwined in the
course of knowledge transfers or circulations between the public and
the private. The concept of circulation hence enables us to investigate
how knowledge of cholesterol was created in research projects, and
how it was recreated as it moved, often across national boundaries,
communicated by experts and scientific journals to primary healthcare,
consumers, and the popular debate, via national recommendations,
popular science, and the social media.

Cholesterol knowledge in the making
In 1758, the French physician François Poulletier de la Salle was the
first to isolate cholesterol, and found it to consist of a waxy, fat-like
substance located in all cells of the body. The early knowledge of
cholesterol was characterized by circulation within the scientific
sphere—while transcending national borders, it was limited as far as
we know to the scientific community.11 The first scientist to establish
a link between cholesterol and cardiovascular disease was the Russian pathologist Alexander I. Ignatowski (1875–1955), who in 1907
conducted an experiment where he fed rabbits full-fat milk, eggs, and
meat.12 Ignatowski’s results caught the eye of Nikolaevich Anichkov,
who proceeded to conduct an experiment where he fed rabbits purified
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cholesterol.13 In 1912 he defended his doctoral thesis on ‘Inflammatory
changes in myocardium: apropos of myocarditis’.14 However, Anichkov’s results did not lead to further interest in the role of cholesterol
in cardiovascular disease in humans, since rabbits are herbivores. At
the time, atherosclerosis was understood to be the result of senescence
rather than high cholesterol levels. Forty years later, Anichkov’s results
were revisited by a scientist at the University of California at Berkeley, John Gofman, who eventually found a correlation between heart
attacks and elevated levels of blood cholesterol in the early 1950s.
Finally, in 1953, a hypothesis about the epidemiological connection
between blood cholesterol and coronary atherosclerosis was presented
by Ancel Keys. A physiologist at the University of Minnesota, Keys
launched the Seven Countries Study, designed to establish whether the
occurrence of heart attacks in 15,000 middle-aged men over a ten-year
period was linearly proportional to their blood levels of cholesterol.15
The seven countries that participated in the study were the US, Japan,
Italy, Greece, the Netherlands, Finland, and Yugoslavia. It received
much publicity and led to a number of well-known publications such
as Keys’ How to eat and stay well (1959) with Margaret Keys, Coronary
heart disease in seven countries (1970) and How to eat well and stay
well: The Mediterranean way (1975). There appeared to be strong
indications that saturated fats increased the risk of cardiovascular
disease. At this point, cholesterol entered the public sphere in the
industrialized countries. In 1969, a spokesperson for the American
Heart Association stated that heart disease, previously understood to
be the inevitable accompaniment to old age, could be prevented by
reducing cholesterol.16 Although many cardiologists still criticized the
cholesterol theory, it gradually began to gain attention. In a historical
perspective however, starting with Anichkov’s findings in 1913, the
acceptance of the lipid hypothesis was a long uphill battle.17

Finland and the lipid hypothesis
Finland was one of the countries included in the Seven Countries Study;
the Finnish part of the study was initiated in North Karelia in eastern
Finland in 1956. North Karelia is a rural area where the men had the
highest international occurrence of mortality from cardiovascular
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disease.18 Another early trial was the Finnish Mental Hospital Study
in 1968, conducted by a research group led by Osmo Turpeinen, and
inspired by Keys’ ideas and the Seven Countries Study.19
Because of the alarming situation in Finland, and particularly
in North Karelia, the issue of coronary health attracted increasing
attention at the national level. As a result, a comprehensive community-based preventive programme was launched in North Karelia
in 1972 in order to reduce the risk factors for cardiovascular health
(which included smoking, high blood pressure, and high cholesterol
levels). The project was to run until 1997. One of its key figures was
professor and principal investigator Pekka Puska, later director of
the National Institute of Public Health. By popularizing its research
results, Puska played an important role in converting scientific
knowledge into a more practically oriented form of public knowledge. Known as Mr Public Health, he became the public face of the
North Karelia project and the prevention of cardiovascular disease
with the help of a cholesterol-reducing diet, regularly appearing in
the media to share his knowledge about the role of cholesterol in
cardiovascular health. In addition, knowledge about cholesterol was
spread by means of education and media campaigns, competitions,
and lay advocates.20
The community-based North Karelia project mobilized a variety
of local actors such as healthcare personnel and local organizations,
including the Women’s Association for Home Economics, the Church,
and the army. There was community action—such as rewarding villages
or towns that were successful in reducing residents’ cholesterol—combined with changes in the national legislation. Farmers, who previously
had been paid for their dairy produce based on its fat content, were
now encouraged to produce low-fat milk and grow a new variety of
rapeseed for oil. Tobacco advertising was banned. The participation
rate in health examinations and surveys run by the project was high.21
As a result of the publicity about the North Karelia project, public,
authority-based knowledge of cholesterol circulated widely in Finnish
society, both in the media and among individuals. For example, Mikko
Jauho finds that local residents in North Karelia corresponded with the
project office concerning their health surveys, while project officials
answered questions from the public in two local newspapers.22 Jauho’s
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findings show that some of the residents’ understandings of the causes
of heart problems differed from those projected by the project. The
locals’ private knowledge was not necessarily experience-based, but
originated in their perception of a healthy lifestyle and diet as well as
the region’s history of deprivation and food shortages.23
The North Karelia project produced a wide variety of knowledge,
generating over 400 international medical journal articles. Its collaboration with the WHO has brought it considerable authority in the public
arena. Scientific knowledge about cholesterol thus gained formal status
and was adopted by medical experts, politicians, physicians, and other
public figures. In addition, this scientific knowledge was popularized as
it circulated into community interventions and educational programmes.
Here, cholesterol knowledge quickly evolved into a more practically
oriented knowledge of nutritional choices and lifestyle. Although the
questions of smoking and exercise were prominent, the main concern
centered around the issue of diet. The advice was further repeated by the
media, often boiling down to the question of animal versus vegetable
fats. Representatives of the project visited schools across Finland to
ensure that even young children learnt to avoid saturated fats in favour
of vegetable fats. Although many participants embraced the new recommendations, substituting low-fat milk for whole milk, others were
less enthusiastic. As Jauho’s study of the response of local participants
to the North Karelia project shows, low-fat options in schools and shops
occasionally met with passive resistance, but the resistance could also be
more active, as in the case of one of the letters to the project, in which a
middle-aged woman from a rural area accused it of representing meat
and dairy farmers as ‘enemies of humankind’.24 The resistance should
be understood in the context of the structural changes taking place in
North Karelia, where agriculture and dairy farming had traditionally
been strong. The new knowledge was not always welcome, and a lack
of trust sometimes created blockages in its circulation.
In spite of the divided opinions, the link between high cholesterol
and cardiovascular disease was further strengthened in the 1990s, in
part as a result of studies on statins, the cholesterol-lowering medicines introduced in the 1980s. After several large-scale clinical trials
of statins in the mid-1990s showed decreases in LDL cholesterol, they
eventually became a cornerstone in the treatment of heart disease,
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adding a new component to cholesterol knowledge. According to the
former Professor of Internal Medicine at Helsinki University Hospital,
Matti Tikkanen, the use of statins was initially low, and some experts
were of the opinion that they should be used only in exceptional
cases such as familial hypercholesterolemia.25 However, their use rose
throughout the 2000s to the point when 660,000 people were taking
them in 2010.26 Given the consumption of statins, Professor Antero
Kesäniemi’s complaint (in 2005) that Finns, according to a global study
of attitudes towards cholesterol management, were careless about
high cholesterol, is somewhat surprising. After all, there was plenty
of information about the health hazards posed by high cholesterol.27
Kesäniemi’s comment can be interpreted as evidence of the medical
establishment’s continuing determination to lower the Finnish population’s cholesterol with the help of knowledge, diet, and medication.
Thanks to the North Karelia project, lay people all over Finland
gradually accepted the now state-sanctioned medical knowledge about
cholesterol, together with its practical applications. This knowledge
had been translated into specific and concrete advice about diet and
lifestyle which, although not always popular, was most often perceived
as the best way to avoid cardiovascular disease.

Benecol, the embodiment of knowledge
In addition to being of importance to the medical community, knowledge about cholesterol has been instrumental in the creation of
products aimed at lowering cholesterol levels. Such products have
been marketed in Europe and elsewhere in the world since the 1990s.
The first of these products to appear on the market was Benecol,
launched by the Finnish food company Raisio in 1995. The process
that led to Benecol’s development shows how medical knowledge
about cholesterol was combined with knowledge from the paper
pulp industry. Initially, knowledge produced in medical research
and knowledge produced in the study of industrial processes circulated separately, but once they had been put together the interaction
between them continued.
The active ingredient in Benecol is sitostanol, shown in the late
1970s to be the most effective of the plant sterols in reducing serum
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cholesterol. Plant sterols occur naturally in many grains, vegetables,
fruits, nuts, and seeds. The average human diet contains roughly equal
amounts of plant sterols and cholesterol. Plant sterols and cholesterol
possess many common features on a molecular level, and they have
a similar chemical structure. When eaten, sterols appear to partially
block the uptake of cholesterol, which leads to a reduction of cholesterol levels in the blood.28
In the early 1970s a Finnish paper mill, Kaukas, was looking for ways
to use the sitostanol that was produced from the tall oil, a by-product
of pulp production. In order to investigate how the produce could
be put to use, three Finnish paper pulp companies, Kaukas, EnsoGutzeit, and Kymmene, provided financing for a research group led
by Professor Eero Avela to work on tall oil research at Åbo Akademi
University in Turku.29 The Åbo Akademi research team, Kaukas, and
a small engineering company named Linotekno collaborated on the
technical development, and the production of sitosterol could begin
in 1981. Researchers at Kaukas then studied the medical properties of
sitosterol. Originally, the plan had been to sell it to a Finnish medical
company with a view to producing steroid hormones, but that company
backed out. Kaukas subsequently contacted the leading cholesterol
researcher in the country, Professor Tatu Miettinen at the University
of Helsinki. By coincidence, Miettinen had just been dismissed as
chairman of the scientific advisory board of Finland’s leading dairy
company, Valio. Meanwhile, new research in Germany and Japan
indicated that sitostanol, saturated from sitosterol, was more efficient
in lowering cholesterol than sitosterol. Miettinen contacted Raisio
Margarine Ltd., a division of the agricultural and chemical company
Raisio, and suggested using sitosterol and sitostanol in its products.30
The idea of using sitosterol in food had already been proposed in
1985.31 Raisio in turn had conducted research which showed that
canola oil reduced the content of cholesterol in the human bloodstream. Once Raisio’s results were published in 1989, sales of canola
oil quadrupled in two years. .With the help of their experiences with
canola oil, the researchers at Raisio found a way of turning plant stanol
into a fat-soluble sitostanol ester suitable for food production. After
years in development, the margarine was ready to be launched. However, the producers wanted it to be backed up by convincing scientific
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knowledge of its effects. A number of smaller clinical studies followed
in 1993–1994 to establish whether the new product really could be
proved to lower cholesterol content in humans. In addition, a larger
clinical study was conducted in cooperation with the North Karelia
project. The North Karelia project by this stage had the infrastructure
and experience needed to conduct a representative study. In terms
of knowledge circulation, this connection is noteworthy because the
new product, Benecol margarine, embodied the knowledge produced
by the North Karelia project. This knowledge was not only crucial
for Benecol’s existence, but also enabled Raisio to capitalize on its
infrastructure and conduct a large double-blind trial.
The new study showed that sitostanol-ester reduced total cholesterol levels by more than 10 per cent and LDL-cholesterol by 14 per
cent. The results received much publicity when they were published
in the New England Journal of Medicine in November 1995. They
were presented at a press conference, and Benecol margarine was
launched the same day. The product could henceforth be marketed
using scientific medical knowledge. Since its launch Benecol has been
marketed all over the world. For instance, in 2014 Raisio launched its
cholesterol-lowering plant sterol-based Benecol products in Brazil,
and the following year they entered the Chinese market. In its twenty
years’ retailing of Benecol products, Raisio has consistently based its
marketing on research-based scientific knowledge. The product and
the knowledge have become intertwined in the various arenas where
the knowledge has circulated.32

The two camps
Although the lipid hypothesis was accepted by most of the medical
community by the 1980s, leading to what has been termed the ‘lipid
consensus’, there were diverging views. These resulted in a debate popularly known as the fat debate. One of the reasons for a new perspective
on the fat question was the shifting of attention from fat to diabetes
and obesity, now considered to be serious public health issues. Jallinoja
et al. have identified some peak periods in the discussion about the
health risks of dietary fats in Finland: one after 1988 and another in
the early 2000s, continuing up to a new high in 2010.33
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The intensifying public discussion was a reaction to a whole-page
advert published in Finnish newspapers in June 1988, entitled ‘Five
things you have wanted to hear about nutritional fats that nobody
has told you’.34 The advert was placed by the largest milk producer,
Valio—Finland is a major dairy producer, and the dairy industry had
no intention of taking an attack on the merits of its main products
lying down. The advert set out to refute five theses. Valio stated that
firstly, contrary to popular belief, of all the OECD countries Finland
was among the four to consume the least fat in 1985, and that the
connection between animal fats and deaths from cardiovascular
diseases had not been thoroughly established. Meanwhile, according
to Valio, the consumption of animal fat in the US had increased,
while mortality rates from cardiovascular disease had fallen. Besides,
mortality rates due to cardiovascular disease were dropping rapidly
in Finland, as they were in many other countries. Finally, the advert
stated that mortality rates had decreased more slowly in North
Karelia than in other areas of Finland, despite the local campaigns.
Valio’s intervention brought an immediate reaction from several
medical experts, who strongly condemned the announcement. 35
All in all, Helsingin Sanomat received 56 letters to the editor out of
which 28 were published. Although most letters remarked on the
unhealthiness of saturated fats, some of the writers did not believe
in the harmfulness of animal fats.36
Interestingly, the Valio advert did not occasion a debate in the
Swedish-language media. Although the majority Finnish-language
and minority Swedish-language media were part of the same circuit of
knowledge, some differences can be observed. Like the Finnish media
generally, there was little said about cholesterol in the Swedish-language
media in the 1970s. In 1977 a Professor of Animal Breeding, U. B.
Lindström (later general secretary of UNICEF in Finland) claimed
that vegetable fats did not lower cholesterol, remarking, with reference
to a study by Saarivirta in 1974, that Finns consumed less animal fats
than inhabitants in other Nordic countries.37 Almost two decades later
in 2001, Lindström published a column in which he noted that lower
cholesterol led to fewer heart attacks but somewhat higher mortality.38
Lindström’s views can be ascribed to his field of research. Lindström’s
and Valio’s actions show that the lipid hypothesis was gaining ground,
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and the meat and dairy producers felt the need to highlight existing
scientific knowledge in favour of animal fats.
The margarine industry also had its own association, as an organization called Margariinitiedotus (Margarine Information) was founded
in 1978. As the name suggests, it saw its job as spreading information about the beneficial effects of vegetable fats. The organization
distributed not only scientifically based information with references
to medical studies such as the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition,
but also took out adverts that focused on wellbeing—with the help
of soft vegetable fats (margarine) you could hug your friends on the
cellular level, according to an advert of the day.39
The debate about cholesterol in Hufvudstadsbladet intensified in
the spring of 1990, but the Valio advert was not referred to. Instead,
the topic was a study by the Turku-based physician Dr Rolf Kroneld
on the island of Iniö in the south-western archipelago. Kroneld and
his team studied Iniö’s residents, and randomly selected individuals of
the same age and sex in chosen areas in south-west Finland (Loimaa)
and North Karelia. It appeared that the population of Iniö consumed
twice the amount of margarine compared to the other regions, and
only half the butter. In addition, unlike the other groups they drank
skimmed milk. Even so, the highest cholesterol values were found on
Iniö—along with lower mortality.40 Kroneld’s conclusion was that other
factors than cholesterol should be considered. Although the study led
to a lively discussion in the Swedish-language media in 1990 it appears
not to have had much impact on the subsequent discussion of the
lipid hypothesis. It was commented on by the director of the Finnish
Public Health Institute, Professor Jussi Huttunen, who criticized its
methodology, arguing that the number of trial subjects (536) was too
few to be able to draw certain conclusions.41
The physicians who questioned the lipid hypothesis represented
an alternative, scientifically based medical knowledge wary of the
hegemonic, official line. Both camps had followers among laypeople
who became progressively more vocal in the debate. From the 1990s
on, people increasingly trusted their experience-based knowledge and
said as much in the media.
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Cholesterol sceptics
One of the researchers who did cite Kroneld’s study was a well-known
opponent of the lipid hypothesis, Dr Uffe Ravnskov, whose name now
began to figure increasingly in the media. A Danish physician with a
private practice in Sweden, Ravnskov had completed his PhD in 1973,
On Renal Handling of Serum Proteins, at the departments of Nephrology
and Clinical Chemistry at Lund University Hospital in Sweden. Since
1979 he had been an independent researcher. Ravnskov published a
book entitled Kolesterolmyten (‘The Cholesterol Myth’) in 1991. The
following year, reporters burnt his book live on Finnish television
after medical experts completely discredited its contents.42 The autoda-fé was presumably an ironic way to show that the lipid hypothesis
had reached the status of religion in Finnish society. Ravnskov’s book
was packed with knowledge that questioned the lipid hypothesis by
scrutinizing four myths about cholesterol. He claimed, firstly, that
there was no such thing as good or bad cholesterol, but that mental
stress, physical activity, and changing body weight play an important
role in the level of blood cholesterol. He also stated that there was
no relationship between the blood cholesterol level and the degree
of atherosclerosis in the vessels. Moreover, there was, according to
Ravnskov, no evidence that too much animal fat and cholesterol in
the diet promote atherosclerosis or heart attacks.
Ravnskov is a founding member and director of the International
Network of Cholesterol Skeptics. The network, which was founded in
2003 and had some 100 members in 2014, dispute the lipid hypothesis.43 According to them, a low-grade inflammation in the body is an
important contributory factor in the development of heart diseases.
The two camps have ended up in polarized positions with regard to
recommended diet. This has led to a polemic, the fat controversy,
between the opposed views on both the correctness and standard of
existing medical studies, the treatment of heart diseases, and dietary
recommendations. The cholesterol knowledge represented by the
sceptic school has figured increasingly in the popular media in the past
fifteen years, particularly on the internet. This discussion is evident in
most industrialized countries, albeit with some variations.44
When the cholesterol debate intensified again in Hufvudstadsbladet
in 2007, Ravnskov was one of the participants. Besides animal versus
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vegetable fats, the side effects of statins were on the agenda. Opposite
Ravnskov were Pekka Puska and the physician Birger Björkqvist.45
Björkqvist referred to scientific studies and noted that even if some
people experienced side effects from statins, and even if the pharmaceutical industry might be slightly exaggerating the benefits of the
medicines, they were still worth taking in view of the overwhelming
scientific evidence.46 This kind of opinion, typical of most physicians, is
based on large population-based studies and aims at minimizing risks.
As for the knowledge about cholesterol articulated by Ravnskov, it
made headlines but was met with suspicion. One letter to the editor
expressed concern that Ravnskov’s opinions would cause confusion,
conjuring up alarming images of the side effects of statins. Ravnskov
was called ‘Doctor Butter’ in one article, while another was entitled
‘Bring on the butter and cream’.47 The lay people who participated
in the Hufvudstasbladet debate were mostly opponents of the lipid
consensus. Some of the people who wrote letters to the editor spoke
from personal experience of the side effects of statins.48 This, together
with reports of a general improvement in health after switching to a
low-carbohydrate, high-fat diet, were the most frequent examples of
the kind of personal experience that can be regarded a component of
private knowledge.49
The internet created a new arena for the critics of the lipid hypothesis.
On the whole, the role of lay people in the circulation of cholesterol
knowledge began changing in the mid-2000s as blogs became an
increasingly popular medium for sharing health-related advice. In
creating a platform for lay people to share their experiences concerning questions of health, blogs also created a new kind of authority.
While some health bloggers cited scientific studies, others explicitly
referred to their own experiences when it came to lifestyle and diet.
Janne Huovila and Sampsa Saikkonen have identified two types of
health bloggers in the Finnish blogosphere: popular nutrition counsellors, and experts contributing to the national Institute of Health
and Welfare blog.50 Of the two, it is the former who represent the kind
of ‘dietary individualism’ that played a role in the transformation of
cholesterol knowledge.
Blogs about cholesterol began appearing in the mid-2000s. The most
active independent blogger to address the question of cholesterol was
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Dr Antti Heikkilä, an orthopaedic surgeon specialized in traumatology. Another early blogger was the biologist Christer Sundqvist. Both
criticized the lipid consensus, warned against the side effects of statins,
and attacked advocates of the official public health recommendations.
The authorities they referred to were Uffe Ravnskov and the American
physicist and journalist Gary Taubes.51 Both bloggers have written popular books on health. Although both represent views which contradict
the official nutritional recommendations of the medical and official
establishment, their alternative knowledge about cholesterol health
has remained sought-after for the past ten years. Many subsequent
bloggers in turn refer to Heikkilä and Sundqvist. Typically, bloggers
cite scientific studies, but also Ravnskov’s and Heikkilä’s books as well
as self-help books based on authors’ experiences.52

Intertwined knowledge
Since the 1970s, universalist public knowledge about cholesterol health, based on large trials, has circulated in Finnish society,
reaching practically the whole population. The knowledge, based
on the lipid hypothesis, has been communicated in a hierarchical
top-down fashion, from the medical establishment to the general
population. Commercial products such as Benecol margarine became
part of this circulation, as knowledge about cholesterol was combined
with knowledge of industrial production processes, and eventually
simplified in order to suit marketing needs. However, although the
lipid hypothesis was accepted by the majority, not everybody trusted
this ‘state-sanctioned’ medical knowledge. When it comes to their
health, people often rely on their own beliefs, personal experiences,
and observations as well as their own interpretations of theories.
Such a lack of faith in the official recommendations can hinder
the circulation of knowledge, resulting in blockades or changes.53
Hence, individuals who question the accepted form of knowledge
about cholesterol encounter the ‘official’ information, which they can
pass on by commenting on it, in however critical a fashion, perhaps
accompanied by hostile remarks, and thereby adding their own private, experience-based knowledge.
In many cases, the official, universalist knowledge and a personally
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experienced, individualistic knowledge correspond to the categories of scientific and popular knowledge. Scientific knowledge about
cholesterol has circulated in the media as adverts and in equally
popularized forms in newspaper articles and particularly letters to the
editor, representing both public and personally experienced knowledge.
Although both supporters and opponents of the lipid hypothesis are
represented, the focus is on public knowledge. Whenever critics of
the lipid hypothesis published their views in newspapers, they were
immediately followed by reactions from medical experts, reflecting the
public knowledge embraced by the medical community. Like ‘official’
public knowledge, alternative knowledge is transnational, because the
‘fat question’ is debated in most industrialized countries. A study of
letters to Hufvudstadsbladet and a number of critical bloggers shows
that knowledge travelled from Sweden to Finland mainly courtesy of
the well-known cholesterol sceptic, Uffe Ravnskov.
Bloggers often refer to scientific studies, but if anything even more
to personal experience. Bloggers and other laypeople such as the
authors of self-help books comment on the cholesterol question in
scientific terms, claiming an expertise based on scientific knowledge.
On the other hand, private knowledge, based on experience gained by
bloggers from experimenting with dietary regimes, has rapidly found
its way into the public sphere. Private knowledge is hence transmuted
into a form of public knowledge.
A study of the various strands of cholesterol knowledge from the
perspective of circulation shows how knowledge changes at various
stages in the media that carry it. In the North Karelia project, scientific knowledge, initiated in response to the Seven Countries Study,
quickly became popularized through various media and community
actions, and was translated into practical knowledge about diet and
lifestyle. Benecol margarine was a component in this lifestyle as a
result of knowledge produced by the North Karelia project, and by
the project’s infrastructure, which helped with product testing. As a
result, a large number of people trusted the product and bought it.
Although official public knowledge about cholesterol figured widely
in the media, an alternative strand of medical knowledge entered the
knowledge circuit thanks to the cholesterol sceptics. This knowledge
was particularly in evidence in newspapers and blogs, where laypeople
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mixed their own experiences with scientific knowledge. Here too, diet
and lifestyle were the primary topics of interest. While circulating
between media and actors, public knowledge, private knowledge, and
experience-based knowledge became intertwined.
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chapter 2

The circulation and
commercialization of
sexual knowledge
The celebrity sexologists Inge and Sten Hegeler
Kari H. Nordberg
In 1968, psychologists Inge and Sten Hegeler’s book Spørg Inge &
Sten (Ask Inge & Sten), was published in Denmark. The book was a
collection of questions and answers about sexuality that the couple
had received as experts with an advice column in the newspaper
Ekstrabladet. At the time, Inge and Sten were becoming a superstar
couple, posing on Danish frontpages. They were regarded as ‘modern
apostles of sex’ advocating sexual liberation.1 The couple had similar
advice columns in major newspapers in Sweden and Norway, and
their books on human sexuality, most notably Spørg Inge & Sten, but
also Kærlighedens ABZ (1961, An ABZ of Love) and Kærlighedens
XYZ (1971, An XYZ of Love), were translated into several languages
and republished many times.2 Inge and Sten also played a major part
in Swedish director Torgny Wickman’s film series Kärlekens språk
(1969–1972, Language of Love).3 The circulation of the Hegelers’ work
was apparently considerable, boosted by the couple’s work in different
media and their celebrity status.
Inge and Sten were key actors in the circulation of sexual knowledge
in the 1960s and 1970s. Although the psychologists had links to academe, they personified sexual knowledge to a broader audience. The
couple became a brand, signalling sexual liberation. They were part
of a network of circulation that involved media and actors outside the
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academic sphere, and their case hence raises questions concerning the
authority and legitimacy of knowledge in society at large, and more
specifically how the celebrity and commercialization attendant on
the circulation of knowledge affect its production and reception. The
commercialization served to disseminate the knowledge, but circulation involves more than the spreading of knowledge. In this essay,
I discuss Inge and Sten as actors of knowledge, their writing style,
self-representation, and status as celebrities, and the way in which
the commercial structures they relied on could both reinforce and
undermine the authority and circulation of sexual knowledge. This
is then a case study of actors and popular knowledge practices in a
transnational celebrity culture.

The Hegelers’ style and expertise
The female orgasm, male potency, sexual variety, and the use of massage
equipment were recurrent themes in the Hegelers’ columns and books.
The couple received letters from dissatisfied and disillusioned married
men and women, and the advice they provided was intended to serve
to strengthen the bond between spouses. Their typical remedies were
open communication, honesty—and knowledge of sexuality. The sexual
knowledge that the couple provided was matter-of-fact, presented in an
apparently neutral tone. They use the analogy of being a capable driver
and a capable lover to illustrate the importance of education. Most
people had not seen an ‘experienced sex motorist’ in action before they
started ‘driving in the difficult traffic that is the sexual relationship’.4
A lack of proper instruction resulted in confusion. Analogizing sex
with other everyday practices such as eating, drinking, and driving was
typical of the Hegelers’ prose (and drew criticism). In their defence of
sexual massage equipment, they stressed how people gladly took the
train, bike, or car instead of walking, or used cutlery when they ate,
and by analogy an aversion to technological help in the bedroom did
not make sense.5 Lack of knowledge and misunderstandings of how
the male and especially the female sexual organs functioned, together
with silence on awkward subjects, were the root causes of despair and
bad marriages, according to Inge and Sten.
The contents of their books, advice columns, and films are broadly
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similar. Using a letter from a reader, a scene acted out in the films, an
anecdote, they often present typical sexual problems. The references
to the textbook and lexicon (An ABZ and An XYZ of Love) link Inge
and Sten’s work to education and enlightenment, and followed in the
tradition of Scandinavian sex reform.6 In the late 1960s, sex advice
columns were not new to Scandinavia. In the interwar period, Karl
Evang, a young doctor and later Norwegian director of health, had
answered medical questions in a column in the journal Arbeidermagasinet (‘The worker’s magazine’). The many questions on sexual
health prompted Evang to start his own periodical Populært Tidsskrift
for Seksuell Oplysning (1932–1934, ‘Popular Journal for Sex Education’), a periodical that became established in Sweden and Denmark
too.7 When Inge and Sten conquered the Scandinavian market, then,
there was already a tradition of popularizing sexual knowledge and
a transnational exchange of ideas. Like the generation of sexologists
before them, Inge and Sten referred to, and employed, ordinary people’s
thoughts and experiences in their texts, and they collected and edited
the material in magazines, newspapers, and books.8
The interaction between experts and laypeople was still important
in the production of sexual knowledge. A positivist stance—a commitment to reveal the scientific truth about human sexuality—was
also typical of both the Hegelers and earlier sex reformers. Where
Freudianism and Alfred Kinsey’s work had been important, it was
now the American sexologists Masters and Johnson’s research that
the Hegelers relied on.9 Masters and Johnson had ‘as the first ones in
the world’s history measured sexual responses, and we are especially
happy that their theories have confirmed many of ours’.10
The self-appointed task of the sex experts of the twentieth century,
including Inge and Sten, was to counteract mistakes, prejudice, and
sexual guilt. Masters and Johnson had, as part of a proud tradition
of sex research, managed to grasp true sexuality in their laboratory.
To Inge and Sten, this research was crucial, as people were desperate
to know whether their sexual thoughts and actions were normal. In
their writings, they referred to American sexology and reassured their
readers that normalcy had ‘stretchable limits’.11
The sex experts’ mission was the disclosure of true sexuality. If nothing else, this gave them what Foucault called the ‘speaker’s benefit’: if
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sexuality is repressed and silenced, those who speak are its liberators.12
Janice Irvine has argued the opposite, as she finds that sexologists have
often suffered from ‘the speaker’s burden’, or ‘the stigmatization that
attaches to those with any visible connection to sex’.13 In a scientific
community, knowledge of sexuality is often regarded as tainted. The risk
of being ridiculed and the social stigma attached to sexual knowledge
give rise to questions of authority, presentation, and performance.14
Inge and Sten, however, did not appear to be very concerned with
the risk of stigmatization.15 Instead, they embraced their roles as playful, liberated sexologists. Their byline picture, used for their columns,
book jackets, and advertising, shows the smiling couple rubbing noses.
This was probably because their main stage was not academe. They
explicitly distanced their popularization of knowledge on sexuality
from drier, duller scholarly prose. For example, in the ABZ of Love,
the entry ‘Anilinctio, anilingus’ describes it as
Kiss on the rear end. A good example of the pseudoscientific methodology that systematizes sexual life. … One may, thank God, still
kiss each other both here and there without prior translation. (See
Cunnilingtio and Fellatio).16

Another example of their sarcastic yet good-natured writing was their
reply to the recurring question about whether there was a connection
between the size of the penis and the ability to satisfy a woman. The
Hegelers referred to Masters and Johnson and stated that the vagina
was not a room
where small penises wander lonely and confused. It is a deflated
tube—almost like a bicycle wheel without air—with elastic walls
that can enclose both large and small penises. Masters and Johnson
may not say it in exactly these words, but that is the point of what
they are writing.17

The books and columns are humorous, as in the reply to a letter from a
woman whose husband was working abroad. The woman was concerned
as she had sexual feelings for a female friend. Inge and Sten answered
that ‘If you are starving hungry, then an old scrap of dogfood is also
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delicious—not that we want to compare your woman with that!’18 Both
in their writing and their self-presentations we find a playful tone, in
contrast to earlier sex experts. The Hegelers seemed to enjoy using
their expert voice, and they were able to laugh and speak of sexuality
in the same manner as one might speak of any other everyday activity.
Although Sten Hegeler probably did most of the writing (hence the
very distinct prose style), Inge and Sten together appear to have been
a very successful brand, representing both women, men, mothers,
fathers—and of course married couples. Their authority to pronounce
on sex derived from their professional background as psychologists
and sexologists, but also from being a married heterosexual couple
with children.19 They both had the personal and the professional qualifications for the task. Most of their writings aimed at strengthening
relationships, and their private and public life seemed to be in sync.
Although they presented themselves as liberated and laid-back,
they revealed that they—like most people—had inhibitions. When it
came to subjects such as infidelity and group sex, their self-proclaimed
reservations were influenced by the bourgeois society they too were
part of.20 Revelations like this only strengthened their argument that
most people, including the experts, could be irrational when it came
to sexual matters. Inge and Sten’s response to the woman married to
a ‘lovely’, ‘half-Spaniard, and very hot-blooded’, who regretted how
she had scared him away because she panicked when he used his
fingers to ‘warm her up’, was that she had indeed been foolish, but it
was ‘not her fault as she had received such a prudish and bourgeois
upbringing’.21 Her husband had acted completely rationally, considering how the female sexual organs functioned, as it would most likely
increase the chance of her reaching orgasm. Inge and Sten lamented
how Western civilization repressed people’s natural sexual drives.
When they admitted to their own inhibitions, it was probably easier
to pinpoint how their readers’ sexual life could suffer under the same
circumstances. Although knowledge of sexuality as a science may
have laid the necessary foundations for their work, their popularity
was probably triggered by the Hegelers’ amused, straightforward, but
sympathetic style.
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Actors and celebrities of sexual knowledge
Historians of knowledge have emphasized how a focus on actors of
knowledge can alert us to how knowledge circulates in society. This
is not to limit it to a history of professionalization, but rather to take
a broader view of the producers, recipients, and purveyors of knowledge.22 Knowledge ‘does not move on its own volition, hovering over
all structures and actors. … It moves through individuals and social
groups’.23 Inge and Sten’s case was clearly one of the popularization of
knowledge. Andreas W. Daum has called for a history of popular science that studies ‘knowledge producers outside the so-called scientific
community.’24 Furthermore, he has emphasized how the popularizing
of knowledge, which includes the blending of genres and transfer of
knowledge, could be a place ‘to study how knowledge was staged and
how audiences applauded, rejected, or recreated such performances’.25
Actors of knowledge may include experts and audience alike, and both
groups are important in an analysis of the circulation of knowledge.
Although Inge and Sten may be considered experts, they were part of
a circulation together with an audience. Many people took an active
part in that circulation (by writing letters to the couple, by following
or not following their advice, and of course by buying or not buying
their books and films or the magazines and newspapers that the couple
worked for). Inge and Sten were dependent on their audience.
What types of performances, skills, and practices are important in
order to attain and keep prestige in a community? In the context of
scientific or academic communities, the concept of the scientific persona
refers to public self-representation, created at the intersection between
the individual’s biography and the social institution. The concept
raises the questions of power, knowledge and self-representation in
a scientific community.26 It is also important in a study of circulation,
because power and prestige can increase the circulation of knowledge.
However, in the case of Inge and Sten, the field in which they worked
was not confined to a scientific community.27 As popularizers of sexual
knowledge, they had to legitimize their work for a broader audience.
Just as a scientific community is crucial for the creation of a scientific persona, there are parallels to the mass media’s creation of star
or celebrity personae. Media scholars have pointed to the way that the
coverage of celebrity creates celebrities.28 The media persona ‘Inge &
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Sten’ apparently revealed their private life in their texts and films in a
manner employed by other celebrities before them. An example of a
human interest story about them as sex experts is found in an interview from 1968, in which the couple talked about their recent book
Ask Inge & Sten. The readers meet the sexologists at home, cooking:
‘Sten inhales the smell of garlic with the intensity of a connoisseur
and pours the Bourgogne.’29 The human interest story, the deliberate
presentation of the private self, was by no means new in the media
landscape, but for a sex expert, the links between knowledge of ‘healthy’,
‘normal’ sexuality and the private life of the experts were perhaps more
intriguing than might be the case with other experts.30
Certainly, this link was much emphasized in the Language of Love
films. The opening scene of the first Language of Love film (1969)
shows the Hegelers together with the gynaecologist Sture Cullberg
and sexologist Maj-Briht Bergstöm-Walan in what appears to be the
Hegelers’ living room. They discuss the taboos and prejudices that
affect our attitudes to sexual matters. Inge Hegeler looks out of the
window and wonders what we might find behind people’s façades
today? Then the film cuts to different scenes with actors portraying
typical sexual and emotional problems that many couples encounter.31
The idea of revealing what went on behind the bedroom door
applied to both the audience and the experts, which is why Inge and
Sten’s private life is also on display in the films. In the first two films,
the couple appear in a professional or semi-professional capacity, but
in the last film Love-Play: That is how we do it: Letters to Inge and Sten
(1972) the Hegelers are in effect protagonists. The film goes behind
the scenes to show the couple at their holiday home going about their
ordinary lives, eating breakfast, going swimming with their children,
having a sauna, and barbequing with students—and of course constantly
discussing sexual matters in this informal setting.32 In her close reading
of the Language of Love films, Elisabet Björklund underlines the use
of nudity, and especially the scene in Love-play in which the Hegelers
and their children are filmed swimming in the nude. Björklund argues
that by staging themselves as naked, the Hegelers did not appear in
their role of experts, and also put part of their intimate life on display.33
There appeared to be a coherence between what they preached and
the way they lived.
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However, the voice-over introduces the naked Hegelers as a ‘minor
sensation’. It is as if the viewers, after watching the earlier films in which
the Hegelers appeared as talking heads—formal, serious, smoking, and
talking with other experts—can finally see the real Hegelers. Inge and
Sten seem to have managed to be both experts and celebrities. Their
fame rested on their knowledge, and their bodies and performances
may have made the knowledge more credible, as it was a display of truly
liberated sexuality. That said, the lines between pure commercialism
and the presentation of a true, naked, and natural self were blurred.
Historians have noted that sexuality in the twentieth century, in
Dagmar Herzog’s words, ‘became perceived as ever more central to
individual identity’.34 Sexual behaviour and attitudes revealed the person’s self, and could be employed in self-representation. Inge and Sten’s
presentation of self and their writing style seemed to accord with the
knowledge they retailed. Sexual knowledge can be counted an integral
part of human identity, a type of knowledge that circulates within the
individual, and that is more or less consciously expressed. The Hegelers
became a symbol for a type of knowledge that served to liberate the
individual—the type which, if internalized, probably meant you were
sexually liberated, which might be an advantage in a relationship, as a
personal ad in the Norwegian newspaper Dagbladet hints:
Lonely man, 63, 5'9", retired, own house, east of Norway, seeks contact with single, lonely woman in her sixties, who might want to be
together with me. Preferably, you are slimmish, kind, modest, independent, and have read ‘Inge & Sten’. Write to ‘Quiet Place 1686’.35

Being a reader of Inge and Sten signalled a liberated and healthy sexuality. Inge and Sten themselves embodied a liberated attitude. They
were not only synonymous with sexual counselling, they were also
synonymous with sexual liberation. Their knowledge was the basis
for their fame, and the knowledge was linked to their representation
of self, and their images and work circulated within different media
and in different countries in such a way that Inge and Sten emerge
in a dual role, both as experts and as celebrities of sexual knowledge.
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Circulation and commercialization
Inge and Sten were a visible couple in the media landscape of the 1960s
and 1970s, at a time when sexual texts and images were more evident
than even just a few years earlier. Both the rise of scientific sexology
and consumerism can be included in analyses of this period of sexual
revolution.36 Censorship and legislation on pornography were liberalized in Denmark and Sweden during these years.37 The liberalization
of pornography, the emerging porn industry, but also state-sponsored
sex education and an accepting approach to young people’s sexuality
were important features of the infamous ‘Swedish sin’.38
The fact that the Hegelers switched genres had an effect on the
influence exerted by the knowledge. This was seen in the way they were
marketed, so that an advert for their book Ask Inge & Sten said that it
consisted of questions and answers taken from their advice columns,
but also bolder questions and answers—and of course illustrations
and pictures, ‘Many not suitable for reproduction in a newspaper or
magazine. 100 frank pictures.’39 The book blurb for An Adult View
on Love and Sex, an English version of the ABZ of Love, is similarly
ambiguous: ‘Intended for couples in their thirties, not for beginners’,
while the preface stated that the book was not pornographic. The disclaimer ‘reflected a long-standing fact about the nature of the market
in books and magazines which dealt with sexual matters’, according
to H. G. Cocks. In the UK, sexology publications and pornography
‘circulated along some of the same networks of distribution, exchange
and sale’.40 The advice columns in Scandinavian newspapers and
magazines, like the books, did not belong to that type of networks,
but the Language of Love films were not that far removed from the
Swedish sex film industry. When sexual knowledge moved to film,
both the genre and the system surrounding the knowledge actualized
the tension between education and pornography, and it also raised
the issue of whether sex education could be provided by interests that
were clearly also commercial.41
The most risky part of the Hegelers’ career was their involvement in
the sex film industry. Elisabet Björklund highlights the tension between
commercial sex films and serious sex education films in her discussion
of the Language of Love series. The director and the producer were
simultaneously making sexploitation films, and the Language of Love
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films were ‘clearly part of a context of sex films when they were made’.42
Within this system, Inge and Sten legitimized their work by referring
to sexology as a science, but also by presenting themselves as liberated.
The balance between serious science-based sex education and a playful,
liberated representation was important for both the marketing and the
production of sexual knowledge. Ultimately, the structures that the
distribution of the Hegelers’ work relied on could be fragile.
In retrospect, according to Stig Hegeler, the couple did not really fit
in anywhere: They were ‘too moderate’ for the feminists, ‘too populist’
and superficial for the academics, and many people simply considered
the couple as ‘too far out’.43 Yet even if Inge and Sten felt that they did
not belong in any clear-cut category, they were a household name
regardless, signalling sexual knowledge to a large audience. Their
work was widely distributed: columns in papers and magazines in
three countries, books and films released in an international market.
However, does spread imply circulation? The content of the sexual
knowledge that the Hegelers communicated did not seem to vary
much; the main themes of the books, films, and newspaper columns
revolved around the importance of the clitoris, the limits of society’s
gender roles, misunderstandings about male potency, and the effectiveness of massage equipment. These themes were repeated in all
the media they appeared in, and some of their work was reused, with
questions and answers from their column in the Danish Ekstra-bladet
reprinted in Norwegian Dagbladet, and later reprinted again in their
books. In the afterword of the XYZ book, the Hegelers comment on
their tendency to repeat themselves, but they argued that repetition
was necessary for this type of knowledge to work. They also stressed
that it was not enough to leaf through the books on sexuality that
they sometimes recommended to their readers—the books had to
be studied properly.44 Old misconceptions and neuroses would not
disappear with a cursory reading. However, could it also be that their
commercialization served to ‘fix’ the knowledge? The ‘Inge & Sten’
brand signalled a form of knowledge that had proved successful, and
that could be presented in different media, even if the content did not
seem to change much.
‘When everything else slips away—then try the truth’. This was
the epigraph on the first page of Spør Inge & Sten (1969). It has been
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modernity’s mantra in the search for sexual knowledge that sexuality
can reveal our true self, our nature. Inge and Sten attempted to portray the truth, through encyclopaedic articles, illustrations, films, and
interviews. However, in the circulation, they embodied and staged a
‘true sexuality’ in a way that also adapted to the commercialization
of sexuality and to an emerging celebrity culture.

Concluding remarks and further questions
In contrast to earlier Scandinavian sexologists, Inge and Sten inhabited
a star persona. They were part of an emerging celebrity culture, in
which the couple personified sexual knowledge. The opening credits
of the popular television show Sex and the City (1998–2004) show the
main character, Carrie Bradshaw, walking past a bus with a huge advert
for her own column in a New York paper; almost thirty years earlier,
similar adverts for Inge and Sten’s column in Ekstrabladet could be seen
on the buses in Copenhagen. In a culture where we link personhood,
sexuality, and knowledge, it can be difficult if not impossible to separate the three. Furthermore, it is a link that can serve as an effective
marketing tool, apparently increasing the circulation of knowledge.
The sexual knowledge that the Hegelers proclaimed circulated
between different genres, media, and countries. The commercial
potential apparently made the circulation intense; however, the modulations of that knowledge are not very clear, for it seems much of
it was simply recycled, though in different genres and modes of presentation. Perhaps its commercial potential, together with a ‘Inge &
Sten’ persona that embodied sexual liberation, made it too risky to
change or evolve. Inge and Sten appear to have been a very stable trope
that signified a type of sexual knowledge intimately linked to sexual
liberation and a liberated self.
I have looked at Inge and Sten as specific actors of knowledge.
However, like other sexologists, Inge and Sten interacted with their
readers. They used the material collected from letters that gave them
an insight into people’s intimate lives and experiences. Hence, it is
difficult to pinpoint where the circulation of knowledge comes to rest,
especially when it was so widely distributed and was intended to work
on people’s bodies and minds. Inge and Sten’s emphasis on the female
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orgasm was partly a critique of the Western repression of women’s
sexuality, but was also a very practical response to helping women
achieve sexual pleasure. If women reading Inge and Sten actually
gained knowledge that helped them achieve orgasm, the circulation
of knowledge had served part of it purpose, so to speak.
The Hegelers proclaimed a form of practical knowledge: they emphasized sexual technique, a kind of knowledge that had to be translated
into their audiences’ own bodily experiences. As knowledge is involved
in so many parts of our lives, including our sexual lives, it will never
be easy to trace its circulation through all the different pathways. That
said, our concern with our bodies and health has not diminished
since the 1970s, and the ways to mediate knowledge have become
more diverse. The questions of how celebrity and commercialization
affect knowledge, and whether it actually increases or decreases the
circulation of knowledge, are no less pertinent in today’s knowledge
society than they were when Inge and Sten Hegeler became Scandinavia’s celebrity sexologists.
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chapter 3

From content to circulation
Influential books and the history of knowledge
David Larsson Heidenblad
Influential books are rarely neglected in historical research. Rather,
they tend to occupy a privileged position among the historian’s source
material. My own field of research, the history of modern environmentalism, is no exception. For decades scholars have analysed landmark accounts such as Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962) and Paul
Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb (1968). However, despite these books’
reputation as global bestsellers, it is their content and their authors
which have attracted most attention from scholars.1 Hence, we know
much more about the intellectual underpinnings of the books than
about how they circulated in the 1960s and beyond.2 Neither is this
unique to this particular field of research.
In this essay I propose that historians of knowledge could make
original contributions to historical inquiry by substantiating a shift
of analytical focus from content to circulation.3 This implies that
the wider importance of certain well-known publications should be
empirically examined and demonstrated, rather than assumed.4 Such
research would not necessarily require the historian to analyse a book’s
contents in depth; rather it is its public circulation that demands a
fine-grained interpretation. Where, when, how, and by whom were
influential books mentioned and discussed in public? Which parts
circulated as knowledge, and how was this knowledge moulded by
various carriers and media? Questions of this kind are not new, yet they
are in practice often overshadowed by the careful analysis of content,
origin, and production. This begs the question of what would happen
if public circulation were to be prioritized by historians of knowledge.
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In the following I will reflect on this by drawing on my research on
the Swedish debate about the future, which raged in 1971–1972.5 This
moment of public preoccupation with the long term was sparked by
the Swedish biochemist Gösta Ehrensvärd’s short book Före–Efter: En
diagnos (1971), in which he argued that the technologically advanced
societies of the early 1970s would soon become historical parentheses.
According to his calculations, which centred on rapid population
growth and dwindling natural resources, a global breakdown would
likely occur in around 2050. He predicted that global collapse would
be followed by centuries of mass starvation and political turmoil,
after which a considerably reduced human population would be able
to build up a new and stable agrarian civilization.6 The book became
an unexpected commercial success in Sweden, going through seven
editions in its first year. It topped the bestseller chart and propelled its
author to the centre of public attention. My concern here is to study
how Ehrensvärd’s forecast circulated as knowledge in Swedish society
in the early 1970s.

Operationalizing circulation
The methodology I have employed to study the circulation of Ehrensvärd’s predictions is inspired by the Swiss historians Philipp Sarasin
and Andreas Kilcher. They define knowledge as an intrinsically communicative phenomenon and stress that it always requires a medium
or carrier. Moreover, they distance themselves from concepts such as
‘diffusion’, ‘conveyance’, and ‘exchange’, since these imply that knowledge
can easily be shared and transferred. Instead they argue that when
carriers and mediums transport knowledge they inevitably mould
the knowledge in question.7 Knowledge is always formatted by its
medium.8 Thus it is important for historians to chart how knowledge
has circulated, while remaining alert to its potential transformations.
The empirical focus of my study is the Swedish public sphere in
the early 1970s. I have explored the major media platforms of the
time—national newspapers (broadsheets and tabloids), magazines,
television, and radio—in order to find out where and when Ehrensvärd’s predictions were visible in the media landscape. My search
began with a thorough examination of the leading newspapers of
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the era, from October 1971 to June 1972. This extensive material
was not only a valuable direct source, but gave an indirect sense of
Ehrensvärd’s relative importance in the public debate. In my experience this method is preferable to consulting collections of a more
selective kind, such as clippings archives, since they do not have the
larger media context in which the texts originally occurred—a lack
that makes scholars prone to exaggerate, or misunderstand, the extent
of any circulation.9 However, it is also a time-consuming method
and not without its problems. For that reason, I followed my initial
survey with searches of the newspaper index Svenska tidningsartiklar
and the database Svensk mediedatabas (audiovisual material). Upon
excerpting the data, I came across references to other sources which
I duly consulted. I concluded with exploratory readings of a number
of popular magazines and specialist publications.
The final body of source material consists of reviews, op-eds, interviews, television programmes, political cartoons, essays, and photographs. Having ordered it chronologically, from the book’s release
in October 1971 to the early days of June 1972, (when the first UN
Conference on the Human Environment was held in Stockholm) I was
able to closely examine the circulation of Ehrensvärd’s knowledge in
the Swedish media.10
In answering the guiding questions of when, where, and how
Ehrensvärd’s forecast circulated as knowledge, and how different
media outlets and journalistic genres moulded that knowledge, I paid
particular attention to the recurrent themes and cross-references—to
the points that moved between various media platforms and demonstrably circulated over a prolonged period of time. At an early stage I
also found that the circulation of rival knowledge claims was crucial
to how Ehrensvärd’s knowledge circulated in the public sphere. I thus
sought to unravel the larger discussions in which it featured, while
not straying too far away from my empirical theme.
Another key methodological choice was how to deal with rare
or unique occurrences, for example certain forms of critique of the
ideological basis of Ehrensvärd’s predictions. While I found these
dissenting voices interesting, my guiding principle was to treat them
as contemporaries had done. That is, if something was said publicly
once or twice but not more, and met with a continuous silence, my
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conclusion was that whatever the historical actor had to say had failed
to circulate. Thus I did not follow through on my own curiosity for
the particular and instead kept to general or recurring tendencies.
The strict day-by-day chronological sorting differed from my previous work on similar kinds of source material. A cultural historian
by training, I have a preference for organizing material thematically,
a mode of analysis that lends itself to pinpointing discursive patterns
and underlying cultural logics.11 However, when analysing circulation
as a process that continuously moulds knowledge anew, I deemed
greater chronological precision a necessity. I also soon established that
even though Ehrensvärd’s book was not revised between its various
printings, the way it circulated in the Swedish media landscape most
certainly did change.
To demonstrate this, I divided the period under investigation into
four phases of public circulation: the entrance, the breakthrough, the
challenge, and the cultural point of reference. While this is a sort of
thematic order, it was derived from chronological sequencing and
not from discursive affinities. In the following I will present what
distinguished these phases from one another and discuss the general
merits of the approach.

From urgent knowledge to pessimistic prophecy
In mid-November 1971, when the Swedish media first took notice of
Ehrensvärd’s predictions, the entrance phase began. Lasting out the
year, it was marked by a reverence for Ehrensvärd’s scientific credibility, hard facts, and meticulous calculations. However, at this point
the media circulation consisted exclusively of book reviews. In this
journalistic genre, the predictions were accepted as solid knowledge,
but Ehrensvärd was by no means at the centre of public attention.
This changed in 1972, when several leading newspapers began the
new year by publishing op-eds on this alarming knowledge. It was
noted that Ehrensvärd’s book had become a bestseller—topping the
chart of Christmas book sales—and public interest intensified markedly. Of special importance in this phase, the breakthrough, was that
Ehrensvärd started to give interviews. On 9 January 1972 he appeared
on the front page of the Sunday issue of Dagens Nyheter, Sweden’s most
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prestigious newspaper at the time. In the accompanying interview he
discussed the urgency of the situation and called for decisive political
action.12 The impact of this on the public circulation of his knowledge
was plainly visible a week later, when the same newspaper interviewed
the Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme and the leader of the Liberal
Party Gunnar Helén about their response to Ehrensvärd’s forecast.13
By now it was evident that the book had sparked substantial public
concern and was regarded as urgent knowledge.
However, the way in which something circulates as public knowledge
can change rapidly. During the third phase—the challenge—Ehrensvärd’s claims were called into question and became the focal point
for a polarized debate. The main reason for this was the publication
of another book about the future, Futurum Exaktum (1972), by the
nuclear physicist Tor Ragnar Gerholm. His vision of the future was
rosy, even though he agreed with Ehrensvärd that dire problems
loomed large on the horizon. Gerholm argued that human ingenuity,
economic growth, and technological progress would provide solutions,
come what may.14
Gerholm did not shun public attention or controversy. His account
sparked several intersecting debates, which Ehrensvärd’s predictions
became entangled with. Moreover, the two professors’ different outlooks
were dramatized by tabloids and popular magazines. Gerholm was
labelled an optimist, Ehrensvärd a pessimist and prophet of doom,
and while he repeatedly sought to portray himself as a realist and
long-term optimist it was the negative label that stuck.
In March 1972, though, it was Ehrensvärd who was invited by the
ruling Social Democratic Party to speak to their national conference on the subject of the future: ‘Is the future possible?’ His address
there was followed by an appearance on national television alongside
high-profile politicians and environmentalists such as Tage Erlander
and Hans Palmstierna. In this forum Ehrensvärd was once again
acknowledged to be a respected, knowledgeable expert. And he not
only spoke urgent words of warning, but also pointed to possible
political and technological solutions.15
This was a stark contrast to the polarized press debate, and marked
the beginning of the fourth phase of circulation—the predictions as
a cultural point of reference. By now the Swedish debate about the
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future was increasingly directed by other accounts, such as the Club of
Rome report Limits to Growth (1972) and Paul Ehrlich’s The Population
Bomb (which were published in Swedish translation in the spring of
1972).16 Ehrensvärd withdrew from public view, while his antagonist Gerholm continued to take a polemic, activist stance. However,
Ehrensvärd’s predictions remained a significant point of reference
in public debate since the book was widely regarded as kickstarting
Sweden’s debate about the future. While he never entirely shook off
the negative labels—pessimist, doomsday prophet—Ehrensvärd was
also referred to as a distinguished expert on the future.

Circulation and conflict
The contents of Ehrensvärd’s book Före–Efter: En diagnos did not
change between the autumn of 1971 and the summer of 1972. Every
reprint consisted of the same arguments, diagrams, metrics, and
tables. However, as we have seen, his predictions did not circulate
in the same manner throughout the period. What was considered
to be urgent knowledge in November 1971 had been reduced to a
pessimistic alternative in a polarized debate in February 1972. This
outcome could not have been reached by an ever so close reading of
Ehrensvärd’s book; rather, the empirical result is directly dependent
on a shift of analytical focus—from content to public circulation.
In Sarasin and Kilcher’s discussion of circulation, they argue that
the carriers and the media that transport knowledge invariably mould
it.17 This trait is discernible in the source material which I have studied, but of even greater importance is how the various knowledge
claims interacted with one another. The most dramatic change in how
Ehrensvärd’s knowledge circulated was a direct consequence of Tor
Ragnar Gerholm joining the public fray: Gerholm’s rival knowledge
claims radically altered the way Ehrensvärd’s predictions and expertise
circulated in the public sphere.
The important relationship between conflict and knowledge has
attracted considerable attention in both the history and sociology of
science.18 It has repeatedly been stressed that the making of knowledge
is a collective phenomenon, and is marked by competition.19 In recent
years there have also been studies of how public conflicts have been
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deliberately staged about issues such as climate change and smoking
in order to unsettle the public’s trust in scientific findings.20 While
such conclusions cannot be drawn from my study, it is nevertheless
evident that the public conflict between Ehrensvärd and Gerholm
had a profound effect on how knowledge of the future circulated in
the Swedish media in the early 1970s.

Transferability and prerequisites
How useful, then, are my findings to the development of the history
of knowledge? Could the methodology I have employed be applicable
in other empirical cases or fields of historical inquiry? What about
its geographical and chronological scope? Could the circulation of
knowledge in, say, early modern European societies be studied with
a similar method? How about the contemporary digital landscape?
Questions such as these are critical to the development of new analytical concepts. First, though, to some other possible lessons to be
learnt from focusing on public circulation.
Other than the study outlined above, I have employed the concept of
circulation in an essay that dealt with the advent of public environmental
concern in Sweden in the autumn of 1967.21 This study is centred on,
but not limited to, the public discussion of Hans Palmstierna’s book
Plundring, svält, förgiftning (1967, ‘Looting, starving, poisoning’)
and the edited volume Människans villkor: En bok av vetenskapsmän
för politiker (1967, ‘The human condition: A book by scientists for
politicians’).22 My analysis makes evident that while the content of
these books, and the scientific credibility of the authors, was similar,
they circulated in distinctly different ways. While Palmstierna’s book
was widely lauded as reasonable and constructive, Människans villkor
sparked political controversy. In this particular case, as in the debate
about the future in 1971–1972, the concept of circulation was decidedly
helpful in unravelling and analysing the differences.
However, I have also conducted studies where circulation has
failed as a guiding concept, notably about the Swedish diplomat Rolf
Edberg’s pioneering account Spillran av ett moln (1966, On the Shred
of a Cloud).23 This book has been described as something of a public
breakthrough for an ecological worldview in Scandinavia.24 Yet, in
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comparison with the autumn of 1967 and the spring of 1972, public
interest in Edberg’s book in the autumn of 1966 was lukewarm at best.
As a result, I could not muster a sufficiently large, dynamic body of
source material for the kind of circulation analysis I have outlined
here. Instead, I decided to analyse the contents of the book and study
its reception in a comparative Scandinavian perspective.25
Hence, as even my own small sample shows, there are limits to the
applicability of the concept of the circulation of knowledge in historical research. It has served well in empirical cases where there was an
intense, sustained public interest in a certain body of knowledge. In
addition, I have found it particularly interesting to explore how related knowledge claims of various sorts circulated simultaneously and
affected one another. It is also evident that knowledge and expertise
tend to be thought indistinguishable in public circulation processes.26
Yet the larger historiographical question remains. Is my take on
circulation relevant to other historical periods and settings? Is the
existence of a modern public sphere necessary to explore the circulation of knowledge in this way? What about periods where exact dates
are difficult or impossible to pin down? And what about historical
instances where the potential source material is enormous? Where,
for example, to begin a public circulation analysis of knowledge and
expertise about climate change in the mid-2010s?
My answer is that there are most certainly limits to this understanding of the circulation of knowledge, and that the methodology will
have to be properly adjusted if applied to other historical settings. It
is my conviction, though, that historians of knowledge are well positioned to develop new alternatives to established research practices.
If we decide to focus on how things circulated as public knowledge
in the past, we will have to ask ourselves whether the source material
we have gathered was of any real concern to contemporaries.27 How
many read it or came into contact with it? If the answer is very few,
our first response will have to be to search for other kinds of material
to analyse. True, if applied rigorously, this would severely restrict our
view of the past. Yet, in my experience, it can still help us to ask new
questions and explore new avenues—a good place to start if we plan
on developing the history of knowledge.
‘So should we not read influential books?’ This question—and it’s
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a good one—has been raised at several conferences and seminars.
My answer is that we should, but perhaps not for reasons we are
used to, and not as the first thing we do. Rather, I would argue that it
is particularly rewarding to read an influential book after analysing
the public circulation of the relevant knowledge. By doing this, the
historian will be able both to recognize the content that did circulate
and to identify the content that did not. I would say the latter is the
more interesting, as it is something that I have not previously encountered in my analyses of circulation. On several occasions it has struck
me just how little of a book’s content it is that actually enters public
circulation. To me, this observation is yet another argument for us to
shift focus away from knowledge as it was crafted and produced to
knowledge as it was read and discussed.
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chapter 4

Political knowledge
in public circulation
The case of subsidies
in eighteenth-century Sweden
Erik Bodensten
In a recent article, Johan Östling and David Larsson Heidenblad
introduce a Swedish audience to a key concept in knowledge history—
circulation.1 They argue that historians’ recent interest in knowledge
circulation should specifically be directed towards public knowledge
circulation. In line with the theoretical discussion seen in recent years
in fields such as the history of science, the history of knowledge, and
global history—which has begun to converge into a certain degree of
consensus—they argue that the clear distinction between the production and the communication of knowledge should be abandoned, as
should the simple model of diffusion. The focus should furthermore
be shifted from the origins and the production of knowledge towards
the circulation process and the context in which this knowledge was
or became significant. Here, the historian should keep in mind that
knowledge has potentially changed in the circulation process, both
in terms of content and form, which is why the analysis should also
focus on how knowledge has changed as it moved between locations,
actors, media and genres. In addition to the social, spatial, and media
dimensions of circulation, the analysis should also include factors such
as power relations in society, which may have limited the circulation
of knowledge in various ways: one cannot assume that knowledge has
circulated freely, equally accessible to all.
However, following the historians of science James Secord and
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Andreas Daum, Östling and Larsson Heidenblad argue that the circulation process should be studied specifically in a societal context, as
an important societal phenomenon.2 When, where, how, and why has
knowledge historically been societally significant, seen as legitimate
and relevant to larger groups of people? And in what ways has this
knowledge been reshaped in the process of societal circulation? Östling
and Larsson Heidenblad argue that these are questions that should be
at the forefront for historians studying the circulation of knowledge.
Herein lies an implicit critique of previous research, which often,
although to a lesser extent, has clarified the relationship between the
analysed knowledge and society at large. Sometimes the claims regarding societal relevance and scope have simply been too great. Östling
and Larsson Heidenblad argue that instead of studying knowledge of
lesser obvious impact on society and how it circulated in relatively
small social and geographical contexts—frequently within the scientific community—historians of knowledge should to a greater extent
focus on aspects such as societal discoveries and knowledge breakthroughs, in addition to how crises such as war and epidemics have
affected the circulation of knowledge. In some cases, this necessitates
a shift in emphasis to other actors, practices, arenas, time periods, and
sources. This perspective also broadens the concept of knowledge,
beyond science, to the point where knowledge as a religious belief or
economic theory also becomes highly interesting. The focus is on the
kind of knowledge that Andreas Daum refers to as ‘public knowledge’,
that is, the widely accepted, albeit not uncontested, understanding of
a much wider group of people.
For a cultural historian like myself, with an interest in the general
rather than the particular in society, Östling and Larsson Heidenblad’s
approach is both attractive and important. But is it also applicable to
an early modern context? To eighteenth-century Sweden, my own field
of research? Did the circulation of knowledge in this time period leave
enough traces in the sources to enable such an analysis? Is it possible
to follow the knowledge in transit, throughout early modern society,
via media read by larger groups of people and arenas they frequented?
Is it possible, as Larsson Heidenblad has done for a much later period,
to analyse how the knowledge in an influential book circulated and
was mediated, reshaped, and received?3 Can this type of influence be
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judged when we lack information concerning geographical distribution and the size of the editions, when it is impossible to accurately
date texts, and when the names of the knowledge actors in question
are frequently not known to us? And what is the effect if the analysis
is extended to include politically controversial knowledge, which was
subject to strict censorship?
In this essay, I do not claim to answer these questions. Instead,
I aim to demonstrate one possible approach to the problem of the
public circulation of knowledge in the early modern period, namely
to analyse the processes and the moments when public access and
communication of a particular body of knowledge increased significantly. This more modest approach differs from Östling and Larsson
Heidenblad’s in that it is restricted to the public sphere, an important,
if limited, part of society.
My empirical case concerns the eighteenth-century equivalent of
the modern field of international relations, and, more specifically,
political knowledge of subsidies (sums of money paid by one state or
prince to another, in return for military or political assistance) and
the Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance. The guiding questions are why,
when, and how this particular body of knowledge began to circulate
as public knowledge and became prominent in the eighteenth-century
Swedish public sphere; what was the content and nature of this body
of knowledge; and to what extent did it change in the process of public
circulation.

The when and why
For much of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Sweden was
aligned with France as the junior partner in a political and military
subsidy alliance. This determined Swedish foreign policy to a considerable extent. With the help of extensive French subsidies, impoverished Sweden was in a position to significantly increase its military
capabilities and implement an activist policy that would have been
impossible otherwise. In exchange, Sweden was forced to become a
part of the European system of alliances, and to partially conform to
the interests of France. Within a small group of Swedish statesmen and
military leaders, there was full knowledge of the great importance of
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the French subsidies in terms of Sweden’s military abilities and foreign
policy orientation. For a long time, however, this knowledge did not
circulate in the Swedish public sphere. There was a strong view that only
a handful of statesmen should have knowledge of such state secrets.4
Then in 1735–43, and again and more importantly in 1769, this
changed. Before and during the 1769 session of the Swedish Diet, a
stunned public was able to read about the long-standing Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance in a large number of texts of different genres and
published in different media. Here, a vast field of knowledge concerning
subsidies, their history, and their function in the international system
was laid bare in print. In order to understand why this came about,
and why at this particular time, we must take into account a number
of overlapping political factors.
One such factor was that the Swedish political system had been
moving in the direction of parliamentary democracy ever since 1720
or so, the result being a much less powerful monarch and a more
limited concentration of power. This altered the conditions for political knowledge circulation on a structural level.5 Since the 1730s, the
Diet was dominated by two parties—the Hats and the Caps—where
the former strongly supported the Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance,
whereas the latter tended to lean more towards Russia and Great
Britain, and sought to carry out a more cautious policy, balancing
between the major European powers. This party political conflict soon
drew in more and more people, and spread beyond the closed doors
of the Diet. From 1735 until the next session of the Diet in 1738, the
Hats, in collaboration with the French ambassador, used the promise of French subsidies to mobilize political support and overthrow
the Cap-dominated government. This scheme was successful as the
Diet dismissed the government and replaced it with one that was
friendlier towards France.6 The old Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance
from the seventeenth century was renewed, and in the event lasted
until the 1760s. During these critical years, knowledge of the subsidies was still almost exclusively circulated by means of handwritten
pamphlets. Official censorship prior to publication mostly stopped
political knowledge circulation in printed texts.7
The domestic and foreign political situation of the 1730s and early
1740s soon altered, and with it the once great interest in discussing
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the subsidy alliance in the pamphlet literature. During these years,
knowledge of the subsidies only appears to have circulated sporadically, and it was definitely not at the centre of the political debate, as
was the case previously. In the 1760s, however, the political situation
started to change. The fiscal chaos that followed the Seven Years War
(1756–63), in addition to other factors, forced France to suspend its
subsidy payments to Sweden—a significant setback for the Swedish
government. During the Diet of 1765–66, the Caps finally managed
to break the Hats’ hold on government, which had lasted for several
decades, and form a new government of their own. However, they
failed in their efforts to replace the suspended French subsidies with
British equivalents. The political situation of the 1730s thus seemed to
be about to repeat itself. The Hat opposition prepared itself to mobilize
political support and take back the government by using the issue
of subsidies at the next Diet, scheduled for April 1769. Meanwhile,
the anti-French position of the Cap government renewed France’s
interest in helping the opposition in its endeavour. Pro-government
forces likewise prepared to defend the current policy and criticize the
Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance. As a result, both sides received substantial financial support from their respective foreign backers. There
are good reasons to believe that some of these funds were directed into
lobbying on the once again key political issue of subsidies.8
Thus it was that a large number of printed texts started to appear in
1769 arguing either for or against the Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance,
as well as subsidies in general. Just as in 1735–43, the political actors,
both foreign and domestic, now had strong reasons for circulating this
body of knowledge. However, there was a crucial difference compared
to the knowledge circulation thirty years prior, and that was the new
and exceedingly far-reaching Freedom of the Press Act, introduced
by the new Cap government in December 1766.9 At this point, the
session of the Diet was just about to end, so it was not until the following Diet of 1769 that it became clear to what extent the new law had
actually changed the conditions for the public circulation of political
knowledge. For the first time in Swedish history, the authorities now
allowed the public circulation of knowledge concerning something
as politically sensitive as the subsidy alliance, even though the ban
on libelling the government, the Diet, and foreign powers remained
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in place, which is why the authors sometimes still used some caution
when expressing their views.10
In pinning down when this body of knowledge had its public
breakthrough, and why, we should also take into account the economic
crisis that had continued to worsen throughout the 1760s.11 At its root
was the Swedish intervention in the Seven Years War, which resulted
in fiscal chaos in Sweden just as in many other parts of Europe.12 The
crisis was aggravated by the inflationary policies that were the Hat
government’s response to their abysmal finances. The situation became
truly disastrous after the change of government in 1765–66 and the
deflationary policies launched by the Diet, and by the time of the
Diet of 1769 things had come to a head. Even more tryingly, France
first suspended and then completely cancelled its subsidy payments,
which were crucial for the Swedish state budget. And all the while,
the crisis fuelled the need for economic knowledge and debate. This
is evident in the pamphlet literature, which in these years devoted a
great deal of attention to monetary and fiscal issues.13 The question
of the subsidies also had a given place.

How knowledge circulated
So far, it appears as if the final breakthrough of public knowledge
in 1769 is best explained by the particular political situation, both
domestic and foreign; by gradual and more sudden changes in the
political and media system; and by a complex and serious socioeconomic crisis.14 However, when we proceed to the question of how
this knowledge circulated, we are able to conclude that these changes
seem significantly less dramatic. The new Freedom of the Press Act
meant that knowledge concerning subsidies, as well as knowledge concerning international relations more generally, also began to circulate
in printed media. In addition to the previously completely dominant
handwritten pamphlet15—which continued to play an essential role
in terms of political knowledge circulation—the printed pamphlet16
and the printed newspaper,17 which was usually issued weekly or
semi-weekly, and which may more accurately be described as a periodic
pamphlet,18 became the primary forms of political media.
However, the fact that the knowledge was reformatted as it was
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transferred from one medium to another does not seem to have
changed its content in any major way.19 It is for instance hard to detect
any commercial adaptation in terms of appeal or format. The letter
pamphlet, usually eight pages long, remained the most common format.
Only rarely did the authors try to make their texts more appealing
by using humour or other stylistic devices. Just as before, there were
no images. The probably most noticeable expression of the fact that
there were now commercial interests associated with the publication
of these texts is the fact that the printers in question—about a dozen
in total and primarily working out of Stockholm—do not appear to
have paid all that much attention to party political loyalty; instead they
printed whatever came their way. Only one printer, Peter Hesselberg,
exclusively offered his services to a particular camp (in his case, the
pro-French opposition). In terms of timing, and as before, the political texts tended to be concentrated to the parliamentary sessions,
which took place every three years—or even more frequently—and
often lasted up to a year. The first weeks of the session and the time
immediately preceding it seem to have been particularly important.
The pattern whereby the number of political publications drastically
subsided after and between parliamentary sessions still existed.20
Furthermore, the political authors almost exclusively also chose to
continue publishing their work anonymously or by using a pseudonym, seemingly uncertain concerning the protections of the new law
and well aware of previous political legal actions against unwanted
political writers. The anonymous format also had the benefit of enabling the harsh polemics prevalent in the handwritten pamphlets. The
genre convention whereby anonymous authors ruthlessly attacked
each other’s character and motive was here transferred from an older
medium—the handwritten and illegal pamphlet circulating by means
of loans—to the new medium of the printed, legal and sold pamphlet. These polemics were commonly sarcastic in tone, as when the
anonymous Johan Lorens Odhelius praised the French subsidies—a
friendly gift that Sweden paid back in the form of the lives of just a
few thousand poor subjects, one of Sweden’s cheapest export goods.21
Another important feature of the texts dealing with the subsidies was
that the authors adopted a knowledge-based approach to the subject—
clearly characterized by rationalism and empiricism—involving both
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definitive claims about the world as well as accompanying instructions
for action. This issue was consistently discussed with references to
evidence, reason, logic, rationality and truth, and not infrequently with
a significant measure of objectivity. The authors pointed out misconceptions, errors and inconsistencies in the arguments of others, while
they themselves provided facts in the case supporting their various
perspectives. They generally recognized the truth in, for example,
historical data concerning past subsidy treaties, while simultaneously
pointing out why these data did not undermine their key argument.
The pamphlets were often of an educational, sometimes also authoritative, character. In general, however, this type of knowledge was
not presented as exclusive and new, and the reader was expected to
be familiar with the subject. It was pointed out that the arguments
of the opponents reflected a remarkable level of ignorance, that they
in fact could and should possess knowledge concerning, for example, the fact that a minor power such as Sweden needed to align
itself with a major power and that the European system of states was
bipolar in this respect—that Sweden was really only able to choose
between a couple of alternatives. The authors typically laid down a
form of social law of nature, which on the basis of rationality either
forced Sweden to re-establish its links to France and thereby receive
subsidies or once and for all cut off this dependency.22 For instance,
an anti-French author argued that each boy at the school of St. Jacob
knew what Aristarchus apparently was unable to understand—that
Sweden’s position had nothing but declined during the last 30 years
of being allied with France.23 Everyone knew, countered a pro-French
author, that the French subsidies had enabled the Swedish victories
during the Thirty Years War.24
An expression of the knowledge-based approach was the tendency
to quote, which used to be less common in the earlier handwritten
pamphlets. It is easy to conclude that the accuracy and the larger editions brought on by the printed reproductions resulted in increasing
requirements in terms of quoting other sources correctly, while it also
became more effective to display errors by using direct quotes now
that the readers could easily consult their own copies. There were different ways of using quotes. One author for instance chose to bolster
his arguments by using a long quote from the minutes of the Council
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of the Realm, where the Lord High Chancellor, Axel Oxenstierna
(1583–1654), warned about French subsidies and rhetorically asked
whether there could possibly be anyone who did not fully understand
the deceitfulness of France.25 Using quotes could also provide a basis
for criticism, like when the magazine Den politiske Aristarchus (‘The
Political Aristarchus’) critically but correctly quoted the pamphlet
Bref Til en Befullmägtigande i wigtige Ärender (‘Letter to a Member
of Parliament Concerning Important Matters’), which had shortly
before concluded that war was inevitable as long as the Estates continued to rely on alliances and subsidies. This was not just factually
wrong, Aristarchus argued, anyone with a knowledge of history knew
that there had been a period at the beginning of the century—when
Sweden had not been allied with France but instead conformed to
an ‘unnatural’ and ‘unfortunate system’—when Sweden’s provinces,
freedom, armies, reputation and inner strength had been lost. Aristarchus was also critical of his antagonist’s dishonest ways in terms of
his argumentation. There was no reason to try to hide the occasions
when France had betrayed Sweden, but there was certainly no reason
to ‘against all facts’ slander an ally, which had also for long periods of
time faithfully stood by Sweden, and present this country as a general
enemy of Sweden.26
The exchange of rhetorical blows brought on by this letter pamphlet
is interesting, as it also gives us an insight into just how fast the circulation could take place, which is frequently difficult to ascertain in
other cases, as it is rarely possible to date these texts with a high level
of accuracy. The pamphlets are usually simply dated with a particular
year (in this case 1769). Nevertheless, this particular pamphlet, which
initiated this exchange of views, was probably published already in
January of this year, as it was addressed in Den politiske Aristarchus
already at the beginning of February. This is also supported by the fact
that the pamphlet resulted in a critical pamphlet in response, which in
turn received a response that was just as critical. This final pamphlet
in fact contains an exact date (10 February), which is uncommon. The
pamphlets were printed in either Stockholm or Uppsala.27 The Estates
were not called to the Diet until 22 April, but the public political debate
was already in full swing in terms of shaping the political agenda.
Another common feature of the 1769 texts discussing subsidies
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is that they all belong to a political, and very polarized, context. The
authors may have looked upon the Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance as
a question of knowledge, but they were hardly involved in any unbiased
quest for knowledge. These texts were without exception politically
biased—frequently directly inflammatory—which is noticeable in
how they chose facts and perspectives, how they refer to other texts,
etcetera. It is illustrative that the authors—despite the protection
offered by being anonymous—chose to take a clear position, either for
or against the Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance, rather than adopting
a more problematizing position beyond or between these two views.
Here, the exceedingly polarized Swedish (two-)party system of that
time clearly limited the form of knowledge being circulated. It was
not infrequent that the authors touched upon the great complexities
of international relations, even though they still soon resorted back to
an unambiguous for or against. Furthermore, behind many of the most
important publications (e.g. Den politiske Aristarchus, and Uplysning
För Swenska Folket (‘Enlightenment for the Swedish People’), there
was also a direct political client with a clear political agenda.28
The particular political context also had an effect on how this body
of knowledge circulated. Rather than offering their readers a fair and
full account, the authors instead commonly chose to focus on some
aspect that seemed advantageous to argue against. The common
format of the pamphlets—mostly eight pages in quarto—probably
contributed to this trend, as it hardly facilitated more nuanced and
detailed accounts. Anders Nordencrantz’ authoritative book running
to several hundred pages, Tankar Om Krig i gemen Och Sweriges Krig
i synnerhet (‘Thoughts Concerning Wars in General and Sweden’s
Wars in Particular’), the first part of which was published in 1767,
was in 1769 only referred to with regard to short fragments and not
in a particularly large number of other texts.29 Nordencrantz’ text
was perhaps the first to discuss the subsidies more comprehensively,
and previous research has often highlighted it as being particularly
important for the contemporary debate concerning Swedish foreign
policy.30 The fact that this book does not appear to have had all that
much influence over the circulation of knowledge concerning subsidies
may therefore seem surprising. However, if we take the mediation into
account, perhaps it is not all that remarkable. The texts that resulted in
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longer exchanges are instead united by their significantly shorter—and
cheaper—format. They were also significantly less overburdened with
footnotes and educated digressions than Nordencrantz’ opus.
The case of Nordencrantz also serves as a good illustration of a few
more general conditions. No single individual or text intervened and
made a significant mark on the 1769 circulation of knowledge concerning subsidies. Instead, it was the sheer number of texts suddenly concerned with subsidies that became a part of public political discussions
at this time, which is why it is accurate to speak in terms of a public
breakthrough for this particular body of knowledge. Furthermore,
the form of knowledge circulating in printed media during this year
was relatively insular in nature. This means that Nordencrantz’ book
was atypical also in this regard. On the contrary, the vast majority of
Swedish texts rarely looked beyond the Swedish experiences of the last
two centuries. But there were exceptions. For instance, one pamphlet
critically reminded its readers how Charles II (1630–85) had sold out
English interests in exchange for French subsidies.31 An equally critical pamphlet brought up the argument that both Rome as well as the
Persian kings had used subsidies to suppress the Greek states when
their arms failed to do so.32 It was even more unusual that the Swedish texts referred to foreign texts or what authorities such as Samuel
von Pufendorf, Christian Wolff and Johann Jacob Moser had to say
on the subject. The Swedish texts instead almost exclusively engaged
in a dialogue with one another, on the basis of an unambiguous and
short-sighted political agenda, and frequently clearly joined—usually
already in the title—some clearly identifiable exchange of views, either
as the initiating text or as a subsequent text in reply. At the same time,
a substantial portion of the texts do not seem to have been circulated
nor left any traces whatsoever at the time.

Knowledge in circulation
With regard to the content and nature of this body of knowledge,
we see that it was generally more detailed, as well as in some senses
also more analytical, compared to the body of knowledge circulating
in handwritten pamphlets thirty years before. In 1769, for example,
the readers were told who the two main donors were—France and
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Great Britain—and that states such as Denmark and Prussia had also
received subsidies. The historical analysis of the Franco-Swedish
subsidy alliance was detailed. The readers were informed of the birth
of the alliance and the important initial treaties signed in Bärwalde in
1631 and in Heilbronn in 1633. The size of the many transactions was
discussed, as was the importance of the subsidy alliance for political
decision-making in Sweden; for example, how the subsidies had had an
impact on Sweden entering the Franco-Dutch War (1672–78), which
turned out to be a disaster for Sweden. French subsidies were said to
have been spent primarily on military matters, such as fortifications,
which would otherwise have been impossible to pay for.33
It is striking that the subsidies were not defended as commercial
ventures. On the contrary, profit was the basis for criticism and something that the subsidies’ opponents used to discredit them. One such
text, in answering a recent pro-French proponent of subsidies, scoffed
at the Swedish desperation to form long-distance alliances. It sarcastically concluded that Swedish auxiliaries should simply be offered
to China and transported to Canton, where they could bring in large
subsidies as a garrison.34 This pamphlet is also an example of how it
is possible to identify fragments of an individual text entering public
circulation. In a surviving diplomatic report, the British minister in
Stockholm, John Goodricke, stated that he ‘gave a few guineas to an
author to set their [the proponents] position in a ridiculous light …
which he executed with such humour that above 2,000 copies of it were
sold in twenty-four hours.’35 As for the issue of profit, the subsidies, as
argued by Peter Wilson, were primarily vehicles for the advancement
of political ambitions, such as security or territorial expansion. Only
rarely did they provide the recipient state with any type of fiscal profit.
More commonly, they in fact resulted in large deficits, as the costs
came to far exceed the subsidies.36 The Swedish authors were aware of
this, and those who argued in favour of the Franco-Swedish subsidy
alliance did so for reasons of politics, arguing that the subsidies lowered
Swedish expenditure, even though they did not cover it completely.
Some publications also discussed the discrepancy between France’s
subsidy payments and Sweden’s higher outlay—a good illustration of
how this body of information circulated as knowledge:
A few days before the opening of the Diet in April 1769, the periodical
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Den politiska Aristarchus asked how much the Seven Years War had
actually cost the Swedish Crown. This question had been raised not
long before in the published minutes of the Council of the Realm from
1756, in which an anonymous author named the staggering sum of 70
million daler silvermynt.37 This was dismissed by Aristarchus, claiming
that the war had instead cost 62 million. However, the tributes that
Sweden had demanded in Prussia must be deducted from this sum,
a statement that is supported by a reference to the national audit of
1765.38 Furthermore, French subsidies had covered a considerable
portion of the costs. Nevertheless, Aristarchus was sceptical, especially
of the claim that the subsidies had only covered one-sixth of the costs,
and said that the publisher of the Council minutes had not offered
any support for this figure or some form of reference.39
It did not take long for a reply to be published. An anonymous
author, allegedly identical with the publisher of the council minutes,
viciously attacked Aristarchus. His first line of criticism concerned his
antagonist’s deliberately misleading ways of reporting others’ writings
in order to conceal the truth, and he urged everyone to compare the
two texts themselves. This was followed by a critical account of his
counterpart’s calculations, among other things, it was said that the
tributes had already been deducted. He had also collected the data on
the relatively small French subsidies from the same national audit that
served as the basis for Aristarchus’ calculations—something Aristarchus
was said to be very well aware of. At the same time, the anonymous
author reminded his readers that out of the French subsidies for
the war, 10 million livres had still not been paid out, as the Swedish
contingent of troops was said to have been smaller than Sweden had
initially promised. This was something Aristarchus himself had in fact
acknowledged in his eighth point (page 32). One should certainly be
careful, the author scoffingly reminded his readers, not to forget what
you have already said in public. He then went on to the larger question
of the socioeconomic costs of the war, which must have exceeded 100
million. One could read about this in several detailed government
accounts and documents. He finally challenged Aristarchus to refute
this calculation if he could, and to have this refutation printed and
released to the public—for a simple no was definitely not enough to
dismiss his hypothesis.40
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This debate was linked to the wider issue of the relationship between
the Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance and the aforementioned socioeconomic crisis. Whereas some texts stressed that the subsidies had
significantly strengthened Sweden’s state finances, others claimed
that the subsidies—or more specifically, the Franco-Swedish subsidy
alliance and the wars it resulted in—were what caused this problem,
now and in the past.41 The pro-French texts objected to what they
perceived as an overly narrow perspective on economic utility. One
periodical thus attacked the Caps’ primary mouthpiece, Uplysning För
Swenska Folket, for its criticism of the subsidies, which was described
as unreasonable. Arguably, a strong defence costs money, but was
nevertheless necessary in order not to lose all your possessions. Surely,
you made sure to buy both locks and keys to keep thieves out, the
author asked rhetorically.42
If we adopt a bird’s-eye perspective and instead examine the wider truth claims in this body of knowledge, we find a rationalist and
mechanistic ontology, which at this time also dominated many other
fields of knowledge. As if obeying the laws of Newtonian physics,
nation-states were here seen as linked in a self-contained, static,
well-ordered and predictable system, like the workings of a machine.
Just as in nature, there were natural laws that regulated how the system
of nation-states operated. A key aspect of this form of knowledge was
the concept of reason of state, raison d’état, which assigned various
interests to the states—dictated by geopolitical, demographic, and
commercial factors—guiding the way they acted and how they related
to one another. This system resembled Hobbes’ state of nature, in so
far as nation-states were all involved in a violent and lawless struggle
with one another, which out of necessity compelled them to pursue
their own self-interest and reject any form of idealism. What brought
some stability to the system was that it was in the common interest of
all actors that no individual nation-state, or constellation of nationstates, should be allowed to be powerful enough to dominate part or
all of the continent. Before this happened, one could expect that the
other European nation-states, acting purely in self-preservation, would
mount a united resistance. This mechanism was conceptualized as the
balance of power. Any change that might possibly upset the power
equilibrium was carefully watched. Every shift of power was seen as
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propagating itself throughout the system, forcing the other nationstates to adapt in a never-ending balancing act.43
This form of knowledge was expressed in many different ways. One
pamphleteer for instance warned about what he had recently read in
a newspaper, that the French annexation of Corsica risked fanning
the flames of war in Europe, which in turn would presumably spread
further—first to the Ottoman Empire, then to Russia, and finally to
Sweden. As long as Sweden relied on subsidies and alliances, it would
always face this type of risk, being drawn into a war as the result of
something peripheral in the system of states.44 Another author in a
typical way based his argument on the anarchy of the system of states
and stressed the importance of alliances with faraway powers as a
guarantee of good relations with neighbours whose intentions one
could never trust; unlike the latter, the former always had a common
interest in defending and helping one another.45 Another pro-French
author concurred: of course Sweden, just like any other European state,
could not go it alone, without treaties with allies.46 Two subsequent
texts in response strongly opposed the conclusion that Sweden should
therefore ally itself with France, but nevertheless agreed on a principal
level that this was a ‘political axiom’.47
Both those defending and opposing the Franco-Swedish subsidy
alliance were careful to point out that their opinions were based on
an analysis of the best interests of the two countries. One pro-French
author admitted that France’s long-term assistance to Sweden had
been based on its own self-interest, which was absolutely natural.
In fact, it would be foolish to think that states or princes ever acted
for any other reason, or that friendships between states reflected
anything but shared political interests.48 The same form of knowledge
prompted an author critical of subsidies to conclude, after a long
historical account, that France always acted solely in its own interest:
‘However, I wonder not at this. It is so natural that it is ignorant to
convince oneself and others that the matter is different.’ The same
author argued that for this reason one should not talk in terms of
natural friends or enemies at all. These two terms were commonly
used in this way, but gave a misleading picture of the nature of
international relations.49
In these polemics, we can also see traces of a different and conflicting
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form of knowledge, which instead viewed international relations in
terms of moral rationality, and explained the giving and receiving of
subsidies as expressions of friendship and loyalty or deceit and envy.
This body of knowledge only had a few clear advocates and thus primarily circulated in the form of refuted knowledge. Interestingly, one
exception was the important Cap magazine Uplysning För Swenska
Folket, which pronounced the relationships between nation-states and
individuals to be much the same: just as traits such as being helpful
and sincere formed the basis of a friendship, traits such as reluctance
and deceit could also destroy the said friendship. This analogy may
appear foolish, the author concurred, but it was nevertheless true,
as history showed.50 Here it should be noted that the older form of
knowledge, which explained war and peace as extensions of human
sin and divine intervention—with the purpose of communicating a
normative moral order to the populace—and which still existed in a
few other contexts, was here entirely absent.
However, the underlying claim concerning the primacy of the
interests of the state in no way settled the political matter at hand. The
authors opposed to the Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance did so based
on this perspective. For example, several authors linked the subsidies
to trade policy and suggested that Sweden should instead orient itself
towards Great Britain. The Swedish trade surplus with Great Britain
was said to be three times larger than the French subsidies had been.
At the same time, Sweden was also said to have a large trade deficit
with France, which also far exceeded the subsidies.51 However, the
opponents’ strongest argument was that France’s primary interest was
to hold Russia in check, with Swedish assistance, and by extension
Russia’s Habsburg ally. This was the absolute opposite of Sweden’s primary interest, which was said to be detente with Russia. In as much as
Sweden and France had had any shared interests, they had evaporated
as a result of the Franco-Austrian rapprochement of 1756.52
This so-called diplomatic revolution was only one of several factors
that now fundamentally transformed the international system. By the
end of the Seven Years War in 1763, the European states system had
become a multipolar system, with France’s power on the wane and
Prussia and Russia having assumed the status of great powers. Instead
of the previous balance of power between France and her enemies
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Great Britain and Austria, the states system collapsed into a western
and an eastern part, outside which none of the five powers had all that
much direct influence. Together, however, they came to dominate the
system in a qualitatively new way; a relationship that now gave rise to
the concept of the ‘great powers’. The role of the second-rate powers,
such as Sweden, was heavily reduced as a result. These changes made
it increasingly difficult for minor powers to form alliances with the
great powers, which is why the importance of the nation-state’s own
instruments of power instead increased. The reach of the great powers
grew at a considerably faster rate. Together, these changes resulted in
the disappearance of much of the relative predictability and stability
that had characterized the states system hitherto; the most obvious
result being the partitions of Poland.53
However, with the exception of Franco-Austrian detente, these
changes were nowhere to be seen in the knowledge circulating in
Sweden. For example, the authors continued to refer to the old
accepted knowledge concerning a European balance of power, albeit
including the fact that Great Britain had now taken over the traditional role of the Habsburg Empire as a counterweight to France.
Nor is the new concept of the great powers found in the Swedish
texts. The fact that Russia’s power had increased very rapidly, and
now far exceeded Sweden’s, was considered indisputable. However,
the knowledge that the states system also guaranteed a regional
balance of power—that no single power would be allowed to dominate a region such as the Baltic—was still regarded as authoritative.
The authors were also unable to see how Great Britain, despite its
newfound strength and its successes in the Seven Years War, now
actually had far less influence in the Baltic region than it had had
earlier in the eighteenth century, as a result of its withdrawal from
continental affairs and its focus on colonial consolidation. In a similar manner, obsolete knowledge continued to circulate in the texts.
Nowhere, however, was the inability to see how reality had changed
greater than in the case of France. For someone in 1769 getting all
of his or her knowledge of international relations from the Swedish
print media, it would have been impossible to understand just how
much France’s military, political, and financial influence and prestige
had declined since the Seven Years War, to the point of evaporating
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altogether in eastern Europe. Not a single author—not even any of
those opposed to the Franco-Swedish subsidy alliance—appears to
have doubted the vast power of France.

Concluding remarks
So, is it fruitful to analyse the processes and moments when public
access to a particular body of knowledge and its communication
increased significantly, even in an early modern context? I would argue
that it is, but that it also has its limitations in terms of methodology.
Nor is it difficult to understand why the circulation perspective has
only rarely been applied to the public politics of the period, this in spite
of its proponents, most notably Robert Darnton, whose ‘multi-media
feedback system’ for all intents and purposes corresponds to the circulation perspective discussed here.54 A particularly difficult aspect
is following knowledge circulation beyond the print media, when the
available traces lead to the handwritten or even oral dimensions of
the public sphere, which then played such an important role. Such an
intermedial circulation analysis was a focus in my own doctoral dissertation, even though, generally speaking, it has been uncommon in
the Swedish historiography of the eighteenth-century public sphere.55
Instead, it has been usual for the different genres and types of (print)
media to have been studied separately, and without privileging the
circulation process itself.56 Neither is it obvious how best to analyse
the ways knowledge in individual texts circulated or was received in
printed public sources. The source material certainly contains many
remnants of this type of circulation. However, these fragments—for
example, information that a text was printed in a second edition or
resulted in prosecution under the censorship laws—only rarely enable
historians to perform a full circulation analysis. Establishing the public
impact and influence of specific texts is arguably a difficult task.57
Nevertheless, there are also benefits associated with a circulation
analysis. The most important perhaps is that it draws attention to
something that may perhaps be a truism, but which has rarely had
any analytical consequences in practice, namely that the political
public sphere of this time comprised not only the print media, but
also other types of media, practices, sites, and actors. This is why we
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also need to consider other periods and sources than the ones that
usually spring to mind. By highlighting the handwritten pamphlets, for
example, it becomes clear that the breakthrough of public knowledge
considered here was both more gradual and more complex—and can
be attributed to other factors than the ending of censorship in 1766.
On the contrary, circulation analysis shows that there may be reasons
for problematizing this periodization of Swedish historiography. The
analysis demonstrates that even though political knowledge was being
mediated in a new way at this time—which undoubtedly increased
its public impact—its circulation was in many respects characterized
by a high degree of continuity.
A focus on the political knowledge in public circulation also has the
potential to enrich the historiography of early modern politics. For
a long time, Swedish historians have largely been interested in these
types of authoritative assumptions concerning the world, which also
created the framework for political opinion and action. However, the
focus has primarily been on the content of the political perceptions—
the concept of knowledge has rarely been used—and the conceptual
origin of the ideas. An analytical shift towards questions concerning
the public circulation of knowledge would here constitute a valuable,
perhaps even necessary, complement. Without empirical understanding
of how and where in the public sphere such knowledge circulated, at
what frequency and intensity, and for how long, one cannot say that
the former type of study has reached its full potential. For example,
the fact that (a certain type of) knowledge concerning these subsidies
and international politics circulated with a high frequency and intensity and suddenly emerged in 1769 is not insignificant for someone
trying to understand the contemporary decision-making process
regarding foreign policy. The same may be said of someone studying
the ongoing democratization process—the group knowing of this
important political dimension, and thus in a position to lay claim on
a much more comprehensive citizenship, was almost certainly much
larger and more heterogeneous than in the past.
I say almost certainly, because at this point we are approaching the
limits of what this sort of circulation analysis is able to accomplish
empirically. Studying the public communication of a particular body of
knowledge and the public access to it—one might say the public supply
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of knowledge—should not be confused with the public impact of this
knowledge or even the demand for it. Here we encounter some of the
problems already mentioned, such as the difficulties determining the
size of the editions, the number of readers or listeners per copy, the
social profile of the readers or listeners, and so on. To what extent these
analysed texts actually found their way to readers and listeners, and
the outcome of this encounter, are some of the questions that elude a
closer empirical analysis. It must suffice to remember that the analysed
texts were essentially propaganda, and primarily followed a political,
rather than a commercial, logic. That is why a high public frequency
and intensity among those most affected does not necessarily mean
that the demand was as great.
Obviously, the analysis also becomes much more uncertain whenever we take a step back and look at society at large and the role of
knowledge therein. This is certainly the case when it comes to the
early modern period. And yet the knowledge history project should
not flinch from doing so. Here the circulation of public knowledge
constitutes an important first step.
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chapter 5

Theoria, praxis, and poiesis
Theoretical considerations on the circulation
of knowledge in everyday life
Anna Nilsson Hammar
The history of knowledge, Wissensgeschichte or kunskapshistoria, is
a young research field, but nevertheless revolves around topics that
have been a vital part of many academic disciplines for a long time.1
Partially emanating from the history of ideas and sciences, the history
of knowledge often attempts to deepen the understanding of how
scientific and other forms of rational knowledge were produced and
disseminated in the past. Moreover, it confronts more traditional
histories of progress, originality, and the (male, Western) prodigy
using postcolonial, global, and feminist perspectives, among others.
Arguably this has led to a more nuanced way of writing the history
of (scientific or rational) knowledge, more in tune with theories of
globalization, mediation, and (mass) communication.2 For historians
with a background in cultural history, however, the history of knowledge serves a slightly different purpose. It has been noted that it offers
‘something new without necessarily breaking with the fundamental
assumptions of cultural history’.3 But what, precisely, does it have to
offer? In what ways can the history of knowledge become a source of
inspiration, conceptual clarity, and methodological aid to the multifaceted tradition of cultural history? In this essay, I will argue that if
we are concerned with the circulation and relevance of knowledge, we
would do well to elaborate further on its role in everyday life. I propose
that one way of doing this is by questioning the relationship between
different forms of knowledge and how they shape our lifeworlds, our
subjective realities, and the everyday life that knowledge, in order to
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be socially relevant, must become part of. In order to explore such
processes, I would argue that the tripartite concepts of theoria, praxis,
and poiesis are valuable analytical tools.

Knowledge and the lifeworld
The lifeworld or everyday life plays an ambiguous, yet important, role
in cultural history. One might argue that it has always been at the heart
of the enterprise, for example, within the practice of micro history or
in the reverberation of Clifford Geertz’s cultural anthropology. It also
served in the late nineteenth century as a starting point for historically
oriented folklore studies and ethnology, the cradle of cultural history.4
In line with Hans Ulrich Wehler, however, one might also point to
its death as an analytical perspective. In an interview with Andreas
Daum, published in 2000, he concluded, ‘It has been clear for some
time that the Alltagsgeschichte, or “history of everyday life”, has been
a failure, theoretically speaking. All of the smart people have moved
on to the New Cultural History.’5 As has been pointed out, Wehler’s
statement should be seen against the backdrop of the substantial
criticism of German Alltagsgeschichte in the mid-1980s, Wehler being
the ‘doyen of German social historians’—the adversaries in what has
been described as a heated debate.6 As Alf Lüdtke, on the other hand,
has stressed, the conflicts of the 1980s concerning the life or death
of Alltagsgeschichte are ‘passé’, and the perspectives of the everyday
have become an essential part of the historical sciences.7 The history
of everyday life has found new uses, and its ability to take into account
subjective experiences and everyday action, as well as to illustrate the
lived origins of global processes, has been accentuated.8
The concepts of ‘lifeworld’ and ‘everyday life’ have been used freely in
cultural history, yet here I will proceed from a rudimentary conceptual
orientation. The concept of lifeworld emanated from phenomenology
and especially Edmund Husserl, but has also been developed by the
likes of Alfred Schütz, and by Jürgen Habermas in his theory of communicative action. It denotes an interest in reality as it is understood
by the acting subject; a preoccupation with the ‘everyday’ world as it
is experienced and lived. For Husserl, the concept was linked to a sort
of foundation: ‘the life-world constitutes above all the emergence of
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the quotidian, of the precategorical, of the antepredicative, that is to
say, of all that which precedes scientific and philosophical rationality’.9
The lifeworld, Husserl stated, ‘for us who wakingly live in it, is always
there, existing in advance for us, the “ground” of all praxis, whether
theoretical or extratheoretical.’10
As noted by Michael Hampe, the Husserlian lifeworld is the source
of all meaning and has ‘a systematic and historical priority over any
scientific theory or worldview.’11 For Schütz, the concept of the lifeworld
accordingly implies a ‘“common-sense reality” of the social world’ as
it is lived. In Habermas’s theory, the lifeworld is synonymous with
the world of everyday communicative interaction.12 Needless to say,
this is not an unproblematic concept, and we can indeed question
it in several ways. Austin Harrington, in his encyclopaedic article
on the topic, lists critiques such as the questions of transcendence
and scope. Can phenomenological investigations into the lifeworld,
he asks, ‘address a virtualized world of near-ubiquitous digitalized
information systems? Is the notion now a redundant “old European”
naivety—after post-structuralism, post-modernism, post-colonialism,
post-humanism?’ Hampe, in turn, cautions that the idea of a lifeworld
may give us the illusion that philosophy can establish how humans
come to understand themselves, without taking into consideration
the institutional, emotional, and cultural particularities of different
societies. Such a notion could result in an ‘anthropological essentialism and fundamentalism’ that would harm rather than benefit the
historical analysis. 13
Hampe’s argument seems valid on this issue, especially considering
the more particular uses of the concept in the phenomenologies of
Husserl and Habermas, which also serve the purpose of criticizing
modern, Western society.14 There is, however, a promise of a less holistic
and more pragmatic notion to be found in the concept of everyday
life. Rather than rehearse the extensive discussions on the topic in
the 1990s, I will limit myself to the appraisal published by Rita Felski
in 1999. Felski points to the need for a more neutral notion of the
everyday, stating that we need to take ‘the ordinariness of everyday life’
seriously without idealizing or demonizing it. It has, Felski argues, a
tradition of either being ‘painted in glowing colours’ or being seen as
‘the realm of ultimate alienation and dehumanisation’. The everyday
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ought instead to be seen as an indispensable aspect of experience and
human life. Felski describes it in processual terms, concluding that
the everyday is the process by which assumptions, behaviours, and
practices become self-evident or taken for granted. Everydayness, then,
according to Felski, ‘is not an intrinsic quality that magically adheres
to particular actions or persons (women, the working class). Rather,
it is a lived process of routinization that all individuals experience’.15
With such a definition we can move beyond totalizing and essentializing claims to focus on the ‘becoming’ of the everyday. The everyday,
contrary to the Husserlian notion as I perceive it, is not something
that is already there, rather it is constantly happening. And if what
is experienced as everyday life, that is as routine or ordinariness, is
in flux, then it surely makes sense to ask for the role of knowledge in
this process. It makes even more sense to ask how knowledge operates
on different levels of this routinization, and how different forms of
knowledge interact with our everyday lives, becoming a part of what
we take for granted.
How, then, does knowledge circulate in people’s ordinary lives?
How is knowledge used and made relevant, even meaningful, on an
everyday basis? To pursue this line of inquiry, I suggest we look to
the conceptualization of knowledge, and, more specifically, that we
elaborate on a possible typology of knowledge. The proposed answers
and solutions to these questions and challenges offer nothing conspicuously new; however, I believe, they deserve to be revisited and
brought to the fore in this particular context.

Defining knowledge
As Johan Östling has pointed out, knowledge is an ‘essentially contested concept’ and thus, what is to be considered knowledge needs
to be historically and contextually determined. He, however, goes
further, and concludes that a definition might even be harmful to the
historical inquiry.16 I would like to propose that there is a difference
between what you may call philosophical/epistemological definitions
of knowledge and sociological/historicist ones. As has been noted by
epistemologists, the question of what knowledge is ‘is not a question
with a single clear purpose’. 17 We therefore have to ask ourselves what
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kind of definition is called for. What, indeed, will be the purpose of the
definition? In the case of historical analysis it is clear that we need a
definition that advances the historical inquiry, one that may elucidate
our questions to the past.
Looking to epistemology, one might encounter definitions such as
the so-called JTB theory, which sees knowledge as justified true belief.
However, the questions of whether a statement is justified or true is
hardly well suited for historians. We are, after all, in the business of
writing about the past, not about the truth in any absolute sense.18
As Helen Longino has noted, philosophers are interested in ‘the relation between representational content and the intended objects of
representation’. Sociologists, and historians for that matter, ‘are quite
content to call knowledge whatever the communities they study call
knowledge.’ What becomes important is ‘the relation between the
representation and its users: successful content is content accepted
in a community’.19 This correlates with the conditions for knowledge
mentioned by Östling. Teun van Dijk has in a similar fashion suggested that (social) knowledge is ‘the shared beliefs of an epistemic
community, justified by contextually, historically and culturally variable (epistemic) criteria of reliability.’ This, he continues, implies that
what is considered knowledge or truth in one community may be
deemed false belief, prejudice, or superstition in another. Knowledge
then, is relative to the epistemic criteria of the epistemic community
in which it operates.20
Historians of knowledge seem to agree that knowledge is in constant
flux. It changes, it is mediated, and it is influenced by the manner in
which it is produced, disseminated, used, politicized, etcetera.21 The
definition suggested above is therefore in line with the presuppositions
common to many historians of knowledge. The main focus for a history
of knowledge in everyday life needs to be, and I return to Van Dijk,
‘knowledge as it is being used by real people in real situations and in
real epistemic communities’.22 This analysis, however—and here I am
not in complete agreement with Van Dijk—should not overlook the
importance of epistemic claims (or truth claims), nor should it reduce
culture to statements, claims and discourse. Human conduct and
indeed ‘culture’ must be seen as embodied cognition, and as actions
and practices. Van Dijk stresses that the latter are to be defined as
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‘units of socially situated conduct and mental representations such as
mental models, featuring individual or shared intentions, plans and
goals, which are in turn based on general knowledge or other beliefs.’23
I agree that there most likely is a discernible link between scientific/
rational knowledge and practice/action. But, as Michel Foucault argued
in the case of nineteenth-century psychiatric practice, discourses are
not necessarily reflected in practice. Instead, in Foucault’s case, truth
becomes a possession of the institutionalized power, which is added
to the relationship between science and madness (or indeed the actual
people deemed mad). This possession does not define practice, but
it becomes a ‘surplus-power of reality’, Foucault states.24 The mental
model of psychiatry, featuring certain intentions, plans and goals (as
Van Dijk wishes to express it) does not correlate with its practices and
technologies. The specialized, theoretical knowledge of the psychiatrist
instead becomes a possession of ‘the criteria of verification and truth’
that by itself affirms its superior position, rather than influences psychiatric practice.25 The relationship between scientific/rational knowledge
and practice, then, can be put into question, and the need to carefully
consider what causal connections we presuppose becomes apparent.
In the history of knowledge, the main focus still seems to be
analyses of what has been labelled scientific or rational knowledge.26
Östling and Larsson Heidenblad have suggested that we pay more
attention to knowledge that gains ‘societal’ attention, that is more
widely spread and that reaches and is relevant to a quantitatively
larger number of people. Thus they wish to pursue the concept
of the ‘public circulation of knowledge’. In Östling and Larsson
Heidenblad’s view, not only science but also religious truth claims
and economic theories become every bit as interesting as for instance
scientific findings or medical practices.27 Even this perspective,
however, builds upon a definition of knowledge that favours that
which has circulated as knowledge, that is, claims to knowledge or
truth. However wide in scope, this type of knowledge is still fairly
limited, especially if we want to take into account the more nondiscursive parts of everyday life where knowledge might be more
tacit, or is used instrumentally, as a means to an end. It is therefore
my contention that we need to make room for the differences between
scientific/rational knowledge on the one hand and different forms of
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practical knowledge on the other when investigating the circulation
of knowledge in everyday life.
To more fully grasp the role of knowledge in everyday life then, we
need typologies to better understand knowledge as such. No matter
if we pursue a philosophical or sociological/historicist definition,
broadening our concept of what knowledge is and what it does should
prove beneficial. There are several views on how to do this. A quite
common differentiation used in epistemology is the one between
propositional, procedural, and personal knowledge. When we make
claims to knowledge or truth, it is propositional knowledge. ‘I know
that the earth is about to come to an end’, is one such proposition; ‘Sea
creatures are sent by God to warn mankind of its sins’, another, if we
adopt the above definition of knowledge as relative to the epistemic
criteria of a certain community. Propositional knowledge will be mediated through discourse and is, of course, one of the main historian’s
sources when studying changing ideas and common truths, power
relations etcetera. Procedural knowledge, know-how, or practical
knowledge is by definition of a more tacit kind. It is not necessarily
articulated in words, but rather demonstrated through action.28 For
cultural historians, different forms of know-how and procedural knowledge are also of great importance.29 Personal knowledge, which is also
sometimes referred to as knowledge by acquaintance, is understood
as the type of knowledge where the subject is in experiential contact
with the perceived reality. Such knowledge does not only include
knowledge of persons and things, but also knowledge of the mental
states of the experiencing subject. Epistemologists have even argued
that the knower’s own mental states are ‘the most directly knowable
portion of reality’.30
When Schutz and Luckmann discuss the role of knowledge in the
lifeworld, they see subjective experiences as being fundamental.31
This suggests using the concept of personal knowledge or knowledge
by acquaintance when engaging in an analysis of the circulation of
knowledge in everyday life. However, in order to broaden the concept
of the everyday, and to highlight its processual features and to take into
account the element of circulation, I suggest that we need a typology
of knowledge that addresses not only experience, but knowledge as a
societal activity. The model I propose that we revisit is that of theoria,
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praxis, and poiesis. This threefold division has been used by different
academic fields in order to categorize and understand knowledge, for
example in education research to highlight the multifacetedness of
what we call knowledge, and in different kinds of historical analysis.32
The concepts primarily serve the purpose of elucidating the difference
between theory and different forms of practice in a way that directs our
attention to the doings and makings, the actions and materializations
of knowledge, rather than singularly to the mediation of epistemic
claims. They should prove useful in understanding how knowledge
circulates in everyday life, taking into account not only theoretical
claims, mediated through discourse (which tells us much of power
relations and legitimacy in public speech), but also practical, interactive
knowledge and productive, goal-oriented knowledge, two forms that
most certainly play an important role in the everyday.

Theoria, praxis, and poiesis
As Bernt Gustavsson has pointed out, theoria, praxis, and poiesis may
overlap, but they nevertheless denote three different discussions of
knowledge.33 In their basic form they represent the activities of man,
aimed at producing different forms of knowledge. These activities have
corresponding virtues of thought. Theoria is associated with episteme—
that is, theoretical/epistemic knowledge of the kind that has already
been discussed, and that tends to be the centre of attention in histories
of knowledge. Praxis is in turn connected to the virtue of phronesis, or
the practical wisdom related to social and political interaction. Poiesis
is linked to techne, or practical/productive knowledge, a knowledge of
how to make something. For Aristotle this was the artisan’s knowledge,
a certain kind of creative skill.34 Practical knowledge is thus divided into
two distinct categories. In the Nicomachean Ethics this is conceptualized
as the capacity to act and the capacity to make:
In the variable are included both things made and things done;
making and acting are different … so that the reasoned state of
capacity to act is different from the reasoned state of capacity to
make. Hence too they are not included one in the other; for neither
is acting making nor is making acting.35
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The distinctions have been applied to different areas of society. Wilfred
Carr and Stephen Kemmis differentiate between the theoretical, productive, and practical sciences and state that the theoretical ones pursue
truth through contemplation, the ultimate aim being knowledge for its
own sake, while the practical disciplines deal with ethical and political
life, with the purpose of practical wisdom and knowledge. The productive sciences make things, their aim being the production of artefacts36
Yet does that mean that this threefold conceptualization can also be
applied to the role of knowledge in everyday life, or to the micro level
of society? In order to answer this, and to find a way of putting the
concepts to use in an historical analysis, we need to look for further
inspiration, going beyond the scope of the classical tradition. The issue
of the relationship between these three forms of knowledge also needs
to be further elaborated on. The aim here is not to provide a totality
or clear-cut categories, but to recognize different forms in order to
ask questions about how they interact and what relationship they have
between themselves.37 This interrelation, I believe, is not a philosophical
question, but one that must be tried empirically (historically), and is
indeed most relevant for historians of knowledge in general and for
anyone interested in the circulation of knowledge in particular.

Regimes of truth, practice, and technology
Looking for inspiration for how to operationalize the discussion on
theoria, praxis, and poiesis, it is hard to disregard the works of Michel
Foucault. He remains influential for many historians of knowledge,
and has, in regard to these different forms of knowledge and their
internal relationship, made some significant points. As is well known,
the question of knowledge is intimately linked to the question of power, especially in Foucault’s later production. Knowledge is therefore
considered, by Foucault, in the light of the discourses, practices, and
technologies by which knowledge/power is established. In The Order of
Things, Foucault, in investigating the discourse of the human sciences,
states his mission as follows:
In short, I tried to explore scientific discourse not from the point
of view of the individuals who are speaking, nor from the point of
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view of the formal structures of what they are saying, but from the
point of view of the rules that come into play in the very existence of
such discourse: what conditions did Linnaeus (or Petty, or Arnauld)
have to fulfil, not to make his discourse coherent and true in general,
but to give it, at the time when it was written and accepted, value
and practical application as scientific discourse—or, more exactly,
as naturalist, economic, or grammatical discourse?38

Discourse, then, is viewed not in light of its coherency or truthfulness,
but in consideration of its practical value and use. Foucault here wishes
to draw attention to the framework by which the subject is restricted,
and the circumstances that make scientific discourse (and indeed
‘discoveries’ and ‘truths’) possible. In Foucault’s view, these are to be
defined not only as theoretical limits, but as practices.
In a published conversation with Gilles Deleuze, the question of the
relationship between theory and practice is further addressed. Deleuze
calls attention to the circulation of scientific theories and how they
overcome obstacles when passing into new and different domains:
The relationship which holds in the application of a theory is never
one of resemblance. Moreover, from the moment a theory moves
into its proper domain, it begins to encounter obstacles, walls, and
blockages which require its relay by another type of discourse (it is
through this other discourse that it eventually passes to a different
domain). Practice is a set of relays from one theoretical point to
another, and theory is a relay from one practice to another. No theory
can develop without eventually encountering a wall, and practice is
necessary for piercing this wall.39

Responding, Foucault questions the role of the contemplative intellectual who engages in episteme and analyses the world from a distance,
thus questioning the pure form of theoria as an activity. Theory ‘does
not express, translate, or serve to apply practice: it is practice’, he says.
Furthermore this practice is part of the struggle for power; it is not
aimed at the illumination of others from a safe distance, but ‘an activity
conducted alongside those who struggle for power’: ‘A “theory” is the
regional system of this struggle.’40
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The relationship between theory and practices then, is of fundamental importance to Foucault. Theory as a contemplative activity
with the aim of producing knowledge for its own sake is disparaged,
and practice is emphasized. Foucault, however, does not make use
of the concept of phronesis, as Bent Flyvbjerg has pointed out.41 He
does employ the concept of techne, though, and regularly returns to
discussions on techniques and/or technologies in order to understand
and problematize power/knowledge. As has been noted, Foucault
‘described power as dispersed throughout society, inherent in social
relationships, embedded in a network of practices, institutions, and
technologies—operating on all of the “micro-levels” of everyday life.’42
His frequent use of the concepts of technology and technique, which
are important to the functioning of power, has also been pointed out.
Techniques are here seen as a set of skills that are used to realize a given
object, much like in the classical use of the term poiesis/techne. As
Flyvbjerg has argued, Foucault’s main concern in The Order of Things
was with the possibilities that the study of human affairs had of becoming scientific or epistemic; later, in The Archaeology of Knowledge, he
shifted focus from episteme to techne, however resisting the traditional
view of episteme being a pure form of science and techne an applied
one. Instead he pointed to the autonomy of techne, or, in Flyvbjerg’s
words, ‘studied techne without the superstructure of episteme’.43
The threefold division between theory, practice, and technology
serves an important purpose in the analysis of the power/knowledge
relationship. It marks a societal dimension of knowledge that puts
emphasis on use, relevance, and application. However, there is a distinction between practice and technology that is less developed, as a
consequence of Foucault being more occupied with the relationship
between theory and practice. This distinction between praxis and
poiesis, I believe, holds possibilities for a more detailed historical
inquiry into the circulation of knowledge.

Praxis, poiesis, and the vita activa
The revival of the Aristotelian concepts of praxis and poiesis has been
credited to Hannah Arendt.44 In Arendt’s The Human Condition,
the priority of praxis and the vita activa over the traditionally more
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respected vita contemplativa (the life which engages in the pursuit of
truth in a detached, contemplative manner) becomes vital. She also
differentiates between praxis and poiesis, and emphasizes praxis, that
is, action or doing, as the main objective of political action. Contemporary theories of action, Allan Parsons has pointed out, tend to
define political practice instrumentally or tactically, seeing politics as
persons setting up goals and adjusting means towards an end. This is
more in line with the act of poiesis, of making.45 Arendt’s suggestion
is that the understanding of political action as ‘making something’ is
a dangerous mistake. In her introduction to The Human Condition,
Margaret Canovan concludes that the act of poiesis, or making, ‘is
something a craftsman does by forcing raw material to conform to
his model’. To conceive of politics in a similar manner is to ‘ignore
human plurality in theory and to coerce individuals in practice’. 46
The truly human condition then, lies within human relationships
guided by practical wisdom, phronesis, which does not only engage
in interaction as a means to an end, but in the constant creation of
new beginnings: humans acting together create new stories and new
ways of moving forward towards a better society and life.47
Jürgen Habermas has used Arendt’s conclusions in his theory of
communicative action, but has also received substantial criticism for
misinterpreting them.48 His contention, however, is that the distinction
between praxis and poiesis enables the distinction between instrumental, goal-oriented work on the one hand, and praxis understood
as interaction—as a situation where intersubjective norms are tried in
relation to their suitability for the common good—on the other. For
Habermas this is tied into a larger theory of how rational interaction
can create a better society:
Under work, rationalization means increase of skills and productive forces, the extension of disposable power. Under interaction,
rationalization means the progress of emancipation, the liberation
of humanity, individualization, domination-free communication
and the abolition of repressiveness and rigidity. The intention of
rationalization under interaction is not a better functioning of the
industrial economy but what Plato and Aristotle called the good life,
of living well, and with it a change in the institutional framework.
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Given this, technical progress has a potential for liberation only
when it is embedded with such a change in institutional framework.49

In order to make use of the conceptualizations suggested above, we
first have to acknowledge that there are different levels to the discussion. For Arendt, as for Habermas, the conceptualizations are part of
a normative theory of (political) action. The concepts of praxis and
poiesis indeed help them both to make a point about how to view and
conduct politics for the common good.50 For the history of knowledge and from a more methodological standpoint, the concepts of
theoria, practice and poiesis, however, will not necessarily function as
components of a theory of society and life, but as heuristic concepts,
as tools designed to aid the historical inquiry on a smaller scale. In
other words, I have no intention of suggesting that we need to apply
normative theories to the practice of cultural history, rather that we
need conceptualizations that advance the study of everyday life.

The circulation of knowledge in everyday life
In order to be relevant to cultural history, I have argued, the history
of knowledge needs to establish a conceptual framework to address
knowledge in everyday life. Everyday life has been defined as a process
of routinization through which that, which is perceived to be ordinary,
routine, and commonplace, is established. What is considered everyday,
then, depends on historical context, and there can be no temporal,
spatial, or intellectual demarcations as such. Instead, what comes into
focus is an ongoing process. When it comes to everyday life, the different ideological connotations contributed to it call for an awareness of
how the discursive battle over the everyday has been fought in specific
historical contexts. However, seeing the everyday as a purely historical
concept, and thus only analysing its use, seems unwarranted.
Using the everyday as a starting point for the history of knowledge
resonates with the tenets of Berger and Luckmann, stressing the centrality of everyday knowledge. The role of knowledge in the process of
routinization that best characterizes everyday life is a complicated but
necessary research question. To grapple with it, I have suggested that
knowledge must be seen, not only as epistemic claims to knowledge,
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but as practices and technologies that in different constellations help
determine whether knowledge is meaningful, relevant, and circulated
on an everyday basis.
With a more differentiated concept of knowledge, one that takes
more than epistemic claims and propositions into account, we can gain
more insight into the transformation and circulation of knowledge.
The different formations of knowledge suggested in the Nicomachean
Ethics and used by various theorists, help us do so. The conceptual
triad of theoria, praxis, and poiesis may invoke the following kinds
of questions and discussions.
First, theoria. Given its prominent position in the history of knowledge
(and elsewhere), in an historical inquiry of the circulation of knowledge in everyday life we might ask how scientific/rational, theoretical/
epistemic knowledge, or indeed truth claims, are being repeated and
turned into common truths or common knowledge. What is the relationship between common truths and epistemic claims? How is common
knowledge mediated and circulated? What power relations are at play
in the use and circulation of certain common truths? What, say, are
the political or personal consequences of a certain epistemic content
becoming commonplace or routinely integrated into popular discourse?
To add the level of praxis, I would argue in line with Foucault, is
to add a level of relevance. Understanding how knowledge is given
meaning means taking the practical and interactive use of knowledge
into account. A history of the circulation of knowledge in everyday life
must thus take note of the many practical aspects of knowledge, and
the tacit knowledge being used and circulated through practice. There
is, furthermore, reason to investigate the relationship between theoria
and praxis. Whichever comes first or is accredited more value needs
to be historically and empirically determined. Such investigations can
indeed serve as a way of furthering the analysis of the circulation of
knowledge in everyday life.
Finally, if we consider poiesis to be the art of making something,
of directing knowledge (skill or competence) to the production of an
object, it will direct our attention to the everyday instrumentality of
knowledge. This will provide us with insights into how knowledge
becomes materialized and how it is put to use as a means to an end.
This aspect differs from praxis, predominantly because of its direction
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and goal orientation, but is also a vital part of how knowledge is used
on an everyday basis, in work, art, or craft. Poiesis can be taken to
denote a materialization of knowledge; however, it may also be interpreted as a more general instrumentality, thus allowing for an analysis
of different types of knowledge phenomena, ranging from politics to
self-fashioning to the production of artefacts.
Paying greater attention to different forms of knowledge and their
interrelatedness in everyday life, we come one step closer to examining
the circulation of knowledge. However, as has been clearly demonstrated
in this volume, there are different takes on what circulation theoretically
implies. So what does it mean in this particular case? Circulation, I propose, invokes the question of how knowledge takes different shapes and
forms in everyday life, thus being transformed in the more literal sense
of the word. The transformation of knowledge, not only in the sense
that certain scientific knowledge is translated and communicated and
thus receives (popular) attention, but as an actual shift from epistemic
to practical or productive knowledge, or the other way around for that
matter, strikes me as essential for an understanding of how knowledge
influences lives, decisions, judgements, beliefs, actions and creativity
on an everyday basis. Do technologies exist and evolve separately from
scientific/rational knowledge? Does everyday practice necessarily involve
theoretical knowledge? What are the historical conditions for the relationship between different forms of knowledge? How have cultures and
contexts diverged with regards to the prioritization of different forms
in relation to a certain knowledge content? There are many questions
to be posed when engaging in this perspective. The historically fluctuating relationship between these different forms is the heart of the
matter when we address the circulation of knowledge in everyday life.
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chapter 6

Unwelcome knowledge
Resistance to pedagogical knowledge
in a university setting, c.1965–2005
Anders Ahlbäck
In the late modern era, universities have become increasingly important
nodes in the circulation of academic and professional knowledge. In
the process, the transition from higher education for a small elite to
mass higher education has put unprecedented pressure on university
teaching and curriculums across the Western world. The massive rise
in student numbers, especially in the 1960s and 1970s, posed a serious
challenge to the traditions of university education and gave rise to
critical questions about their efficiency and adequacy.1 Politicians and
students all over western Europe called for radical reforms of higher
education. As one part of this reform agenda, the new subdiscipline of
university pedagogy rose to prominence in many critical debates.2 The
proponents of university pedagogy—policymakers, student activists
and pedagogics researchers—called for more engaging, interactive,
and student-centred educational methods, basing their claims on
academic research into learning processes among students in higher
education. The general response from the old university establishment
was marked by scepticism towards this new field of knowledge.
This essay presents a case study of how the circulation of knowledge
even within an expert organization such as a modern research university can be slowed down and even blocked for a range of institutional
and cultural reasons. It focuses on local reactions to the attempts to
expand the circulation of knowledge about academic teaching at Åbo
Akademi University in Turku, Finland, from the 1960s to the 2000s. The
essay investigates how disagreements among actors inside and outside
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the university over the nature, function, and tasks of the university as
an institution counteracted the circulation of a species of knowledge
that might seem obviously relevant to university teaching staff. The
scarcity of research into this phenomenon makes comparisons difficult, but Åbo Akademi University appears to have been typical of a
conservative university environment in its rather reluctant reactions
to the external pressure to adopt knowledge of this kind.
The circulation of knowledge as an analytical concept brings several
shifts of perspective to the study of this process. Firstly, the perhaps
most fundamental shift occurs in the basic understanding of the
character of the university as a societal institution. University history
has often emphasized the role of modern universities as centres of
innovation and the creation of new knowledge. Yet from the perspective of the history of knowledge, and through the conceptual lens of
the circulation of knowledge, an equally if not even more important
societal function of universities has been to serve as intersections in
its global flow. Universities are places where knowledge is received,
filtered, evaluated, modified, and channelled into the fora of academia
as well as broader society. Academic staff spend a great deal of their
time finding, responding to, and disseminating knowledge that originates elsewhere. The idea that knowledge circulates thus redirects the
university historian’s focus away from ‘heroic’ scientific discoveries
to the more mundane yet crucially important and complex daily
routines of university work. In this context, university teaching and
university education move centre stage. It is through their graduates,
more than through any other channels, that universities seed society
with academic knowledge as well as academic modes of thinking.
Secondly, the circulation of knowledge as an analytical perspective
replaces a hierarchical understanding of knowledge with a more contextual understanding. In traditional history of science narratives, the
failure or refusal to accept new discoveries is often explained in terms
of lack of understanding, the defence of vested interests, the inability to
transcend old ways of thinking, or sheer incompetence. The idea that
knowledge circulates replaces this normative and hierarchical binary
opposition of new versus old knowledge with an image of knowledge
as situated, as connected with local circumstances and specific groups
of actors. Where and when, and for whom and for what reasons, do
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specific forms of knowledge become relevant, legitimate, and welcome
in a particular social context?3 If there is reluctance or indifference in
one context towards knowledge circulating in another context, how
do these contexts differ in terms of practical requirements, institutional structures, and cultural concepts of reality? In the case of Åbo
Akademi University and the reception of pedagogical knowledge, this
calls for a scrutiny of the differences between academic staff and their
critics when it comes to personal experiences, institutional priorities,
cultural notions, and material resources.
Thirdly, the concept of the circulation of knowledge pushes analysis
beyond a simplistic model of active senders and passive recipients.
Instead, the concept helps us see how several different knowledges
circulate in parallel, partly interacting and partly counteracting one
another. In my case study, I use the term microcirculation for the local,
informal, and often unwritten circulations by which practical knowledge
about teaching methods was shared, and countercirculation for how
academic staff circulated critical knowledge amongst themselves that
questioned the legitimacy and applicability of formalized knowledge
about university pedagogy. An important part of this perspective is
to observe how the actual circulation of new knowledge requires its
application, adaption and transformation in each local context. Equally,
the lack of circulation, for example the sluggish reception of university
pedagogical knowledge, must be seen in connection with the lack of
adaption and application to particular local needs and circumstances.
In this case study, it therefore becomes evident how knowledge cannot always be distinguished from the practices where it is put to use
or transmitted.4 It is thus also difficult to make a distinction between
knowledge about teaching and teaching skills. I use the term ‘formalized knowledge’ for articulated or published knowledge about teaching
and learning, but I also regard teaching skills based on imitation and
non-articulated traditions as a form of knowledge in their own right.
Attitudes towards university pedagogy have attracted surprisingly
little interest in the field of university history. This might be because
the history of the university in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
has often been written as the history of scientific progress. This narrative emphasizes the ‘heroic’ aspects of academic work at universities:
the innovation and creation of new knowledge, the proliferation of
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academic disciplines, and the organizational expansion of universities.
Questions about the possible reluctance towards a professionalization
of teaching and resistance towards research-based knowledge about
student learning processes might be difficult to fit into this master
narrative. The available depictions of the rise of university pedagogy
in the sixties, seventies, and eighties are largely based on the personal
reminiscences of people who were themselves involved in clearing the
way for the discipline. Although they hint at resistance and recalcitrance,
their accounts are usually constructed as success stories, echoing the
narrative form of the steady advances and growing importance of the
fields that have been their life’s work.5
Apart from documentary sources from the period, the depiction
of academic tradition and organizational culture in this essay builds
on 33 interviews with former teachers, students, and administrators
at Åbo Akademi University (ÅAU), conducted in 2015.6 Since their
experiences and reminiscences of particular departments and disciplines are for reasons of space limited to broad generalizations in
this essay, references to individual interviews are only given for direct
quotes or individual claims.

Microcirculations of traditional knowledge
Methods of teaching and learning have always varied between disciplines at modern universities.7 Teaching in the different departments at
ÅAU was nonetheless characterized by some common traits for most
of the twentieth century. Firstly, academic teaching methods were
based mainly on tradition, intuition, and tacit knowledge. Teaching
qualifications had no formal relevance for recruitment to academic
positions, and there was no organized teacher training or instruction
for new academic staff. Interviewees from across different academic
fields all told basically the same story about how they taught their first
courses: nobody told them what to do or how to do it. They were only
given a course name, and there was sometimes a pre-existing reading
list. Under these circumstances, it was only natural that most new
teachers had recourse to their own memories and experiences, imitating their own teachers in the past, and even basing their teaching
on lecture notes from their own time as undergraduates.8
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This way of being socialized into the teaching profession made
for strong continuity, especially since departments at ÅAU recruited
most of their academic staff from among their own students. As the
American historian of education Larry Cuban has pointed out, there
is generally a strong inherent conservatism among teachers, since the
profession tends to attract those individuals who appreciated their
own teachers and were successful within the existing framework of
teaching practices.9 Cuban was commenting on elementary and high
schools, but the same mechanism arguably applies in higher education—perhaps even to a greater degree, since new university teachers
often proceed straight from studying their subject to teaching it to their
youngers, without any intermediate phase of formal teacher training.
In the period of most rapid expansion at ÅAU, during the explosion
in student numbers in the 1960s and 1970s, it was not uncommon for
talented students to be employed as part-time teachers even before
they had graduated.
A second trait that was common to academic culture across subject
boundaries was the ‘private’ nature of teaching. There was a pronounced
contrast between the publicity, critical peer review, and debate that
surrounded an academic’s research on the one hand, and the lack of
peer oversight or external evaluation of that same academic’s teaching
practices on the other hand. What happened in the lecture hall or
seminar room was strictly a matter for the lecturer and his students.
One informant, who started teaching literature studies in the early
1970s, recalled that when he attempted to discuss teaching methods
and student assessment practices with older colleagues, they seemed
to find his questions almost impertinent. ‘It was like they raised a
wall [around their teaching] … They reacted as if I was interfering in
something that they thought was highly personal territory.’10
All of this was evidently characteristic of the broader university
system in Finland and nothing peculiar to ÅAU. According to the
first national inquiry into the pedagogical training of academic staff
at Finnish higher education institutions, published in 1979, junior
lecturers were usually given no training in how to plan, execute, and
evaluate the courses they were supposed to teach. The objectives of
individual courses and their significance to the larger curriculum was
never explained to new lecturers. Beginners had to base their teaching
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mainly on personal experiences. The inquiry also pointed out that there
were no incentives for young lecturers to improve their teaching skills
or attend pedagogical courses: ‘Who advances in his or her career is
almost completely determined by research work. The development of
education and teaching is not always viewed as meaningful, since it
does not bring any success in one’s university career.’11
Knowledge of teaching methods and students’ learning processes
in the 1960s and 1970s was non-verbal, tradition-based, and locally
situated in each department, and thus largely restricted to the professors,
who in the Finnish university system, as in many countries, did almost
all of the lecturing. The way knowledge about teaching methods was
transmitted can be described in terms of horizontal and intergenerational microcirculations within departments. Students observed and
imitated their lecturers, and close colleagues occasionally had informal
discussions on their courses and teaching during coffee breaks or after
work at the pub. These microcirculations were specific to each discipline and department, although obviously interconnected with larger
circulations through staff mobility between different universities and
informal exchanges with colleagues at other institutions in the context
of academic networks and conferences. These larger circulations were
nonetheless sporadic, fragmented, and seldom mediated through
public written media. The variations in teaching culture between the
few existing universities in Finland were in any case probably rather
insignificant, due to the historic dominance of Helsinki University.
As many former teachers recalled when being interviewed, the most
important impulses to revitalize teaching methods often came from
abroad, when staff from ÅAU spent time at universities in Scandinavia, Germany, the UK, or the US, witnessed alternative practices, and
encountered new ideas and recently published textbooks.

Mounting challenges and failed interventions
Challenges towards the traditional university teaching culture started
mounting in the 1960s. The subsequent developments aptly illustrate
how a new societal situation, causing new problem definitions and
rising perceptions of crisis, sets knowledge in motion and triggers the
need for new knowledge.12 There was a marked political will to invest
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in the expansion of higher education, since it was seen as key to higher
productivity and economic growth. Yet the rapid increase in student
numbers also led to an increased public interest in the cost efficiency
of the higher education system from the mid-1960s on. Politicians and
state officials started drawing attention to the protracted period of study
at Finnish higher education institutions. The university dropout rate
was increasingly seen as an indication of a failing university system
rather than as the shortcomings of individual students. Student activists were increasingly angry about disorganized courses, non-existent
study guidance, the poor standard of compulsory mass lectures, and
lack of individual guidance.13
Actors both outside and inside the university sector started pushing
Finland’s universities into adopting research-based, formalized knowledge about education, teaching, and learning, attempting to force new
circulations between academic lecturers, higher education experts, and
political decision makers. The government made an early intervention
through a statement in 1966, demanding that the universities act in
order to shorten the length of study, reduce dropout rates, develop
teaching methods, and rationalize the structure of university degrees.
This, however, had little effect.
At the time the professors at ÅAU, just like their colleagues at
other universities, were busy trying to cope with the ever-increasing
number of students pouring into the university, which had caused
acute shortages of teaching and office space as well as academic and
administrative staff. Student numbers tripled at ÅAU in the 1960s,
from about 1,000 in 1960 to 3,000 in 1970. Amid this onslaught, few
professors were prepared to consider major overhauls of structures
and methods at the departmental level. Neither was there yet much
of a central university administration at ÅAU that could have pushed
for wide-ranging reforms. The university in the 1960s was still very
much a ‘republic of professors’, where each professor governed his
own discipline as a sovereign territory. The professors were the sole
members of the university council and the faculty boards that were the
main decision-making bodies at the university. They were resistant to
all bids for external or top-down control, and appalled by the idea of
interfering with the educational methods of their colleagues.
Student politics, meanwhile, was a university arena that was firmly
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connected with the national stage and its political debates. Here critique of traditional forms of higher education and new ideas about the
university circulated with increasing speed in the late 1960s. Inspired
by similar actions at other Finnish and European universities, the
Socialist Students’ Association at ÅAU published a manifesto in October 1968, called ‘18 indictments of the old teaching’. They scorned the
‘compulsion to passively receive knowledge’, the scarcity of genuine
interaction between students and lecturers, and the lack of any clear
conception of the aims and effects of the education students received.14
This was an exception, though, for most of the student activism at
ÅAU at the time was directed either at the democratization of the
university council and faculty boards, or at larger political, societal,
and cultural issues beyond the walls of the university. Even the most
radical students did not at this stage imagine that the forms of teaching
and learning could be radically different from traditional practice.15
The first blast from the emerging field of university pedagogy only
really reached the students and professors at Finnish universities with
the major reform of the university degree system, which was launched
in 1973 and continued throughout the 1970s. This project, urged on
by left-leaning officials at the Ministry of Education, activists at the
National Union of University Students, and educationalists, constituted the first material intervention that created public awareness of
university pedagogy and the existence of alternative teaching methods.
Given our interest here in how knowledge circulation can be blocked
and counteracted, its fate is illustrative.
Launched on the back of an ambitious committee report drafted
by educationalists, young professors, and student representatives,
Finland’s degree reform was intended to adapt university degrees
to better meet the demands of the labour market, combining theoretical study with its practical application. The committee proposed
introducing progressive educational methods to higher education,
including problem-based learning, group work, and cross-disciplinary
projects on topics such as environmental protection, community
planning, and cybernetics. In spite of widespread scepticism among
the professoriate, the reformers pushed on with a massively laborious
planning process, as the contents and structure of courses and degree
programmes throughout Finnish higher education were overhauled.
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In the heated political atmosphere of the early 1970s, marked by a
strong belief in central planning, social engineering, and the power
of politics to shape a socially just society, even those opposed to the
specific ideas advanced in the reform proposal seem to have accepted
the inevitability of a major reform.16
The working parties tasked with planning the new degree structure
at ÅAU began in an atmosphere of optimistic enthusiasm. Students
and junior lecturers were for the first time included in the planning
process on an equal footing with the professors. Yet a year or two into
the cumbersome reform work, the process turned sour. The ministry
provided no additional funding to realize the lofty visions of new
pedagogical methods. The working parties got caught up in technicalities that diverted attention from the substantial issues of course
content and educational methods. The national student movement
started protesting that the reform would shackle students to ‘drainpipe’
degree programmes, removing their freedom of choice to select their
own courses. A successful national campaign against the reform by
right-wing political forces gave confidence to professors at ÅAU who
had passively opposed the reforms.
The implementation of the degree reforms eventually turned into
a massive demonstration of the resilience of local knowledge and
traditional attitudes towards top-down reform. It was nominally
implemented at ÅAU, but its radical potential was watered down until
the result, according to many informants who had participated in the
process, was old wine in new bottles. In hindsight, what derailed the
reforms was that they represented a fundamentally different view of
university education from the one held by academic staff. The reformers
were wedded to the notion that all higher education degrees should
be job-oriented, interdisciplinary, and designed along the same, universal educational principles. This ran contrary to the fundamental
idea of university education as a free quest for knowledge for the
sake of Bildung, the formation or education of a free mind, as well
as the primary identification with one’s own discipline that marked
the academic mindset. The reforms, and the pedagogical ideas they
embodied, were in effect stalled by a combination of tacit and explicit
denials of their relevance and legitimacy in a higher education context.
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Leaks and countercirculation
Even if local knowledge regimes successfully resisted external attempts
to force them to tap into the circulation of formalized university pedagogy, developments in the 1980s and 1990s demonstrated that cracks
were beginning to show. Stretching the metaphor of circulation, one
might talk of leaks of external knowledge into the local university
context, which academic staff tried to avoid by countercirculating
local knowledge.
The degree reforms in the 1970s had done little to upset the traditional forms and ‘private’ nature of teaching at ÅAU. Yet both lecturers
and students had been involved in a reform process during which the
purposes and methods of university education had been critically and
openly discussed. Even if the research presented by university pedagogy
and the solutions it proposed were found wanting, the need for new
methods and an awareness of university pedagogy as a distinct body
of knowledge had taken root.
The professoriate spent much of the 1980s rolling back the changes
in the degree structure that had been implemented. Yet the ÅAU Student Union moved in another direction, invoking the critical national
debates in the wake of the degree reform and making ‘the quality of
education’ a new key issue—even a new raison d’être for student politics
after the battle over participation in decision-making had been won,
and other thorny political issues of the 1970s had lost their appeal. In
several reports and publications during the 1980s, the Student Union
called attention to the allegedly deficient pedagogical skills of teaching staff.17 The students’ critique gained more weight after a reform
of the university’s decision-making bodies in 1981, which weakened
the professors’ oligarchical power and included student and staff
representatives on the university and faculty boards. Yet in the face of
the professors’ continued authority and expertise, it proved difficult
for the student representatives to force the university into adopting a
decisive, top-down programme of action.
Pedagogical training for university lecturers had been a controversial
issue at ÅAU ever since the early 1970s, when the elected student representatives of the so-called Study Council first called for compulsory
training for teaching staff—evidently inspired by contemporaneous
discussions of university reform at the national level.18 These proposals
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were never adapted by the university council, however, and the perceived fiasco of the degree reforms a few years later only reinforced
staff unwillingness. Although the pedagogical ideas behind the reform
proposals were never truly realized, many professors equated them
with the attempted overturn of traditional academic ideals.19
There were naturally individual lecturers at ÅAU who were interested in new pedagogical approaches. In the 1980s, they participated
in national teaching courses or found new models during periods as
visiting scholars abroad. However, one main obstacle to the adoption of
university pedagogy in the 1980s and 1990s was that the ÅAU lecturers
who did participate in seminars and courses on the subject were often
disappointed. The courses were perceived as overly theoretical and poorly
adapted to the special requirements of higher education and individual
academic subjects. When disappointed participants reported back to
their students and colleagues, a countercirculation of negative knowledge about university pedagogy was set in motion. As one informant
remembered of his first contact with a pedagogics course, ‘they taught
us stuff that probably works very well in junior school, but which had
little to do with the challenges I faced on the courses I taught’.20 This
local knowledge about university pedagogy, resisting its truth claims and
relevance to the actors’ local context, usually circulated in spoken, informal exchanges. Yet sometimes it was also found in official documents,
usually when resisting demands for compulsory training for lecturers.
Even lecturers who declared their willingness to expand their knowledge about pedagogics denied that formalized knowledge was the key
to enhancing the quality of education, pointing instead to structural
and institutional constraints. Some claimed there was already sufficient
awareness of the need to update teaching methods, and the real and
pressing need was not for further investigations or pedagogical courses,
but for better material resources, in the shape of teaching assistants.21
Other ÅAU lecturers referred to the contradiction between teaching
and research as they saw it, and to the low status of teaching in the
academic world. There were no rewards or incentives for a young
scholar to invest time and effort in improving his or her teaching; on
the contrary, the system indirectly punished such ‘idealists’, who were
overtaken in the career race by more ‘realistic’ competitors exclusively
focussed on doing research.22
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A back door for new knowledge about adult education and university pedagogy opened into ÅAU with the establishment of a centre for
open university courses and continuing education in the early 1980s.
The initiative and funding came from the Ministry of Education,
which from around 1980 pursued a policy of ‘democratizing’ higher
education by making it available to all. Since most of the students on
open university and continuing education courses were adult, experienced professionals, and the ÅAU lecturers were often younger or
junior staff, the relationship between lecturers and students became
more equal and dialogical than in regular university courses. The
planners at the so-called Course Central were not researchers and
scientists, but rather administrators who increasingly saw themselves
as professional organizers of adult education. They enthusiastically cast
about for progressive pedagogical knowledge, methods, and teaching
media, making study visits to countries such as the UK, Germany, the
Netherlands, and Belgium, and bringing in Swedish and home-grown
experts to address staff training seminars at ÅAU.23
ÅAU’s Course Central became an experimental field for studentcentred, constructivist teaching methods and problem-based learning.
Many younger university lecturers, who taught open university courses
on the side, first encountered new ways of teaching in this environment. The circulation of pedagogical knowledge from the Course
Centre to the wider university was nonetheless checked by the gulf
between open university courses and the ‘proper’ university courses.
As the head of the Course Centre recalled, there was deep scepticism
of the Centre on the part of some older professors, who thought that
continuing education courses debased the status of the university and
contributed to a ‘de-academization’ of higher education. Even in the
late 1990s, the new pedagogical methods used on open university and
further education courses were seen as ‘slightly suspect and not quite
on the level’ by other parts of the university.24
There was an obvious connection between the safeguarding of
the distinctive character of university education and the rejection of
pedagogical knowledge among university lecturers. It is a commonly
known phenomenon from studies in the sociology of higher education that academic staff at modern universities have been eager to
uphold the unique nature of teaching and learning at university level
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in comparison to the lower levels of the education system. Research
is argued to be crucial to the maintenance of academic quality—a way
of asserting the superior social status of university staff over teachers at other levels. The professional identity of university professors
and lecturers as scientists and scholars became even more visible at
ÅAU in the 1990s, when the obstacles to the circulation of academic
pedagogical knowledge were finally removed by external pressures.25

Breakthrough or bust?
The flow resistance between local and external knowledge about
university teaching finally started to decline in the late 1990s and
2000s. A number of educationalists, university lecturers, and student
activists had been chipping away at that resistance for years, but
ultimately what was needed was a fundamental change in the context
and institutional incentives. The Ministry of Education, frustrated by
lengthening study times and stubbornly high university dropout rates,
embraced a new paradigm for public management in the mid-1980s,
based on simulating market-like conditions for public services. For
Finnish universities, this meant that their funding was increasingly
tied to measurable and quantifiable results. The annual numbers of
completed Master’s and Doctor’s degrees became key criteria of productivity. Unless universities significantly increased their turnover in
graduates, they would soon see their government funding slashed.26
The central administration of ÅAU had expanded significantly in
the 1970s and 1980s, and had become a new powerful factor in the
internal dynamics of the university. The gradual transition to the new
university funding regime had no immediate impact on academic
practices, but the administration reacted swiftly, if not very forcibly,
to the new ministry policy. After the ministry’s new policy had been
revealed in 1986, the first sign of change at ÅAU was a brand-new
section for the ‘qualitative assessment’ and ‘enhancement’ of teaching,
which appeared in the university’s strategic plan in 1988. In another
unprecedented move, the university board appointed a committee of
professors of pedagogics and psychology and student representatives
to evaluate the quality of teaching and propose improvements.
According to the committee’s report, published in 1991, students
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found teaching and examining methods to be dated and uninspiring,
guidance to be unskilful and insufficient, and many lecturers to be
unprepared and unmotivated to teach since they always prioritized
their research. For the first time, university lecturers had been surveyed about their experiences. The findings indicated that many found
their students’ conservatism and lack of commitment an obstacle to
innovative teaching. Students were described as poorly prepared, more
interested in gaining good grades than new knowledge, and reluctant
to actively engage in critical discussions and alternative teaching
methods. Lecturers called for more interactivity in the shape of seminars
and tutorials, but pointed out that this would only be possible with
smaller student groups and significantly increased teaching resources.
They also called attention to the fact that ÅAU lacked a system for
rewarding good teaching. Academics who prioritized quality teaching
were inexorably punished in the career race.27
The 1991 committee report listed several specific measures to
improve teaching quality, yet its most significant and controversial
proposals concerned the incentives for good teaching. It proposed that
pedagogical qualifications should be taken into consideration when
scholarships were granted and appointments made, as well as salary
rises for lecturers who demonstrated excellence in teaching. Requiring
formal pedagogical qualifications from university lecturers was evidently still seen as unnecessary or even counterproductive, however:
the committee laid down that pedagogical training and further education should always be completely voluntary for university lecturers.28
Most of these proposals were welcomed by the university board and
included in various university position papers, but again, little happened in practice. The Finnish economic downturn slashed university
funding in 1992–1994, and amid the cuts and temporary lay-offs no
one paid much attention to the development of teaching. As soon as
the worst financial crises had been weathered, however, the Ministry
of Education renewed its pressure on the universities to implement
new methods in order to meet its rapidly rising ‘examination targets’.
In 1995, the issue of pedagogical qualifications in university appointments was still such a hot potato that the university board could only
manage to agree on a non-binding recommendation. A proposal in
1999 that training in university pedagogy should be made compulsory
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for newly appointed university lecturers was heavily criticized by
several faculty boards. For example, the Faculty of Chemical Engineering stated that lending weight to pedagogical qualifications when
recruiting teaching staff would lead to ‘persons with formal competence
overtaking persons with practical experience and natural talent’. In
other words, formal, academic knowledge about university pedagogy
was still claimed to be of little relevance to the real-life demands on
a professor or lecturer.29
Following strategic decisions by the rector and vice-rectors, ÅAU
nonetheless started regularly offering voluntary courses in university
pedagogy for its staff in 1995—more than twenty years after compulsory
courses had been proposed by the Study Council. In the late 1990s and
early 2000s, the threat of cuts in state funding led to a further flurry
of initiatives to ‘improve student throughput’ by developing teaching
methods and study counselling. Ever more lecturers took the courses
on offer. They increasingly recognized the general value of pedagogical knowledge, but often expressed the view that traditional teaching
methods in their own subject were still somehow uniquely suited to
the peculiar nature of their discipline. The experts who taught the
courses thus often encountered what one of them described as a ‘Yes,
but not in my subject’ attitude.30
It was in around 2000 that the pressure from the new funding regime
began to be felt at the level of departments and individual professors.
Dropout rates and the number of ‘eternal students’ were exposed in
internal evaluations, and became a very real embarrassment in the
competition between different university departments for status and
resources. ‘Loss-making’ academic subjects were the object of increasing
scrutiny and censure from faculty and university management. This
forced even the most reluctant lecturers to consider what could be
done to boost student motivation and prevent students from dropping
out. Professors and lecturers did not necessarily abandon their critical
attitude, but now at least were prepared to listen to what the external
experts had to say.
Change was gradual, and sometimes glacial, and there was continued
scepticism towards university pedagogy. Yet a breakthrough of sorts
came in the 2000s. An important factor was that, following feedback
from academic staff, the teaching courses on offer now better met
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the practical needs of university lecturers. Many professors still never
attended a substantial course in the subject, but among a younger
generation of junior lecturers and PhD students a certain minimum
of pedagogical qualifications was increasingly seen as indispensable
for those wishing to land a university job in the future.

Circulation and flow resistance
An analysis of the fortunes of university pedagogy in terms of the
circulation of knowledge shows that academic staff, politicians, educationalists, and student activists each inhabited quite different institutional and ideological contexts. The divides between these contexts, in
terms of the interests, value systems, incentives, practical requirements
and constraints, and even concepts of reality of different groups, were
simply too great for circulation to take place.
The structural transformation of society in the 1960s and 1970s
rapidly increased the demand for professionals with an academic
education. Decision-makers involved in formulating government
education policy increasingly viewed the university system from an
economic perspective. In their view, the university should educate as
many young people as possible as cost-efficiently as possible in order to
meet the current needs of the labour market. Here, expert pedagogical
knowledge was seen as a means of rendering higher education more
goal-oriented and efficient, just as the industrial processes in a factory
could be streamlined by external consultants with expert knowledge.
Within the cultural and institutional context of the university, however, such external pressures to reshape higher education were seen as
menacing the value and authority of highly specialized scholarship. It
was the fate of university pedagogy to be associated with demands from
outside the university that were perceived as threatening the autonomous pursuit of knowledge and thus the very soul of the university.
The people who taught at the university had actively chosen this
career and been recruited because of their interest and prowess in
research, not in teaching. They saw the distinctive quality and superior status of university education as following from the fact that
students were taught by active researchers who were distinguished
scholars in their respective fields. Adequate teaching methods were
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seen as intricately linked with the specific nature of the discipline
in question, and best chosen by the foremost experts in the field.
Traditional knowledge of teaching methods, transmitted by microcirculation within disciplines and local departments, was seen as
particularly well suited to these requirements and to the practical
constraints of the lecturer–researcher’s work—in other words, that
one had to find time for one’s research as well. The formalized knowledge about teaching offered by university pedagogy, on the other
hand, was understood as too general in nature and nearly impossible
to adapt, given the scarcity of human and material resources that
characterized academic life.
A further explanatory level concerns the self-reinforcing nature of
both blockages and circulations of knowledge. In order for knowledge
to become relevant and legitimate, it needs to be ‘translated’ and
adapted to the concerns, understandings, and needs of the community. If knowledge is not in circulation, the adaptation process will be
blocked as well. In the period when departmental microcirculation
and the larger international circulation of pedagogical knowledge
rarely converged, there were no university teaching courses and new
literature in the field was rarely read or discussed among colleagues.
The adaptation process was thus non-existent, at least locally at ÅAU.
However, the discipline of university pedagogy continued to evolve
elsewhere in the world to respond better to the specific challenges and
needs of universities and specific disciplines, and this was a significant
factor in the eventual breakthrough in the 2000s.
Finally, changing power relationships in the university context
must be taken into account when gauging why the blockages in
circulation were eventually removed. The power of the professoriate
increasingly lessened from the 1980s onwards, first by the inclusion
of student and staff representatives in formal decision-making bodies,
and subsequently by the growing size and clout of the university’s
central administration. For students and administrators, university
pedagogy did not seem a threat; if anything, it was a vehicle for the
desired changes in organizational culture. The autonomy of the
university in relation to the Ministry of Education also changed
over time. Although the ministry never assumed direct power over
teaching methods, the intense financial pressures on the university,
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born of the new results-based funding system in the 1990s, pushed
the university into adopting new educational approaches. The funding
regime also forced it to reassess its priorities for research credentials
in the academic recruitment system. Few departments could now
afford to hire professors and lecturers who were not deemed to be
skilled educators as well as researchers.
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chapter 7

Conflict, consensus,
and circulation
The public debates on education in Sweden,
c.1800–1830
Isak Hammar
In this essay, I consider the role played by conflict and consensus
in the circulation of knowledge. Using the challenge to the classical
paradigm of school education in Sweden as an example, my purpose
is to demonstrate how the interplay of conflict and consensus can
provide an analytical approach when charting the patterns of knowledge circulation.1 Neither concept, I would argue, has received enough
attention as cultural catalysts in the perpetuation or transformation
of knowledge and knowledge claims.2 The case of the Swedish debates
on education in the early decades of the nineteenth century, however,
demonstrates the usefulness of elaborating on both forces as part of
a symbiotic relationship.

Conflict, consensus, and value
To start with the basics of the inquiry, what, in general, is the more
potent accelerant for the circulation of knowledge—conflict or consensus? On the one hand, scientific and cultural agreement might very
well be seen as a prerequisite for a far-reaching circulation of knowledge in society. Consider for instance the broad scholarly and political
agreement on climate change. On the other, controversy and public
dispute can just as easily be argued to be a potent driving force for
the spread of ideas and learning.3 Using the same example, knowledge
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claims about climate change, when disputed, tend to come to the fore
as a public concern. True, the interplay and relative weight accorded
to conflict and consensus in the process of knowledge transfer and
transmutations necessarily differ according to the historical date of the
case, yet here I would also like to pursue certain general characteristics. The issue seems to have been only rarely explored by scholars. In
any case, if the history of knowledge wants to claim circulation as a
theoretical perspective of choice, exploring the dichotomy of conflict
and consensus seems a promising way forward.4
In order to discuss these questions, I will revisit a favourite topic—
and source of conflict—among historians of education: the challenge
to and defence of classical education in the nineteenth century. The
debates on education that raged over the issue of the classical curriculum
in many European countries provide an apt example of the dynamics
between disputed and accepted knowledge. I would argue that this
particular perspective on knowledge circulation can shed new light
on this well-trodden field of academic enquiry. The disputes over the
future of education in early nineteenth-century Europe are also interesting for an altogether different reason. Unlike many controversies
about knowledge, the main schism over education then was not, in
essence, about truth claims, but rather value claims.5 This is an aspect
of the history of knowledge that warrants further consideration. As
a new scholarly field, it has tended to gravitate towards truth claims,
but I would argue there is no reason to ignore the potential relevance
of value claims.6 The circulation of knowledge in the disputes about
classicism and modern education reform is not the circulation of just
one knowledge, nor, as it happens, was the primary aim the circulation
of any form of new knowledge. In short, neither classical knowledge
(for instance Latin) nor modern knowledge (for instance natural
history or Swedish) were part of the circulation, which was instead
characterized by arguments about the merits, teaching methods,
curricular order, and quantity of different forms of knowledge. I will
argue that this did not prevent new knowledge from circulating as a
result of the conflict—in fact, debating the value of knowledge in the
public sphere led in this case to the circulation of a specific form of
knowledge—and that the key to illuminating this process is to consider
the role played by both conflict and consensus.
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The conflict of the century
From the turn of the nineteenth century, conflicts about education
were a common feature of several European public spheres.7 Classical
knowledge, deeply embedded in European culture and learning from
the Renaissance onwards, now faced both political and academic
threats. Ultimately, the conflict was rooted in various demands to
include new forms of knowledge in higher education curricula, in
which the study of Latin and Greek ruled supreme. By the nineteenth
century, the practical use of classical languages had faded, providing an
opportunity to claim the relevance of other forms of knowledge including modern languages, the natural sciences, and practical knowledge.
Yet amidst this conflict, there was also a powerful consensus. Faced
with the threat of modern reform, rather than simply yield its hegemonic position, classicism in Europe found a new basis for its supremacy that aligned perfectly with the accepted goal of education—to
train the mind. The idea, frequently referred to as Formale Bildung,
spread across Europe, finding its way to Sweden, where educators
and academics on both sides of the educational divide embraced the
idea.8 The relevance of considering both conflict and consensus as
forces relevant to circulation of knowledge in this particular context
is thus evident.
In most cases, these struggles proved long-lived, becoming increasingly intense and at times even bitter. Despite, or perhaps indeed
because of, insistent demands for reform, classical studies were in fact
strengthened in many school curricula across Europe over the course
of the nineteenth century.9 In fact, the similarity of the challenges to
the classical paradigm of European education is one of the most illustrative examples of a public feud over knowledge before the twentieth
century, and perhaps ever. In Sweden, the main example in this essay,
the hegemonic position of classical studies was not wrested away until
the early twentieth century, with an almost parallel turn of events in
Denmark.10 Although Norway implemented reforms that substantially
diminished the place of Latin as early as 1869, there too the classical
paradigm had been strong in the early decades of the century.11
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Conflict and circulation
There can be no doubt that conflict is an integral part of the history
of knowledge.12 As a case in point, while the stimuli were fluctuating
and complex, the dynamics of conflict seem seared into the historical
process of transforming the school system. In other words, conflict
was the primary reason anyone in Sweden’s academic, political, or
public arenas talked about the merits of a classical education versus
a modern education. Whether seen as primarily ideological, scientific, or pedagogical, the fact that there was disagreement on a wide
range of issues ensured the debate remained relevant. Consequently,
conflict would also have had a profound impact on the circulation of
knowledge that was a result of this societal schism.13
Above all, it appears that the longevity of the conflict was a key
factor in the circulation of knowledge. Since the conflict was not one
that could easily be resolved, it remained high on the agenda for the
reformers, and persuaded them that their defence of classics needed
constant repetition. Conflict, in other words, kept fuelling knowledge
circulation in the public sphere.
While conflict has undeniably been at the heart of previous scholarship, it is perhaps not surprising to find that the general focus has mainly
been on one side, that is, reform and modernization.14 To borrow from
David N. Livingstone’s description of the general tendency in studies
of science and knowledge, accounts can be described as having been
‘touched with a progressivist brush’.15 Furthermore, the conflict has
traditionally been read as a form of class struggle. The questions that
have loomed large are when the change in European school ordinances
took place, who argued for change and who for tradition, and what
political decisions facilitated or obstructed modernization: in Sweden in
particular, the debates on education have been the focus of a long series
of studies that to various degrees have adopted such perspectives.16
Conversely, as pointed out by Jürgen Leonhardt, very little interest has
been shown in classicism as an educational movement in Europe.17
Arguably, the continuing attraction of classics—and thus the basis for
the continuation of the conflict—has long been overlooked. In part, this
can be explained by an overly strong focus on the element of conflict
in the education debates of this era. A close reading, however, reveals
that consensus also had a part to play.
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Educational consensus
While conflict seems to be a key factor in analysing the history of
education, it is perhaps less obvious that the study of these public
feuds in the early nineteenth century also reveals great consensus.18 In
general terms, both sides of the debate agreed on the common goals
of education, and a set of basic assumptions for how to reach those
goals.19 While in the nineteenth-century case the consensus crystalized
around a particular notion of education, similar points of agreement
can surely be found in most conflicts over knowledge.
In order to illustrate this point, let us turn to the inescapable question of how the classical paradigm of education endured, and even
thrived, for so long in the face of this stout and tenacious opposition.
While previous scholarship has tended to point towards the strength of
conservative ideas, or, in the Swedish case, the influence of the Church
over the school system, another explanation may be sought in the fact
that Latin, in the intellectual milieu of the time, was given a brand new
educational logic that allowed classical study to retain its hegemonic
position.20 Ultimately, this new position rested on consensus. The logic,
formulated in full by Friedrich Gedike, dictated that the goal of studying
Latin was no longer to learn the language, but rather to train the mind of
the young pupil, ultimately ensuring his growth into a moral, productive
citizen.21 As a consequence, classical languages, along with the study of
Greek and Roman civilizations, became part of the Humboldtian ideal of
Selbstbildung.22 The notion of Formale Bildung merged perfectly with the
neohumanist ideals prevalent during this period. Based, in essence, on
a philosophical discussion of the faculties of the mind, Formale Bildung
stipulated that the mental faculties could be trained, much like muscles,
and that this was the ultimate goal of education. Latin, because of its
logical grammar and structure, was widely believed to be the most suitable
tool for this task. With the theory of formal education, which spread like
wildfire across Europe, the classical paradigm had a new and powerful
defence in the face of hostile opposition. From such a perspective, the
strength of classical study hardly seems all that surprising.23 In Sweden,
as the literature shows, this view of the purpose of education was almost
unanimously shared by reformers and classicists alike.24
So, which one of these perspectives is the more crucial in studying
the circulation of knowledge in this era? If the history of education has
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anything to gain from the perspective of circulation, it would appear
that the twin perspectives of conflict and consensus have a part to
play. What, in turn, can the study of circulation gain from the analysis
of such bipolarities? In order to propose answers to these questions,
let us turn to Swedish events at the start of the nineteenth century.

From division to circulation
With the introduction of a new School Ordinance in 1807, the circulation of documents pertaining to the education conflict in Sweden began
to intensify. From this point on, a pattern can be distinguished where
official documents functioned as nodes that fuelled the circulation of
knowledge in the public sphere. In other words, for every action the
government took, there was a reaction in the public sphere. In the
following, I will look at three such nodes and the circulation they
produced: the school ordinances of 1807 and 1820, and the (failed)
attempt at their revision by a government education committee, which
reported in 1828. In all three cases, unresolved conflict and educational
consensus were part and parcel of the circulation they inspired.
The continued attempts at reform during the nineteenth century originated in the preceding century. In the eighteenth century, humanism
and classical education had come under fire in several public spheres
of Europe. As public debate intensified in the mid-eighteenth century,
a committee for educational reform was convened, which advocated
a more practically oriented school with an emphasis on mathematics,
the natural sciences, and economics. The committee was a response to
the utilitarian trend in society that in itself posed a threat to classical
and humanist education all over Europe.25 Comparable developments
were, as noted by Susan Marchand, seen in Germany; from Irmline Veit-Brause we learn that the ‘the natural sciences in Germany
“responded” to the perceived pre-eminence of a literary, “humanist”
culture’.26 Similarly, Caroline Winterer has shown that contemporary
classicists in the US were actively combating what they considered
the ‘cancers of modernity’, including materialism, industrialization,
and the loss of civic virtue.27
Reflecting these international concerns, the reforms proposed by
the Swedish committee were, with the exception of the inclusion of
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modern languages, rejected. Moreover, the prominence of the natural sciences, practical knowledge, and the gospel of utility was later
weakened, and by the end of the eighteenth century the humanist
paradigm of education had regained its ascendency.28 However, by
including modern languages a societal schism had been accentuated,
and events were set in motion that carried over into the nineteenth
century. In Sweden, the School Ordinance of 1807 replaced the School
Ordinance of 1724; in Denmark, the school regulations were changed
in 1805 and 1809. None of this succeeded in placating those calling for
reform. If anything, the contrary was true. The reason these attempts
at reform powered the public debate, and the circulation of knowledge
that followed from it, was their inability to overcome this divide.

The reforms of 1807
The first phase of the circulation of knowledge under scrutiny dated
to the School Ordinance of 1807. While the reform stipulated that a
separate programme be created in order to accommodate industry and
business, Latin remained untouched in the standard programme for
higher learning. This was to become a common thread in the Swedish
attempts at reform: there were public calls for less Latin while the
official rulings maintained or even strengthened its importance. As
a case in point, after only five years a new committee was convened
to revisit the new reform, but almost immediately issued a report
confirming the great value of studying Latin. Meanwhile, as the main
conflict remained unresolved, the circulation of knowledge increased.
As a general rule in this pattern of circulation, educators responded
to the official attempts at reform by proposing amendments. One of
the first to react to the 1807 School Ordinance was Gustaf Abraham
Silverstolpe. In a series of published texts he outlined what he considered the preferable school organization, which he believed should be
open to everyone, not just future priests or civil servants. While these
types of proposals naturally contained and thus circulated a variety
of information and arguments about education, Silverstolpe and his
peers’ main concern was with the issue of the value of knowledge. For
instance, he argued that the current ordinance should be immediately
revoked as it was fundamentally inadequate for the education of the
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common people, did not accommodate the needs of the middle classes,
and lacked the means to train the minds of civil servants. With that,
Silverstolpe professed his belief in the pedagogical perspective of
formal education. Furthermore, despite being an influential reformer, Silverstolpe argued that classical languages were indeed the most
effective tool for training the mental faculties.29
It is important to note that these first years of conflict coincided
with the expansion of the public stage and with the growth in the
number of publications that circulated in the public sphere. It was
common for two or more authors to engage with one another’s texts,
reiterating the arguments and either confirming or rejecting them.
Thus, the viewpoints themselves—not least those that pertained to
the value of knowledge—were stated repeatedly in the public domain.
Silverstolpe’s arguments were soon picked up and reviewed by another influential educator, Carl Ulric Broocman, the first to publish an
education journal in Sweden. They agreed on several points, chief
of which was the need for a school system that was open to every
citizen. They also agreed on the need to, as Broocman put it, ‘awaken
the dormant forces of the soul’ in the child.30 Although not discussed
at any length, Broocman’s preference for the pedagogical theory of
formal education was unmistakable.
It is particularly interesting that the pamphlet genre at this time
seemed to formalize conflict as both a pedagogical and as a rhetorical device. It was a common rhetorical model to describe and then
dispute the arguments attributed to the opposing side. As a result,
debaters often ended up reiterating the contentious issues, keeping
the conflict alive discursively. In other words, an element of conflict,
although often courteous in tone, was built in from the start. Critical
of Silverstolpe’s and Broocman’s shared vision of a school open to all
citizens, Erik Gustaf Geijer instead professed that the state had no
obligation towards commerce or trade. Nevertheless, he too joined the
consensus on the value of knowledge, assuming the new knowledge of
formal education to be correct and classical languages to be the best
tools available. Geijer was a conservative, but when it came to formal
education it seems ideology did not matter.
Predictably, as more and more people began to voice their concerns, the conflict became more complicated, splintering into issues
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of government funding, teaching methods, and organization. At the
same time, as we have seen, certain themes, ideas and opinions were
frequently addressed. One thing all debaters agreed on was that formal
education was the bedrock of any successful school system.

The reforms of 1820
The intensified circulation of knowledge also inspired change at the
political level. In 1812, a new committee was appointed to revisit
the 1807 ordinance.31 As a result, more and more official documents
appeared in the public sphere. For example, the committee found it
necessary to publish its views as early as the following year. Then in
1817 another approach to reaching consensus was attempted by the
committee, which circulated a proposal for a new school ordinance.
Another rule of knowledge circulation can now be observed as literary magazines also began to review the official documents about
the reforms. Furthermore, after the School Ordinance was issued in
1820, the committee also published a teacher instruction—which
reused several passages from the proposal—on how to interpret the
new ordinance. These documents bore the marks of the wider conflict,
referring, for example, to the impatience of those who wanted to limit
the amount of Latin taught in schools.
Yet, they also professed consensus. The three documents—the proposal, the School Ordinance of 1820, and the instruction all included
passages that upheld the idea of formal education. Moreover, people’s investment in this educational knowledge now became more
pronounced. In the proposal of 1817, for example, the introductory
passage confirmed that only school subjects that led to the improvement of the mind were considered useful, while enumerating the
faculties which were to be trained. This knowledge can be traced
across different media. When the proposal was reviewed in Swensk
Litteratur-tidning the following year, we again find formal education
to be the common denominator.
All of the documents mentioned above, in some shape or form, arose
in a societal disagreement about knowledge. Due to its commitment
to classical languages, the conflict over the School Ordinance of 1820
was particularly heated, but although intensely disliked by several
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groups, it remained the key document until the middle of the century.
For every official document that confirmed the status quo, frustrated
educators responded with new and old arguments about the need for
reform. Thus, the circulation of knowledge was perpetuated. Both the
proposal and the School Ordinance were reviewed in literary magazines,
and prompted individual debaters to publish pamphlets. Some of the
latter in turn entered circulation, chief of whom was arguably Anders
Fryxell, who in 1823 was deeply critical of both the School Ordinance
and the classical paradigm of education in general. Enumerating, as per
the rhetorical model previously mentioned, all the faulty arguments
of the classicists, Fryxell, unlike many other reformers, denied that
Latin had the superior qualities it was often credited with as a tool
for shaping young minds. Following its publication, Fryxell’s text was
frequently mentioned by both his critics and sympathizers, and thus
was not only the product of a conflict, but furthered the circulation
of knowledge of that conflict by being a polemical account of recent
education decisions, which others felt obliged to defend or repudiate. As an example, in an analysis of several recent pamphlets that
had voiced concerns about the School Ordinance, the reviewer of a
literary magazine rejected Fryxell’s critique on the basis that he had
misunderstood the purpose of education, thinking it was to procure
practical knowledge when in fact the goal was to train the mind.

The Genius Committee
Political criticism of the status of classical languages remained fierce,
and as early as 1823 the School Ordinance was back on the agenda.
Once again, an official report was produced that restated the value of
classical languages. That same year a new committee was convened
that soon came to be known as the Genius Committee, so named
because of the celebrity of several of its members. And when that
committee published its report, there was a curious break in the pattern of knowledge circulation that the issue had stimulated thus far.
The divisions over the question of education had only grown with
the School Ordinance of 1820. The Genius Committee, just like the
previous committee of 1812, was a response to the larger schism over
education. More than its predecessor, however, the Genius Committee
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came to embody the conflict as a whole. From the very start, the committee was publicly characterized by its discord. The familiar battle lines
were drawn, with those who wanted reform to meet modern needs
pitted against those who were adamant that classics met all the needs
of the state and the individual. When the committee finally published
its report, the divisions were so pronounced that only a slim majority
passed the main report, while a minority (who had lost by two votes)
stated their concerns in the appendices. The report itself, acknowledging its lack of mandate, was a toothless compromise—‘the opinion of
no one’, as Carl Adolph Agardh wryly remarked. Ironically, among its
severely limited findings the report suggested that each school introduce
a modern programme alongside the existing classical programme, a
suggestion that would have writ large the divisions that had first called
the Genius Committee into existence and then doomed it.
Similar to the debate that had preceded the ordinance of 1820, both
the report and the appendices showcased conflict and consensus. As
an example, the introduction of the committee’s report was careful to
state that there was no disagreement on the goal of education, merely
on the means. Both sides professed their unambiguous belief in the
pedagogical knowledge of the faculties of the mind. The report as
whole, then, also became part of the same knowledge circulation that
kept reaffirming the values and goals of education.
Looking specifically at the circulation relating to the report of the
Genius Committee, however, reveals something unusual. Unlike the
publication of official documents pertaining to the School Ordinance
of 1820—which itself fuelled circulation—the report of 1828 created
an impasse. For a brief period, the circulation of knowledge stopped.
Conflict and consensus, again, seem to offer the key to this. The profound divisions between the members were papered over by their
(strained) consensus. As long as everyone agreed on the basic tenets
of formal education, the reformers had to argue that new subjects and
modern knowledge could provide the same mental training as Latin.
This did not come easy to them. Thus, the overlap between conflict
and consensus in the public sphere resulted in stalemate. As a result
of the committee’s disagreements, the government did nothing in the
immediate term, neither implementing nor disregarding the compromised findings in the report. Both sides seemed to hold their breath.
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Ultimately, it was the government that ended the stalemate, and as
it were rekindled the circulation of knowledge in the public sphere.
In 1832, to provide material for revisions to the ordinance, the King
in Council officially requested that all those who had an interest in
the subject submit their opinions of the report of 1828. The circulation—and with it both conflict and consensus—began anew. Of the
dozen or so pamphlets that were sent in to the King in Council, both
classics and modern subjects were advocated passionately. But in the
circulation of knowledge at the prompting of the King in Council, it
was not conflict that stood out, but consensus. They all declared their
agreement on the merits of formal education.

Conclusions
To sum up, let us return to the question of which was the more powerful
catalyst for the public circulation of knowledge, conflict or consensus? Knowledge and academe have of course often been analysed as
sites of competition.32 As noted by Nickelsen and Krämer, however,
so far there have only been a few studies analysing ‘how cooperation
and competition are interrelated in specific contexts of science’, since
research has tended to focus on either one.33 In this essay, I have
argued for the significance of analysing both of these binary forces
as part of a symbiotic relationship. From the example of the Swedish
debates on education between 1807 and 1832, we can discuss the
duality of conflict and conflict on three different levels. Firstly, general
societal conflict was the primary impetus for any form of circulation
of knowledge. If the various stakeholders had agreed on all matters of
education, there would have been far fewer pamphlets, articles, and
official reports, and in all likelihood far fewer lectures, speeches, and
ordinary conversations on the topic. Yet, as I have argued, while this
conflict about knowledge was largely focused on the relative worth
of classical versus modern knowledge, the consensus on one specific
pedagogical idea—formal education—meant that this new form of
knowledge circulated with increasing intensity.
Secondly, we can consider the conflict and consensus professed
in print by individual debaters. The likes of Silverstolpe and Fryxell
consistently reacted to both official and individual statements, and,
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agree or disagree, it did not change the fact that in doing so they drove
the circulation and created an observable web of connections between
publications. This level of interplay seems likely to be echoed in other
knowledge disputes as well, where it too might perhaps provide the
empirical basis for a study of the circulation of knowledge.
Thirdly, while in this case it is perhaps specific to the historical period, we should not ignore the rhetorical genre. In nineteenth-century
Sweden, the usual courteous yet antagonistic genre meant that both
conflict and consensus were built into the individual publications.
The arguments of the opposing side were set out and countered, but
in a tone that played up the points of agreement. One might expect
that similar rhetorical considerations will be found in other historical
contexts.
In light of these findings, certain general aspects deserve elaboration.
As the example of Sweden shows, publicly questioning the nature, use, or
value of knowledge not only produces texts and speeches that promote
certain views and actions about knowledge, it is almost guaranteed to
produce a reaction. Indeed, conflict can thereby sustain and intensify
a particular pattern of circulation, as public protagonists engage one
another in argument on the public stage. As long as the conflict is
deemed publically relevant, it continues to impact the public discourse
about knowledge.Therefore, I would argue that it is fruitful to approach
the question of circulation not only from the perspective of how a
specific form of knowledge circulated, but what kind of knowledge
was propelled in the public sphere as part of a more complex pattern
of circulation. As I have shown, one form of new knowledge that was
circulated to a broader public sphere through constant confirmation
in a growing range of media was the pedagogical knowledge of formal
education. Conflict, in other words, put consensus into circulation.
Finally, it is not only truth claims or disagreements about facts that
deserve our attention when studying the history of knowledge. At
heart, the nineteenth-century conflict over education in Sweden was an
attempt to control what knowledge was circulated at a very basic level
of society—the school curriculum. Rather than the truth of one form
of knowledge, the debate revolved around the value of different forms
of knowledge. As a consequence, while the broad pattern of circulation
can be seen, the question of what form of knowledge in fact circulated in
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a broadening public sphere fast becomes even more elusive. There were
simply too many claims that circulated at the same time. By focusing
analytically on the interplay of conflict and consensus, I have argued
that it is possible to focus on the intrinsic but uncalculated circulation
of knowledge that occurred in the midst of a dispute.
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chapter 8

The circulation of knowledge in
translations and compilations
A sixteenth-century example
Kajsa Brilkman
Peter Johannis Gothus was a translator, author, and publisher, active
in Rostock in around 1600.1 He mostly translated German theological literature into Swedish, and for this reason has been seen as an
important figure in the communication of Lutheran theology to the
Swedish realm.2 His work from 1597, Sköna och märkliga skriftens
sententier (‘Comfortable and remarkable opinions’), a collection of
five translated texts with a long preface, is one example of the dissemination of German Lutheran literature in peripheral Sweden.3
However, in this essay I will argue that ‘dissemination’ is a poor
approximation of the movement of knowledge in early modern
Europe. Instead, I will show that the concept of the circulation of
knowledge can be used to increase our understanding of the real
significance of translations and compilations for knowledge production and knowledge consumption.
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in early modern
translation among book historians, literary scholars, and historians,
often inspired by the field of translation studies.4 The history of early
modern translation—like the history of knowledge—is now known
to offer the chance to study the processes of transfer and entanglement in the past, shifting focus from the production of ideas to their
communication.5 The two fields converge on a number of significant
points, with insights from translation studies proving very useful in
studying the history of knowledge. This essay falls into four sections,
all of which deal with the aspects of early modern translation that I
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consider important in terms of the circulation of knowledge. I conclude each section with examples from my research on Petrus Johannis
Gothus’ translation, Sköna och märkliga skriftens sententier.6

Circulation and the political context of translation
The cultural turn that has characterized the humanities in recent decades
brought with it new ways of studying translation. No longer analysed
solely from a linguistic perspective, with a focus on absolute quality,
it is now approached as a product of its time, created in a specific
historical, political, social, and cultural context. The assumption is
that a translation was always an expression of some form of power
relationship, and in the first instance its function was not to render
the original text, but rather to communicate its message to the target
culture.7 Specialists in translation studies are often linguists or literary
scholars, and so tend to concentrate on translation’s role in literature.
Thus Anna Coldiron has argued that the creation of what was thought
of in the Renaissance as ‘English literature’, was in reality the result of
translations into English of texts circulating in Europe.8 Changes to
the original text in the course of translation, designed to suit the target
culture, were not limited to the translator altering the content of the
text, but were also evident in the way the text was laid out, as Guyda
Armstrong has shown in her analysis of the publication of Italian works
in England in the sixteenth century. The images and typefaces used in
the English translation of Orlando Furioso, published in London in
1591, were chosen to compete with the European literature imported
to England, and so to attract elite readership who were interested in
buying fine editions of Italian literature.9 Literary studies of translation
rarely ignore its context, but in terms of the history of knowledge it is
plainly possible to do far more to read translations as a product of the
political and sociocultural processes in the target culture.10 An original
text may then have circulated among, say, Lutheran theologians, who,
prompted by political and social conflicts in one context, decided that
translations were called for in another. The formulation and choice of
words in translation were characterized by the target culture’s problems,
and any translation can thus be studied as a source of information about
the role of knowledge in an ongoing conflict or process of change.
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An important early study that demonstrated the potential of appraising translation as a context-specific product was written by a leading
figure in the field, André Lefevere. In his analysis of the translations
and editing of Anne Frank’s diary, he demonstrated how different
meanings had been edited out along the way; perhaps the most striking
find was that Anne Frank’s hatred of the Nazis, so clearly expressed in
the diary, was toned down by the translator in the German translation
published in 1955.11 A more recent example is Norbert Bachleiter’s
examination of the translation of Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary
(1856) from the original French into German. Bachleiter shows that
the translation was strongly influenced by the translator’s presence in
the text, with all political or religious criticism removed and a moral
line asserted. The translator was thus plainly aware of the criticism
of the novel in France, and, in an act of self-censorship, created a text
that would suit the political climate in Austria.12
None of these studies uses the concept of the circulation of knowledge, but they are good examples of analyses of the way knowledge
changes as it moves. However, the question of how a text changes in
translation points to the real potential of the concept. All four of the
translations considered here are not one-off cases, though, but rather
are examples from a series of early modern translations, done into
several languages and published in various editions. A historically
informed contribution to the field of knowledge research, concerned
with translation as a context-specific product, can serve to illuminate
the circulation of knowledge between different editions and translations
of a single text. There were often translations into several languages
spread out in time, the translations being interrelated and forming
part of the circulation of knowledge.
Although there have been studies that recognize that translation
can be studied as an articulation of political goals—Anne Frank’s diary
being one example—there is still scope for historians of knowledge to
do more with the interplay of translation and political context. Petrus
Johannis Gothus’ translation from 1597 is one such instance.
Gothus was born in the Swedish city of Norrköping in 1536 and
attended the University of Rostock between 1568 and 1571. In the
1570s he began work as an author and translator, with his most productive period lasting from the 1590s until his death in 1616.13 In the
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literature, Gothus’ translations are cited as proof of his importance
in the spread of Lutheran consolatory literature to Swedish readers.
Narrow the focus to the circulation of knowledge between the source
texts and Gothus’ translation, and it is plain that he designed his work
to argue a specific case in the ongoing confessional conflict in the
Swedish Empire. After Johan III’s death in 1592, his son Sigismund,
who had been raised a Roman Catholic, ascended the throne, but only
after he had solemnly sworn that his Swedish subjects could remain
Lutheran. Duke Charles, Sigismund’s uncle, questioned the new king’s
ability to shoulder the responsibility for his subjects’ immortal souls,
given that he was not of the same confession. Mounting political and
confessional unrest came to a head in a civil war in 1598, and ultimately
Sigismund lost his throne to his uncle.14 Gothus’ translation should be
read as a comment on this conflict, in which he sided with the Church
of Sweden, and tried to mobilize Lutherans across the kingdom. Hence
his emphasis on Martin Luther as an example of a good Christian. In
some circles Luther’s name had been controversial in the early stages
of the Reformation, and several authors drew a veil over his authorship
of texts that they translated into Swedish. Gothus took the opposite
approach and singled Luther out: his name appeared in red on the
front, his portrait in the book, and in the preface Gothus repeatedly
refers to him, often picking out his name in contrasting typefaces or
capital letters. In Gothus’ hands, the very words of a translation become
symbols in the struggle for power in the Swedish Empire.

The many ways with knowledge
The art of printing and a renewed interest in classical texts during the
Renaissance were the beginnings of the explosive growth in translations
in early modern Europe.15 The humanists’ translations and editions
of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew texts into the vernacular were only a
fraction of all the translations done in the period, however. In fact,
translations were a significant proportion of the total text production
in Europe in the early modern period, although Latin continued to
be the key language in certain learned circles. All types of literature
were translated, both between languages and between varieties of one
language (for example, from High German to Low German). Some
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popular works, once translated, were republished for years to come,
while others were printed only once.16 Translations were rarely done
from the original text, but instead were based on other translations.
For the languages of the European periphery, it seems this was especially common—many English translations were done from French
translations of Spanish, Greek, Italian, or Latin originals, for example.17
Together these texts created a complex pattern of editions, retranslations, secondary translations, paraphrases and adaptations. It was
in translation that knowledge was spread in the early modern world.
One example is De imitatione Christi, one of the main devotional
works of Christianity, written in the fifteenth century, probably by
Thomas à Kempis. Only the Bible was printed more frequently in the
European book market. Not only did its popularity continue for decades, it circulated beyond confessional limits. De imitatione Christi
was translated and revised by both Protestants and Roman Catholics,
it achieved great popularity before 1500, and it continued to be published throughout the Reformation, including the period subsequent
to the confessionalization. Maximilian von Habsburg, who has studied
its many translations and editions, notes that even though the Latin
original was recontextualized in translation for Protestant or Catholic
audiences, certain common elements remained for readers on both sides
of the confessional divide. Some forms of knowledge—piety, for example—continued to unite Christendom. At the same time, the reader of a
translation intended for the Protestant market would not have been able
to envisage that version appealing to a Catholic. Similarly, Jesuits could
read an edition intended for a Protestant readership without knowing
that the text had been ‘Protestantized’.18 The circulation of knowledge
about the transconfessional revisions of De imitatione Christi shows just
how entangled such seemingly distinct positions could be.
The publication of Sköna och märkliga skriftens sententier undoubtedly helped spread Luther’s work to the Swedish kingdom, if only
because three of its five sections were translations of texts or passages
originally written by Luther. Yet dissemination only partially captures
what was happening. Gothus had in fact not based his translation on
Luther’s originals, but took his source texts from the two competing
editions of Luther’s collected works, generally known as the Wittenberger Gesamtausgabe and the Jenaer Gesamtausgabe. Both had been
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published after Luther’s death with a view to protecting his literary
legacy from corruption. This mattered because posthumously he was
ascribed a normative function for Lutheranism.19 Gothus worked with
what was thought of as the best version of Luther’s textual production. The material, having circulated in various editions, had been
anthologized in the two editions of the Gesamtausgabe. The editing
of the Gesamtausgabe was affected by the disputes between Lutheran
theologians, which added further layers of meaning to the texts.20 Once
brought together in the Gesamtausgabe that was not the end, however,
for they could later be separated from that context and republished—
which was exactly what Gothus did. His edition of 1597 was only a
small piece of the extensive body of Lutheran material in circulation
in early modern times. Few of these many translations and editions
ventured to change Luther’s words, but the choice of material, prefaces,
and frontispieces constantly decontextualized and recontextualized
the texts, giving them new significance. Studies of how the central
Lutheran texts circulated in translation and in different editions,
acquiring new meanings as they went, depend on an understanding
of the complexities of early modern Lutheranism and transnationality.

Handing round knowledge
The early modern approach to translation bore little relation to modern discourses of translation practice.21 Since the modern notion of
the author’s claim to the text was then in its infancy, the dividing
lines between translator, author, and publisher were non-existent,
and a writer could base a text on one or more translations without
mentioning the source texts. The translator had freedom to rework
the original text, including cutting or rewriting entire passages. For
that reason, early modern translation has been described as ‘narrative
translation’.22 Linnea Bring Larsson’s analysis of Reinerus Broocman’s
household manual (1736) shows how advances in agriculture spread
to Sweden in translation—and Broocman had used several source
texts, which he then combined in his own work.23
The lack of copyright also meant that compilations—compiling a text
from parts of other texts—were a very common way of producing new
texts in the early modern period.24 In practice, it was an opportunity
for the translator to cherry-pick from known works in order to create
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an entirely new text in the target language. Ronnie Po-cha Hsia has
shown that of the 450 translations of original European texts done by
the Jesuits as part of their mission to China between 1583 and 1700,
only about 50 count as translations in the modern sense; the majority
were either paraphrases of the original text written in Chinese, or
compilations from numerous different European original texts, translated into Chinese.25 The written knowledge in the European works
was not bound to the text in which it was first presented, but could be
filleted out and refashioned to fit the Jesuits’ requirements in China.
This fluid relationship between source and target text is what distinguishes modern translation from the early modern. Similarly, it is
its flexibility that makes early modern translation such a useful source
when studying the history of knowledge. The knowledge that circulated in that system was not considered to be new; it was known to be
old (and thus true) knowledge, passed on in a new form. Knowledge
production and consumption were thus closely interlinked. The idea
that there was no new knowledge, only old knowledge that could be
shared and interpreted, made every stage in the production of knowledge one of consuming older knowledge, and consumption—at least
when referring to the learned world—was integral to production.
Circulation as a concept thus captures the early modern approach
to reusing knowledge. In Sköna och märkliga skriftens sententier this
was evident in Gothus’ description of why he published the book. In
the preface, he explained that Luther had a special gift of correctly
interpreting the truth preserved in the Bible. Gothus, in turn, had
taken in Luther’s reproduced knowledge, and announced that he in
turn would pass it on to his fellow Swedes.26

Communicating knowledge in early modern society
James Secord writes that historians should pay greater attention to
the ways in which locally, historically produced knowledge was communicated and so became global. Any attempt of this kind to catch
sight of knowledge in motion ignores the boundaries between the
production and consumption of knowledge, seeing them instead as
part of a circle of communication.27 The historian, meanwhile, will
ask the question: who was included in the circle?
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Johan Östling and David Larsson Heidenblad have argued strongly for the virtues of working on what they term ‘public knowledge
circulation’.28 Their prime concern is the kind of knowledge that had
relevance to the community where it was produced. Such social relevance is the same as knowledge that has a broad scope, reaching and
affecting most sections of society. In my reading of Östling and Larsson
Heidenblad, they hold this to be an important distinction, because
knowledge shared by small, perhaps even closed, groups of people
defies analysis of the type possible when circulation is the guiding
concept. This is no doubt useful in the study of the modern era, but
it can cause problems for earlier periods of history—for what was
public knowledge circulation in early modern society, for example?
If public knowledge circulation is the same as knowledge that is
of great relevance and scope, then for early modern Sweden that sort
of knowledge was what the vast majority of Swedes scattered across
the realm had access to. Sermons, catechism, and proclamations of
the days of intercession were central to the spread of certain types of
knowledge. Besides news, official decrees, and a Lutheran understanding of individual and community concerns, what was communicated
was adapted to the audience. Knowledge of the kind discussed here
thus falls outside what in the broad sense might be thought socially
relevant knowledge. Translations of theological treatises were certainly highly relevant to society, but did not have much reach, as the
majority of Sweden’s population did not read them. For example, the
print run of Sköna och märkliga skriftens sententier is not known, but
comparable European surveys indicate that it would have been small
by the standards of the day, which in the Swedish case can reasonably
be assumed to have been a few hundred copies.29 Gothus’ readers were
likely to have been inhabitants of Stockholm, the nobility, and some
of the country’s clergy, although it is possible that greater numbers
came by this knowledge second-hand. The question of relevance
means that only a very small proportion of the available knowledge
is likely to have been part of public knowledge circulation; according
to this criterion, Gothus’ text was plainly a product for a small elite.
I would like to propose a different approach to premodern history. To
talk about public knowledge circulation presupposes a certain understanding of ‘society’—a modern understanding, to be exact—a hallmark
of which being what I would term a ‘shared communication community’,
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in which knowledge can circulate. Early modern society, on the other
hand, was characterized by the opposite: of the bulk of knowledge, only
very limited amounts circulated in a manner accessible to the majority
of the population. This is not to say that sixteenth-century Sweden,
like any other political entity, cannot be characterized as a knowledge
community. Sweden was one such community, but it had its limits. It
is also obvious that in the early modern period there were many such
close-knit knowledge communities—for example, learned humanist
circles or religious orders. However, I would argue that the circulation
of knowledge among what in modern terms were elite groups cannot
be dismissed as an elitist project, because the knowledge in circulation
was by definition not public, but rather was reserved for a small group
of people who were then tasked with teaching it to others.
Historians tend to put this down to a lack of primary sources, the
problem as they see it being that there is nothing on which to base an
analysis of what ordinary people thought. If the history of knowledge is
to be useful to early modern historians, and, as Philipp Sarasin argues,
if ‘knowledge’ is to have a chance of superseding ‘society’ in the historian’s repertoire, an understanding of how knowledge was construed in
the early modern period will be essential.30 The conclusion that ‘there
are insufficient sources’ would hardly warrant going that far. Knowledge was the preserve of the few. There were not only technical and
economic reasons for this—the price of paper, for example—but also
religious reasons. In the Christian conception of the world, society was
constructed around the fact that God had made people different—that
they had different tasks to fulfil in the framework of Creation. These
differences were not thought a problem, but rather the precondition
for a functioning society. The fact that knowledge only circulated in a
few circles was, to early modern minds, not a sign that it was socially
irrelevant; for them, it was socially relevant that only a very few people
were in the position to circulate and share knowledge.

Conclusion
I have highlighted translations and compilations as interesting sources
for analyses in the history of knowledge. First, translations are an
excellent source material when investigating how knowledge changed
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as it moved from one language area to another, and a comparative
study and close reading of the original and target texts can reveal
the recontextualization of that knowledge. Since a text was so rarely
translated just once, but rather formed the basis for a lengthy series of
translations and paraphrases in a variety of languages, such a lattice
of translations offers an opportunity to study the geographical and
temporal circulation of knowledge. The extent to which early modern
translation differed from the modern ideal cannot be overstated; there
were no concerns about reproducing the original text as closely as possible, and the translator was free to treat the original in any way he or
she saw fit. This makes early modern translation particularly suitable
for analyses of the deconstruction and reconstruction of knowledge.
Finally, I have raised the question of the possible nature of public
knowledge circulation in an early modern perspective. Whereas the
study of knowledge circulation in modern society calls for a focus on
knowledge of the broadest scope and relevance, it has to be recast if it
is to be useful in an early modern context, when knowledge was the
preserve of a small group of people, and it was considered socially
relevant that only a few skilled people dealt with the circulation of
knowledge. Hence, the fact that in the sixteenth century the majority
of the Swedish population had never themselves read a translation is
not something that makes translations uninteresting for students of
public knowledge circulation; rather, it obliges us to acknowledge that
early modern ‘knowledge society’ was a different thing altogether.
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objects and sites of knowledge

chapter 9

Circulation and monstrosity
The sea-pig and the walrus as objects
of knowledge in the sixteenth century
Erling Sandmo
This is a chapter about two monsters from the mid sixteenth century.1
They were not without their similarities, but their fates have been
very different: one of them is no longer real, the other ceased to be a
monster and became a perfectly normal animal. Their histories are
complex and fluid, and they are very much stories of circulation—on
more levels than one. My aim here is to see how the circulation of
knowledge in various forms can shed light not only on early modern
natural history, but on very basic questions about how objects of
knowledge are produced, transformed, and mediated. On the other
hand, I want to make a very simple point about the historicity of the
idea of circulation. The texts I am dealing with here belong to cultures
that themselves were deeply concerned with movement and circulation
as a dimension of true knowledge about the world. In other words, I
would claim that present-day studies of the history of knowledge, and
of how circulation is part of that history, are both innovative and part
of a history which stretches a long, long way back in time.

Knowledge of monstrosity
The present volume highlights three historical dimensions of the
circulation of knowledge: its public aspect, its conditions, and its
materiality—the circulation of physical objects. My case addresses
all these three dimensions of the history of knowledge, although I
do not structure my text on any sharp distinction between them. My
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monsters circulated in different mediated forms, as texts, images,
and organic remains, and this pattern of circulation was a movement
between different publics according to local rules and conditions. The
two monsters’ circulations were somewhat different, not least in terms
of their respective mediations, and their ontological outcomes were
opposites: one emerged as real and natural, the other seems to have
been something of a sensation when it burst on the scene, but it was not
re-mediated, it remained static as an object of knowledge, and public
interest was not prolonged. In other words, I draw on many of the basic
ideas of the history of knowledge as outlined in the introduction to
this book: circulation, materiality, genealogy, and communication. To
this I would add a concern with truth. The outcome of my story is that
one monster was ascribed a true existence whereas the other was not,
and its accounts became untrue: this, then, is also a story of the success
and failure of truth claims. This is a Foucauldian trait, inspired among
other passages by the oft-cited comment on how Mendel ‘spoke the
truth, but he was not dans le vrai (within the true)’.2 In my case, one
monster was transformed into a natural animal as it circulates within
the true, the other did not transform and was driven out.
This suggests that the relationship between the monstrous and the
non-monstrous may be seen as one of the circulation of knowledge,
but hopefully the case points towards more general issues in the history
of knowledge. How are objects of knowledge produced? How do they
move between different epistemologies? And how do they contribute
to epistemological changes?
My starting point is Olaus Magnus (1490–1557). Olaus was a learned
theologian and polymath who had studied in Rostock and Cologne,
and travelled extensively in Scandinavia before the new king of Sweden,
Gustav Vasa, sent him on a mission to Rome in 1523 to win the Pope’s
approval for the filling of important Church posts after his rebellion
against King Christian II of Denmark and subsequent exit from the
union with Denmark and Norway. One of these posts was that of
archbishop, where Gustav’s candidate was Olaus’ brother Johannes.
In the event, Gustav’s sympathies turned out to be primarily Lutheran,
and Olaus and Johannes remained exiles—in Gdansk, in Venice, and
Rome. Olaus published a famous, spectacular map of Scandinavia
and the North Sea, Carta marina, in Venice in 1539, and Historia
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de Gentibus Septentrionalibus (‘History of the Northern Peoples’)
in 1555.3 Johannes wrote the major Historia de omnibus Gothorum
Suveonumque regibus (‘History of all the Kings of the Goths and
Swedes’). Olaus’ work was widely spread and translated into a whole
range of languages, but a Swedish edition was not published until the
twentieth century; Johannes’ history was translated into Swedish in
1620, but there has been no modern edition.4 The Pope gave Johannes
the title of archbishop; after his death in 1544, Olaus assumed the title
and published his book. The brothers were the last Swedish Catholic
archbishops, but neither of them ever returned to their homeland.
Olaus’ Historia is a huge work, divided into 22 books, which are
again subdivided into 778 chapters. The first edition fills 815 richly
illustrated pages, and presents the reader with a wealth of information on the geography, topography, history, ethnology, economy as
well as plant and animal life of Scandinavia in general and Sweden in
particular. I will zoom in on Book 21, ‘De piscibus monstrosis’, ‘On
monstrous fishes’. It follows the chapter ‘On fishes’. Olaus does not
draw any analytical distinction between the two categories.

The descent of monsters
The first of my two monsters can be found on the far western border
of Olaus’ Carta Marina, north-west of the island of Thule. The legend
says only that it is ‘a monster similar to a sea-pig’, but just below the
image the map tells its audience that the monster was seen in 1537.
The year is highly significant in the history of the Northern Reformation, for it was then the Danes conquered Norway and reformed
the Church by force. The last Norwegian archbishop, Olav Engelbrektsson, fled Trondheim by boat, taking this very sea passage on
his way to Brabant and the safety of the Holy Roman Empire. Olaus
was a friend of Olav’s, and a staunch supporter of the Norwegian
Church and of Norwegian independence, which in this case were
two sides of the same coin.
My second monster is the walrus, so familiar today. Olaus’ map
shows it climbing a steep cliff on the far northern coast of Norway.
To its left, the map informs the reader that this is a rosmarus piscis,
a walrus fish. The legend, however, calls the walrus a belua, a beast,
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Olaus Magnus, Carta Marina, 1539. Detail. Uppsala University Library.

and adds that it is as big as an elephant and can be caught as it sleeps
on the rocks, hanging from its teeth. 5 Curiously, though, the walrus’
teeth are set in its lower jaw: they would obviously be of no use when
climbing or hanging from rocks.
These two images are where my story begins, but being a learned
and conscientious writer, Olaus did of course not invent them. They
were both real, and they both had histories—so where had they come
from when they found their places in the Historia?
The descent of the sea-pig is quite clear, at least its recent past. As
the Carta Marina stated, it had been seen just two years before the
map was published, and it had become a news item in Rome immediately. It figured as an image of heresy in one of a huge number of
illustrated pamphlets that were circulated by Catholics and Protestants
alike at the time of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation.6 We
can be reasonably certain about what pamphlet Olaus had acquired:
Monstrum in Oceano Germanico a piscatoribus nuper captum, & eius
partium omnium subtilis, ac Theologica Interpretatio (Monster in the
German ocean, recently caught by fishermen: A subtle and theological interpretation of all its parts), written and published by Antonio
Blado in Rome in 1537.7 Blado states that the animal was caught in
the German sea, describes its body parts, and links them to specific
passages from the Bible and writings of the church fathers, so that
the individual body parts become answers to particular prophecies.8
The sea-pig obviously had a past before it surfaced in Rome. Pliny
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Olaus Magnus, Carta Marina, 1539. Detail. Uppsala University Library.

mentions porci marini as a fish that has poisonous spines on its back
in his Natural History—the plural form, ‘sea pigs’, suggests a species
rather than Olaus’ singular monster.9 The name given by Pliny surfaces
in several medieval texts, among them Albertus Magnus’ De animalibus.10 The medieval mentions are variations on the same description,
all concerned with the pig-like snout of the fish and with its strenuous
life, not with any form of monstrosity. As far as I can tell, the sea-pig
was a new monster in the 1530s, oblivious to its past as a species of
fish. The transformation was caused by the circulation between two
new, emerging discourses, one on nature, one on the collapse of the
universal Church.
Where the walrus came from, is less obvious. I propose that its
immediate ancestor was the animal we see as an unnamed creature
in the Dyalogus creaturarum moralizatus. Probably written either by
Mayno de Mayneri or Nicolaus Pergamenus, the Dyalogus is akin
to a bestiary, a genre that was hugely popular in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. A bestiary was a collection of moral dialogues
and tales voiced or embodied by animals, the occasional human, and
sometimes by what we would call inanimate objects. Such dialogues
were spread widely after the invention of the printing press, and this
particular collection was published by Johann Snell in Stockholm in
1483. It was the first book to be printed in Sweden, and sure to have
been familiar to Olaus.
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One of the dialogues, Number 39, tells the tale of ‘the greedy monster from the sea’:
This animal from the ocean is a sea monster which seeks its food
both in water and on land. In the waves, it dives like a fish; on land,
it walks like a beast. Such a monster used to eat on land whenever
it found food in the water, so that the creatures of the sea could not
take it away. But when it found food on land, it would eat in the
water, so that the beasts there should not steal it. This was its way,
and it never gave anything to anyone who asked for something to
eat. Therefore it is despised by everyone in the entire world. Then
came the time of sorrows, that is old age, and the monster grew old
and frail, so that it could no longer swim in the water as much as
before, nor could it walk on land. Poor and famished it begged for
alms, but since it had never shared what it had, no one would give
it anything, but said ‘Why should he who will not give, be loved?’11

The bestiary curiously does not name the creature whose story it tells,
save that this is a monster as seen in the accompanying image. It is a
being with an exclusively literary life. At the same time, the illustration
is strikingly similar to Olaus’ illustration of the walrus. John Granlund,
author of the critical apparatus for the Swedish translation of the Historia, also considers the image of the creature to be ‘probably based
on a walrus description’, but still chooses, somewhat surprisingly, to
link it to the sea-pig.12
The crest-like growths on the neck, the feet, the wavy texture on
the back, and the teeth: the details match Olaus’ walrus, one by one.
The most obvious common trait, however, may be the fact that both
these creatures move between the elements, between the sea and the
shore, between water and earth. This turns out to be their cardinal sin:
for the nameless bestiary monster, the privilege of being able to shift
between habitats eventually proves to be its undoing; for the walrus,
its mastery of its environment increases its greed and leads to hubris
and consequently to its death. The fishermen not only hunt it, but
deliver a well-deserved punishment.
This movement between elements and different spheres of life can be
seen as a fundamental part of medieval and Renaissance monstrosity: in
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Deformed Discourse: The Function of the Monster in Medieval Thought
and Literature, David Williams observes that ‘Monstrous combinations
of the forms of the denizens of earth and water are so numerous that only
a few may be described.’13 This ‘combined animal form’ is not limited to
the opposition between earth and water, but also between earth and air
and between air and fire. The transgressions of these latter elements are
mirrored in monsters such as the winged dragons (earth–air) and the
phoenix (air–fire). We need look no further for examples of monsters
that belong to both earth and sea than the walrus, which in this sense
is a closer relation of the crocodile than of the seal.
Thus Olaus’ illustration of the walrus, and the core of his narrative,
seem to be the result of the circulation of the ancient conception of the
four elements of the world and of the bestiary, a medieval genre, but in
combination: monstrous nature and moral narrative are intertwined.
At first glance, the bestiary may seem to be a way of writing nature that
was becoming obsolete because of the emergence of natural history,
but the example of the walrus rather exemplifies the complexity of the
relationship between the two, a relationship which was more about
circulation than it was about stages in a linear history. This relationship
between the bestiary and natural history has been elegantly discussed
by William Ashworth, who argues that the emblematic view of nature
and animals not only survived into Renaissance natural history, but
flourished. He is, however, hesitant about the illustrations.
Bestiary illustrations, for all their charm and beauty, were highly
stylized, and often unrecognizable as to species; and they usually
depicted the animal engaged in the act that gave it importance as a
symbol … Had Gesner used the bestiary as his model, then surely
his fox would have been lying on its back, covered with mud, and
enticing the birds from the trees, as it customarily did in the bestiary.14

Perhaps Ashworth is too hesitant. Olaus pictured the walrus exactly in
this way, as ‘engaged in the act that gave it importance as a symbol’, the
movement between the sea and the grassy cliffs. Its importance seems
to be derived from a bestiary and a tradition with which Olaus was
undoubtedly familiar. However, it is an important trait of his Historia
that he merges traditions, fleshes out the emblematic and exemplary
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with the emerging discourse of natural history, adds information on
current trade and usage, and at least suggests—with the introduction
of the fishermen, textual and visual—that the walrus is also the object
of contemporary observation and human experience. It is problematic
to say that Olaus was here representing a species, just as much as it is
problematic to claim that he was presenting an example. His walrus
is an ontological and epistemological hybrid, if not to say a monster.

Circulating monstrous knowledge
Thus far, I have limited my discussion of the two animals to their
depiction on Olaus’ map and to their possible descent. They made an
immediate impression, not least the spectacular sea-pig, which circulated in important maps and topographical works such as Sebastian
Münster’s Cosmographia, published by Heinrich Petri in Basel in 1544,
and Abraham Ortelius’ map of Iceland.15
If we stay with Olaus’ work, we come to two explanatory booklets
that were published more or less simultaneously with the map, one in
Italian, one in German.16 They are substantial expansions on the map
legend. They add nothing on the sea-pig, but when he writes about
the walrus, Olaus says that when it is sound asleep on the rock, it is
caught by fishermen with ropes. He then promises to return with a
detailed description of how this is done.
This detailed description was published sixteen years later. The Historia supplied both an enormous amount of text, but also hundreds of
images. The illustrations in the books on animals are for the most part
closely modelled on the map images. An interesting fact, however, is
that not just Olaus’ Historia, but also what is arguably the first major
work of natural history in the Renaissance, Conrad Gessner’s Historia
animalium, were partly based on the Carta Marina. Gessner was one
of ‘the great sixteenth-century practitioners of natural history’, but
even though his book on fish was published in 1558, three years after
Olaus’ Historia, it is clear that he had not read Olaus’ magnum opus;
he had seen only the map and the booklets.17 On the other hand, he
is intensely interested in the Carta Marina and its images, and he
introduces the chapters where he deals with sea animals described by
Olaus by giving exact information on the animals’ location on the map.
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Let us bear this in mind. The fact that Gessner did not know Olaus’
work turns the story of the walrus into a compact example of Ashworth’s observation that there is no simple, linear movement from the
tradition of bestiary and emblematism, which is still so prominent in
Olaus’ work, to the more specialized natural history of which Gessner
is typically seen as the first major figure. Knowledge did not circulate in such simple patterns: the time was characterized rather by a
plenitude of mutually influential interpretations of unstable objects.
Another interesting aspect of Gessner’s silence on Olaus’ Historia is
the simple fact that Gessner, a prominent naturalist, still seems not
to have known about a book that was published three years earlier
as an exegesis for a map which was an important source for his own
most ambitious works; or, if he knew the historia, he did not, for some
reason, include it: we should clearly not overestimate the fluidity of
the situation or imagine that circulation was without friction.
So let us see what happened to the animals in the two books, Olaus’
Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus (1555) and the volume on fishes
in Gessner’s Historia animalium (1558). Olaus describes and interprets
the nature of the sea-pig: when it was seen in 1537, it had been
seen to be portentous in all its parts. It had a pig’s head with a
crescent moon at the back, four dragon’s feet, a pair of eyes in its
loins at each side, and a third on its belly towards the navel; at the
end was the bifurcated tail of a normal fish. In the city of Rome at
that time an interpretation was printed and published, explaining
the significance of the beast’s individual parts, which showed how
heretics generally pursue a swinish existence. By the moon behind
the head is meant distortion of the truth, since it grows not on the
pig’s forehead but at the nape of its neck. The eyes in its loins and
belly are full of temptation, and for this reason they must be cut
out. Lastly, the four dragon’s feet signify the grossly evil desires and
acts of mankind, bursting in viciously from the four corners of the
earth, and appearing in the fish very much as though it were some
prying ruffian.

Although Olaus seems to follow the basic outline of the limb-by-limb
interpretation of the Roman pamphlet, he does not go into theological
detail, and does not quote or specify any of the pamphlet’s sources. It is
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as if he is taking care not to cross a line between history and theology,
perhaps adhering to emerging genre conventions. He could even be
holding back in order not to alienate his own Luther-friendly Swedish
king more than necessary. He also omitted another interesting detail,
namely the pamphlet’s claim that the sea-pig had actually been caught
by fishermen. One could have imagined that these fishermen’s direct
experience would have lent more authority to Olaus’ account than
the more distant claim that the sea-pig had been ‘seen’. However, the
question of the nature of truth claims in this setting is complicated: as
a monster, the sea-pig was both physical creature and sign, signified
and signifier. For Olaus, who was not writing about ‘nature’ in the
sense that nature was a specific object of knowledge—as it would be
in the emerging genre of natural history—questions of evidence and
experience were obviously not simply ‘empirical’. They were questions
of observation and description, but also of interpretation and meaning. The basic point here is that the sea-pig circulated between media
(pamphlet, map, and book), between discourses (religion, historia, and
natural history), and between epistemologies (revelation, emblem,
and empiricist science), notwithstanding how difficult and oblique all
these terms are here. What circulated in the case of the sea-pig was
the image, the name, and the premise of monstrosity.
However, circulation meant transformation, not least when we
come to Gessner. His explicit aim ‘was to collect everything written
about animals by authors, both ancient and modern’, but also to collect
images, whether drawn from life or gathered from contemporary or
historical sources.18 Gessner also deals with the sea-pig, which he
presents with specific reference to the Carta Marina and the snippets
of information given by Olaus.
This marine beast has been shown by Olaus at D.k.19 He says that it is
similar to a pig, and that it appeared in the ocean next to the island
of Thule, north of the Orkneys, in the year of our Lord 1537. I call it
a hyena, because of its likeness to a hyena, a four-footed beast. … In
this image from Olaus, I am not satisfied with the ears that appear
on a marine animal. The snout seems to be rather too pig-like. It is
conspicuous that three eyes are drawn on the flank of the animal.20
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Whereas Olaus wrestled to balance describing an animal and interpreting a set of religious signs, Gessner’s concern is with the incongruity
between Olaus’ image and his general knowledge of life in the ocean.
He presents the image, which is close to Olaus’, and then takes issue
with what he chooses to call the sea hyena’s ears, its snout, and the
eyes on its sides.21 In short, he casts doubt on three of the obviously
monstrous parts of Olaus’ monster. Monstrosity is simply replaced
with a lack of correspondence with the familiar—the monster is eradicated as a meaningful category of nature, Gessner’s primary object.
It is somewhat paradoxical that he names it a hyena after another
terrestrial animal, in accordance with the common theory that every
form of life on land had its parallel in the ocean.
However, the animal is not just named a hyena; its brief chapter
has the heading De hyena cetacea, ‘On the hyena cetus’, cetus being a
word which could mean both ‘any large sea animal, a sea monster;
particularly a species of whale, a shark, dog-fish, seal, dolphin, etc.’
Balena translates less ambiguously as whale, but Gessner uses both as
general, overlapping categories, including several of the same animals.22
In the sixteenth-century material under study here, however, balena is
also used to denote a feminine cetus. Regardless of the difficult word
‘cetus’, however, it is significant that Gessner abandons Olaus’ term
‘monster’ in favour of a word which does not seem to carry with it
any need to interpret its object as signifier.
Now for the walrus, and its treatment in Olaus’ Historia. The image
in the book is again crude, compared to the fine drawing on the map,
but it is even more dramatic. The illustration shows the fishermen
catching the walrus, pulling it towards their boat with a rope fastened
to its back with a large hook, or plier. The scene is curiously chaotic:
behind the suffering walrus seems to be another one, or at least a head,
which appears to be one with the mountains in the background. To
the far left, we see a city on a hilltop, or perhaps a castle with turrets
and a spire, and a flag stretched by the wind.
The walrus, Olaus tells his readers, is ‘a mighty creature, as big as
an elephant’ and a ferocious hunter, known for its sudden attacks on
men venturing out on the shore, where it jumps on them and kills
them swiftly with its teeth. However, the walrus has a fatal flaw: its
love for dew.
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Using their tusks, these animals clamber right up to the cliff-tops,
as if they were going up a ladder, in order to crop the sweet, dewmoistened grass, and then roll back down into the sea again, unless,
in the meantime, they have been overcome with a heavy drowsiness
and fall asleep as they cling to the rocks. This is the time when the
fishermen can rush up to it at top speed and loosen the skin from
the fat near its tail. As soon as the skin has been freed they attach
their stoutest ropes to it and tie them firmly to rough rocks or nearby
trees. Afterwards they pelt its head with stones from a sling to wake it,
and then force it to descend, when the rope fastenings have stripped
off a large section of its hide. Now that it is disabled and half-dead
from loss of blood, they convert it into rich spoil, especially its tusks,
which among the Scythians, that is to say, Muscovites, Russians,
and Tartars, are valued as a luxury, like ivory in India, because of
its toughness, brilliance, and weight.23

The chapter ends with an account of the worldwide trade in walrus
ivory—the next chapter deals with the uses of the skin and the tusks,
not with the animal itself. Both are rich in references to classical and
medieval sources for the history of the economic value and uses of
its parts. Not only does Olaus refer to Pliny, Plato, Sabellicus, and the
Polish historian Matthew of Miechow, but he follows the ivory to the
Scythians, Muscovites, Russians, and the Tartars. He compares the
walrus’ ability to move between elements to the sharks that can swim
both in salt and fresh water as they move between the Caspian and
the Scythian Sea (our Black Sea).24
This text seems to be almost entirely about circulation. The walrus moves between the sea and the cliffs, where sleep transforms it
from predator to prey; its tusks are spread throughout the world; the
descriptions and the knowledge of the walrus are transmitted in a
whole spectrum of historical texts and contemporary witnesses. As a
monster—and despite the absence of any explicit discussion of what
its monstrosity might entail, Olaus’ Historia classifies the walrus as a
monstrous fish—it is constituted by its movement between elements,
but the two chapters that deal with it are prominent examples of
how their object, the walrus, is constituted by the transmission and
accumulation of historically and geographically disparate narratives.
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Juxtaposing stories, gathering knowledge
Olaus’ emphasis on earlier accounts as necessary elements of the historia genre is even more pronounced in Gessner. As in the case of the
sea-pig or hyena, Gessner opens his chapter on the walrus by locating
the animal on Olaus’ map, before presenting the Carta Marina image
of the animal. He briefly recounts the tale of the climb and the hunt,
and, as we have seen, goes on to lament the fact that Olaus thus far has
only provided this image and some minimal information. Not only
is the information sketchy, however; Gessner questions its accuracy.
The way the feet of this fish are reproduced is unsatisfactory, although the drawing that can be seen in the town hall in Salzburg
also includes the feet.25 On that drawing, however, I have learnt that
only the head is based on the skull of a genuine head. The rest of the
body is supposed to have been added according to guesses or calculations. In skeletons, particularly from large species of fish, fins can
be so elaborately constructed that their shape is very similar to feet
or hooves. The teeth protruding from below are also presented in
a manner which is less satisfying than those that are shown on the
Salzburg head (as I have been told that such a head has been sent
from Scandinavia to Pope Leo in Rome), for there the teeth point
downwards from the upper jaw, like the teeth—or rather horns—of
elephants. In that way, they will hang on rocks and mountains far
more easily.26

Gessner goes on to present his reproduction of the drawing of the
walrus from Salzburg. It is impossible not to be struck by the likeness
of this image and Albrecht Dürer’s famous head.27 This was probably
a salted head that had been sent to Pope Leo X from the Norwegian
archbishop Erik Walkendorf in around 1520.28 Although Gessner
was in grave doubt about the legs in both depictions, he found the
Salzburg drawing more credible—not just because it was based on a
real skull, but because it is supported by the narrative of the walrus’
climb. Indeed, the nearest he comes to making a truth claim about
the walrus is his establishing of a correspondence between a drawing
and a story.29
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Albrecht Dürer, Head of unnamed animal, 1521. Wikimedia Commons.

The circulating walrus is here entangled in a Gordian knot of discourses: natural history, religious wonder, artistic empiricism, and, of
course, public spectacle. Gessner writes that when the image he has
reproduced, painted on a ‘Tuch’, a canvas, was displayed at the town
hall in Salzburg, a poem was read aloud to the audience. The long poem
began with the following lines—Ruβor in Norwegen nennt man mich |
Cetus Dentatus bin doch ich, ‘In Norway I am called Ruβor | although
I am Cetus Dentatus’ (a toothed cetus)—which seem to foreshadow
a definite taxonomy, and not just a taxonomy, but a general system
of nature, the Norwegian name, Ruβor, being a local expression of a
universal scientific language.30 Untouched by its own epistemological
ambiguity, the Salzburg walrus went on to boast of its fame and powers.
His wife—called balena—had scared Alexander the Great and conjured
storms. However, he had himself committed the fatal mistake of not
staying in the water, and he ventured onto land, where he was weak.
In the end, then, Mein Starck gebiss hat mich geholffen nit—‘My strong
bite has not saved me’—and here he was, his monstrous transgression
the reason for his own downfall.31
In other words: the emblematic, moral, and symbolic dimension
of animals is very much present in Gessner’s work, but his principle
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of gathering all known narratives and representations means that this
dimension becomes one of many, and that his text becomes a meeting-ground for different discourses, accounts and representations,
and consequently a complex intersection between various patterns of
circulation for objects that he can posit as one and the same—such as
the walrus. On these terms, the sea-pig or the sea-hyena is already at a
standstill, its place among the animals secured only by one narrative,
taken over from Olaus, but reduced to a hesitant description of its
appearance and nothing else. As Gessner’s text about the walrus shows,
this reduction is not the same as the demise of the older, emblematic
tradition, but rather that of a lack of circulation of knowledge. It is
known only in one sense and on one condition, and this would make
its existence precarious over time.

Circulation or oblivion
It may be somewhat surprising that Gessner’s Historia animalium
seems not to have been based on Olaus’ earlier book. On the other
hand, Gessner’s scepticism had an impact on the Historia de gentibus
septentrionalibus. In 1567, ten years after Olaus’ death, two new editions
of his work were published by Johann Baptist Fickler, an important
figure in the circle of the archbishop of Salzburg and the CounterReformation movement.32 There are important differences between
these two works. The Latin edition was expanded by the inclusion of
long passages from Johannes Magnus’ Historia de omnibus Gothorum
Sueonumque regibus in chapters dealing with the political history of
Sweden, while the German is shorter than the original: in our Book
21, the supplement-like chapters with further information about the
uses and value of the creatures were cut. Another important change
is that this book’s title was changed from ‘De piscibus monstrosis’ to
‘Von den Waluischen’, ‘On whales’, or literally, whalefish. Both editions
also had new illustrations throughout, so Fickler seems not to have
had access to the original plates.
The new illustrations were closely based on the originals, with one
striking exception: the picture of the walrus.33 The walrus figures in
the same narrative, but the illustration, although its basic situation
is unaltered, is new in interesting ways. The mood of the hunters is
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markedly more relaxed—it is intriguing how the hunter is looking away
from his prey, as if refusing to testify to its existence—but the most
striking innovation is that the walrus’ teeth have been moved from
the lower to the upper jaw, in accordance with Gessner’s criticism and
Dürer’s drawing. This redesign, this facelift, is not just physical and
visual, but ontological. As the change in the title of Book 21 shows, the
monstrous is no longer an important part of the classificatory scheme,
and, fittingly, the walrus has lost much of its physical resemblance to
the monster of the bestiary. It demonstrates nothing—except its own
ability to scale cliffs.
The sea-pig is also the subject of remarkable revisions, even if the
illustration is almost identical to the original. It is now a ‘Meer-Wunder’, a marine wonder, but one should be careful with drawing any
conclusions from this, as the semantic difference between ‘monster’
and ‘wunder’ is a complicated issue. The explicit reference to the
Roman pamphlet is gone, and the text limits itself to the original
observation, which it dates to 1532; this is such an incomprehensible
change that it may well be a misprint. It then describes the body of
the sea-pig, the ‘Meerschwein’, but refrains from any interpretation,
any theological reading of its features. Instead, it claims that ‘at this
time, it was understood to mean heresy’.34 Not only does it distance
itself from the literal understanding of the sea-pig as a portent, but it
also historicizes this understanding, opening the space for reflection
on temporality and historical change, which is wholly absent from
Olaus’ writings.
The differences between the two Basel editions are interesting. The
illustrations aside, the embedding of Johannes’ history of the Swedish
kings in the Latin edition distances the work from natural history,
and draws it nearer the more societal-political outlook of authors
such as Sebastian Münster. The revisions of Book 21 in the German
translation may reflect impulses from the new natural history that was
being moulded by Gessner and Ulisse Aldrovandi. The walrus seems
to have adapted well to both these transformations, the sea-pig less so.
After Gessner’s Historia Animalium and the Basel editions of Olaus
Magnus, the sea-pig seems to disappear from natural history in general, that is, from studies that strive to encompass nature as a whole.
It lingers on in specialist literature, such as Ambroise Paré’s popular
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De Monstres et prodigies from 1573, where the sea-pig again figures
in one of the images. It is the third in a series of monstrous marine
simulacra of farm animals, following the seahorse and the sea-calf;
Paré calls it a ‘truye’, a sow. This grouping reflects the old idea about
the correspondence between terrestrial and marine life, but Paré can
hardly be said to take his sources seriously.
This marine monster, as Olaus says, was seen in the sea, near the
island of Thylen, located to the North, in the year of grace 1538, of
an almost unbelievable size, to wit, seventy-two feet long, fourteen
feet high, having a distance of seven feet or thereabouts between its
eyes; its liver was so large that it filled five wine casks; its head [was]
similar to a Sow, having a crescent located on its back, three eyes in
the middle of each side of the body, and the rest completely covered
with scales, as you can see from this figure.35

The year is—again!—wrong, the estimate of the sea-pig’s size is plucked
out of thin air, and the information about the liver smacks of Rabelais
rather than Olaus: this passage can be read as a foreshadowing of how
the sea-pig would cease to be taken seriously, disappear from scientific
literature, and eventually go out of circulation for all but the most
marginal purposes—although, of course, the history of knowledge
is such a purpose. As far as I know, it makes its final appearance on
Abraham Ortelius’ map Islandia, off the south-western coast of Iceland, in 1587.36

Epilogue: Monsters on the move
Much of the recent literature on the history of knowledge is concerned
with the ways knowledge is transformed as it circulates and is re-mediated. My case here may be seen as a demonstration of this. The walrus
which emerged from the circulation I have presented, was the result of
a series of transformations as it moved between different media and
genres. However, in this case, the continued circulation can also be
understood as a precondition for its permanent existence as an object
of knowledge. Its various forms—cartographic image, emblematic
book illustration, salted head, artist’s drawing, scientific illustration,
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and texts of different genres—gave the walrus a momentum, they
made it an ‘epistemic thing’, to use Hans-Jörg Rheinberger’s concept.37
Historically, objects of science have been characterized by a particular,
forward-leaning temporality: they have been interesting because of
their promises for the future, for knowledge to be gained and uses to
be discovered. In our case here, the walrus shows its promise in the
form of its capacity for re-mediation. As it circulates in a string of
new manifestations, the knowledge is transformed, but its object, the
walrus, is stabilized. It is firmly established as a phenomenon which
can be known, as an animal which will reward further study.
The sea-pig, on the other hand, circulates effectively at first, as it moves
from Antonio Blado’s 1537 pamphlet to Olaus’ map and then on to the
Historia and other, later works of natural history. The knowledge is not,
however, transformed, and its mediations are limited. In other words, the
representations of the sea-pig remain constant, but this seems to result
in a lack of stability in the perception of what the knowledge is really
about: it is seen as a hyena or a sow, and on Ortelius’ map of Iceland
it appears to have grown fur and to be in the process of becoming a
mammal, perhaps a polar bear. The walrus is in flux and holds promise,
the sea-pig is always the same, but holds only doubt and uncertainty.
While the walrus is kept real and true through different epistemes as it
is transformed through circulation and mediation, the sea-pig is always
recognizable and never really contested, but ends up as an untruth—not
least because it does not circulate or transform.
The final point I want to make here concerns the long history of the
idea of knowledge as connected to social and epistemic circulation.
As I suggested at the outset of this essay, the monsters’ movement
between the elements can be said to be an important aspect of their
monstrosity: the climbing walrus is punished for its hubris, but its
monstrosity springs from its ability to hunt in the sea as well as on
land. This is a transgression which mirrors the flying dragon, the flying fish, and the phoenix, whose traversal of the elements sets them
apart. This idea of monstrosity belongs to an older era, the time of
the four elements as the basic tenets of the world, and the knowledge
of this movement between separate spheres was basic knowledge of
the world order. Another conception of monstrous circulation manifests itself in the monsters’ bodies, which are typically composed of
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parts of creatures that do not belong together: the sea-pig, the walrus
(literally a ‘whale-horse’), the merman, the sea lion. It is as if nature
has been shuffled and dealt again by hidden forces, and the study of
such transformations was particularly important, as it was a source
of deep knowledge of morals and nature. And finally, Gessner and
other early modern practitioners of natural history saw it as their
task to assemble all available, real descriptions of the beings of nature.
Their works were spaces of assembly, of disparate descriptions and
conflicting accounts. This was true history: not the selection of the
one most credible version of nature, but the gathering of all reports
that had circulated in the known world.
Our present conceptions of the circulation and historicity of knowledge are different. But there is an echo of past epistemologies and
ontologies in what we do, and in the way our attention is caught by
claims and convictions that circle around us in the archives.
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chapter 10

Materializing circulation
A gigantic skeleton and a Danish
eighteenth-century naturalist
Camilla Ruud
‘During my short stay in Madrid from the 20th of December 1793
until the 9th of January, the Royal Cabinet of Natural History was one
of the most important things I had intended to direct my attention
towards.’1 These are the introductory words to ‘A Short Account of the
Royal Cabinet of Natural History in Madrid, with a Description of a
Gigantic Skeleton of a new unknown Animal, dug up in Peru and kept
at this Museum’, presented by the Danish veterinary and naturalist
Peter Christian Abildgaard in Nye Samling af det Kongelige Danske
Videnskabernes Selskabs Skrifter (1796). Upon his arrival in Madrid,
Abildgaard went to the cabinet, only to learn that it was closed, and
that he would have to wait until the Christmas holidays had passed
before he could gain entry. Detailing the opening hours, he commented
it ‘otherwise opens twice a week, in the morning and afternoon, and
everyone, without difference, is freely allowed to see it. This same
good arrangement exists at the natural cabinets in Lisbon, Florence,
Vienna and various other places.’ The Royal Cabinet of Natural History
in Madrid had been established by Charles III in 1771, forming part
of the centralizing efforts and extensive reforms implemented by the
Bourbon crown throughout the eighteenth century. Contemporary
advocates had argued that a museum was necessary for a number of
reasons: to assist scientific progress; to enlighten the population; to
restore imperial dignity and royal glory; and to strengthen Madrid’s
status as metropolis and capital.2 The Royal Cabinet in Madrid was
also part of a broader, European trend, being consistent with what
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sovereigns across Europe did for their subjects: museums were, in
general, expected to benefit the sciences and the public, and they were
also an essential element in the context of the competitive positioning
among European capitals.3
Abildgaard, a leading figure in the natural sciences in Denmark,
visited Madrid when on a two-year trip round Europe. He had a particular interest in visiting collections, and on his return to the north
he was instrumental in the opening of a royal museum of natural history in Copenhagen.4 He opened his article by describing the mineral
collections at some length, and mentioned briefly the collections of
mammals, insects, and shells. It was a colossal fossilized skeleton, however, that most intrigued him: ‘What particularly caught my attention,
and which alone could make the Madrid Museum important for any
Naturalist, was a skeleton of an unknown colossal Animal of the size
of a normal Elephant, dug up some time ago in Peru.’5

Circulating materialities
Recent generations of historians of science and knowledge, informed
by constructivism and postcolonialism, have stressed the making
of knowledge as both a circulating and a localized phenomenon.
Knowledge is understood as something that is produced differently
in many places, and which cannot move without altering: in order
to circulate, knowledge will and must change. Knowledge is made to
circulate when people, objects, technologies, and documents meet
and transform through interactions in specific places.6 While many
scholars within these lines of research have focused on encounters
between ‘Western’ and ‘non-Western’ knowledge, this article explores
how knowledge came into being and circulated between the south
and the north of Europe, using the example of a specific, localized
encounter in the Madrid museum.
Museum displays may at first glance seem static. Once an object is
placed on a pedestal or inside a glass case, it appears to have reached
its final, dusty, destination. One may think that the object has been
separated from the messy outside world, that it has been charged with
a patrimonial, political, scientific, or aesthetic significance in keeping
with the museum’s regime of knowledge. One premise for the present
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discussion is that this is not at all the case: museum objects continue
to circulate as they are interpreted by visitors and scholars, and as
they intervene in the outside world. Not only in the sense that objects
convey messages to visitors, and that objects in turn are generally
experienced by visitors accordingly, but also in an epistemological
way, for once placed on a pedestal the fossil circulated in the shape of
words and thoughts, images and texts. While the actual fossil remained
in Madrid, versions of it were made to circulate.
Drawing on the insights of actor–network theory, objects here will
be understood as analytical sites for the circulation of knowledge.
Materiality is seen as a relational effect: ‘entities take their form and
acquire their attributes as a result of their relation with other entities.’ 7
Objects as materialities do not exist in themselves, but are generated
and reshaped in their relations with other actors in a network. By
tracing connections between actors, one seeks to figure out how ‘many
participants are gathered in a thing to make it exist and to maintain
its existence.’8 Knowledge materialized in an object is understood as a
decentred process: it happens in various places and formats. One could
even say that objects are circulation, in the sense that they become the
analytical site for integrated connections: knowledge circulates when
it is translated between actors, and these translations materialize in the
object. Objects emerge and translate through practices and networks,
they ‘come into being, and disappear, with the practices in which they
are manipulated.’9
In order for the fossil to circulate in eighteenth-century learned
communities, it was translated and adapted, in ways that enabled it to
intervene in ongoing geological and cultural debates. It made people
question God’s providence, it promoted new ideas about the Earth’s
history, and it functioned as a criticism of Spain’s cultural and scientific
status. The fossil arrived Madrid in 1789, and a couple of years after
Abildgaard’s visit, in 1796, it was given its Linnaean binomial name,
Megatherium americanum, by the French naturalist Georges Cuvier. It
was, and still is, an osteological celebrity. It was the very first specimen
of any extinct species to be mounted and put on display anywhere
in the world, and it served as the holotype for the classification of a
species.10 Central to the development of modern geology, it has held
the attention of historians of science, who have fruitfully analysed its
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importance in political, scientific, and nationalist settings on both sides
of the Atlantic.11 The present discussion is limited to the circumstances
of the Danish naturalist’s visit to the cabinet and his paper. Probably
because he published in Danish, the text has been left unanalysed by
Spanish and Anglophone scholars. 12 Abildgaard’s article will be seen
as a series of translations that resulted in a specific enactment of the
fossil: he adapted and modified the fossil in order for it to circulate
and intervene in a learned community in the north of Europe.

Translating the fossil
Once in the hall of fossils, Abildgaard—specialized in anatomy, qualified
in both medicine and veterinary medicine, and in 1773 the founder
and then head of Denmark’s first veterinary school in Copenhagen—set
out to determine what species the unknown giant could be. In order
to classify it, he had to figure out its provenance. He had learned that
it was from Peru, but he complained that no one could, or would,
tell him exactly where in the country the skeleton had been found
(actually, it had been found by the Luján River, near Buenos Aires).
He had asked various people, but the answers he got were all different.
Someone, he added, had told him the skeleton had been found one
hundred feet under the ground.13 It was not only the provenance that
proved difficult to determine. The fossil skeleton itself was awkward
to study because of where it stood in the hall of fossils: ‘It was reasonably complete, articulated, and placed upon a large pedestal, so that it
became much more difficult to observe it closely and particularly to
measure it. I could therefore only obtain approximate measures of its
height and length, but not of its individual parts.’14 It was not only the
position of the fossil that made observation difficult either, according
to Abildgaard. Yet another problem was the museum’s prohibition on
note-taking and sketching: ‘it is not permitted in this cabinet to take
notes and even less to make drawings, I got the opportunity, however,
to draw the head and a backbone of this skeleton.’15 Abildgaard does
not say whether he obtained permission to make his drawings, but
it was a general ban that applied throughout the museum during
opening hours. However, note-taking and sketches were sometimes
allowed outside opening hours if permission was obtained in advance.16
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His complaints underscore the lack of information necessary for his
investigations, complicating his ability to classify the beast.
Although his access was restricted, he could immediately note that:
‘It is obvious, that these bones do not stem from any known living
species’.17 He got a reasonably good look at the head, which was, as he
judged it, the oddest part of the fossil: ‘The shape of the head is very
peculiar and rare; it has no similarity with the head of any known species’. The scull was long and narrow, the eye sockets small, and, as he
noted, ‘the most peculiar is, however, the very long continuance of the
cheek-bone (Processus zygomaticus) that runs down above the inferior
jaw, and thus must have severely limited the animal’s movement of its
inferior jaw.’18 This observation about the jaws implied that the animal
could not have been a carnivore, due to the restricted movement of
its lower jaw. This also seemed likely from its lack of front teeth: ‘The
inferior jaw is in its shape quite deviant from the one that exists in any
other known species, by its size and by the large downward-hanging
substance of its lowest edge’. In particular, the absence of canines led
him to an important conclusion: ‘In the jaw there were no front teeth
or canines, neither any marks of cavities where there could have been
any. Both jaws were also rather complete, so I dare assure that this
animal while alive did not have any front teeth or canines’.19
The absence of such teeth, in addition to the limited jaw movement
and the presence of sixteen large molars, persuaded Abildgaard to place
the animal in ‘the Linnaean class of quadrupeds, which lack front teeth.’
This conclusion set the huge skeleton alongside the rhinoceros, the
elephant, the sloth, the antbear, the armadillo, and the pangolin—and
the job was now to compare the fossil with them in order to establish
similarities and differences.20 ‘We know no living animal of this size
besides the Elephant, with which it has no similarity whatsoever in any
part of its structure’, he commented, adding that it had ‘equally little
similarity’ with the rhinoceros and the hippopotamus. The differences
between these animals were so huge, he explained, ‘that it would not
only be unnecessary, but even tedious to expand and explain them
here.’21 He counted and measured (to the best of his ability, given its
location) all the skeleton’s bones, teeth, and claws, and studied the
proportions and relations between the different parts. He thought
it most likely to be related to the antbear: ‘The only one among the
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now known living animals, with which this one has a recognizable
concordance in its structure, is the Ant-Bear (Myrmecophaga).’22
This hypothesis, although it might be ridiculed by naturalists since
American antbears were so small, he wrote, gained strength because
a larger African antbear had been identified earlier in the century: ‘to
group this monstrously big animal within the family, within which
one earlier only knew of two species the size of rats, and one the
size of a cat (Myrmecophaga jubata), all from America, would have
seemed ridiculous to any learned.’23 Differences in size between fossils
and known living species were a lively topic of debate, and various
explanations were offered by science.24 It was the African antbear,
according to Abildgaard, that made his comparison become credible: ‘in spite of its monstrous size, I have grouped it with this animal
species, since we know the African, which nevertheless has the size
of a normal pig.’25 The decisive criterion when drawing conclusions
about species should not primarily be the size, but the absence of front
teeth. When it came to the sloth, he continued, there were too many
differences; this species, according to Daubenton’s description of the
skeleton at the Royal Cabinet of France, had sharp canines in both
the upper and lower jaw.
Another basic method when comparing animals was to collate the
number of vertebrae, and while the sloth had an entire twenty-three
vertebrae, with the corresponding number of ribs on each side, the
unknown giant had sixteen.26 Abildgaard decided that the armadillo
was also an unlikely relative, but he was not familiar with its skeleton,
since ‘a description of it cannot be found anywhere, only the skull can
be seen in Buffon … and this is in general so substantially different
from the Ant-Bear, and from the one, of the Madrid Skeleton, thus
it cannot be considered as similar.’27 A problem that faced naturalists
investigating fossils at that time was the lack of osteological literature—
no comprehensive works existed which could provide the overview
needed for comparisons.28 Instead, they had to rely on getting access to
physical specimens and to descriptions scattered through the literature.
Abildgaard was familiar with two antbear skeletons. The smaller
of the two, ‘Linnaeus’ Didactyla’, was described in Buffon’s work; the
larger—an African antbear—was held in the Danish Veterinary School.
The smaller animal, despite lacking teeth, had a similar skull and almost
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Drawings from Abildgaard’s article in Nye Samling af det Kongelige Danske
Videnskabernes Selskabs Skrifter (1796). Photo Arthur Sand.

the same number of vertebrae, qualities that corresponded broadly
with the Madrid skeleton. As for the larger skeleton of the African
exemplar held in Copenhagen, the shape of the skull was similar, as
were the molars, although it had eight more of these than the fossil,
and two more vertebrae. In spite of such differences, Abildgaard argued
that these findings supported his hypothesis. There was one troubling
difference between the fossil and the antbears, however: ‘It had 4
toes on its forefeet and only 3 on its back feet. All known species of
antbears have otherwise a lesser number of toes on their forefeet than
on their back feet.’ This he attributed to errors made by the dissector:
‘I assume that there has been, with the large skeleton in Madrid, a
derangement of the fore and back feet, since the bones were brought
separate to Europe and then later articulated in Madrid.’29 Abildgaard’s
suspicions grew when he heard ‘from a well-informed man that they
had received various surplus bones, among which they took out the
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best parts and carefully hid the remaining, in order to make it more
rare, and to resist the temptation to share some of these with other
European Cabinets of Natural history.’30
Abildgaard’s speculations about how the best parts had been chosen
for display, with the rest stored so no other museum could get hold
of them, was not only a way to support his hypothesis, it was also a
critique of what he saw as the rigid control and unwillingness to share
knowledge with a broader European scholarly community.31 Since
the mid seventeenth century, narratives of Spain’s and the Spanish
Empire’s decline had informed Western understandings of Spain. In
the religious struggle that dated back to the Reformation, Protestants
had demonized Spaniards as cruel, plundering conquistadors and
fanatical, ignorant clergymen, a form of propaganda that gained
strength when the grip of the overstretched Spanish Empire began
to slip.32 This narrative, later termed the Black Legend, was followed
in the eighteenth century by claims by European intellectuals of the
lack of scientific progress in the culturally backward Spanish Empire.33
Abildgaard’s interpretation of the fossil echoed these beliefs, and his
assemblage of various arguments and actors travelled northwards, and
fashioned the skeleton as both an interesting specimen and proof of
Spanish backwardness.
The unknown animal was a desirable object of study for learned
visitors, and Abildgaard was not the first to want to make a drawing of
it. A similar incident occurred less than two months prior to his visit.
The acting director at the Madrid museum, José Clavijo y Fajardo, had
written to the minister of state, the Duke of Alcudia, and explained
how, having attended mass at Los Agonizantes in Fuencarral Street,
he was approached by a foreigner: ‘accompanied by the Porter at the
Royal Academy of San Fernando, an Englishman who said he was a
Member of the Royal Society of London introduced himself to me,
asking me for permission to draw the large skeleton of the unknown
animal.’34 Clavijo explained to the minister that he himself was preparing a publication about the fossil skeleton, and ‘in order to ease
the knowledge among the Curiosos it will be written in the languages
Castilian, Latin and English and French.’ Clavijo argued that it was
necessary to restrict access to the fossil, and ‘that it would have been
an ignorance of our Nation’ if a foreigner were to have done what a
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Spaniard ought to do, namely ‘to demonstrate to Europe such a rare
production.’35 He asked for the minister’s assurance that permission
would be denied the Englishman, a request that was granted, and the
minister urged Clavijo to hurry up and finish his work. Since this
happened only a few weeks before Abildgaard visited the cabinet, it
would be reasonable to assume that the museum staff only unwillingly
allowed him to make his drawings—one might even speculate that he
made them secretly. The skeleton was being protected from the curious eyes of foreign scientists, because the acting director was himself
working on a description.36 On the other hand, Abildgaard is likely to
have been given a personally guided tour around the museum by the
same Clavijo, as it was normal procedure to accompany distinguished
guests around the museum. Perhaps he was even given access to draw
the fossil—as a Danish naturalist he would not have posed much of a
threat to Spanish science. Later, on Abildgaard’s return to Denmark,
Clavijo was appointed foreign member in the Copenhagen Natural
History Society, and it is likely that this gesture marked Abildgaard’s
gratitude.37

Bones intervening with Earth’s history
Why was it so important to gain access to the skeleton? What kind of
ideas materialized when a Danish naturalist and a South American
fossil connected in Madrid? Excavations of megafauna fossils forced
eighteenth-century naturalists to rethink the Earth’s timescale. Gigantic,
unidentified, petrified bones were difficult to collate and explain, and
by mid-century most naturalists had abandoned the idea that the Earth
was merely some 6,000 years old, rejecting the chronologies based on
the biblical record.38 The emerging notion of the Earth’s long history,
possibly not including human beings, challenged the constancy of
natural laws and the concept of nature as God’s unchanging Creation.
Important questions were prompted by the bones of the unknown
giant. ‘The remains of so many considerable land animals, as well as
of sea animals and plants, of which no originals are to be found in this
present world’, Abildgaard noted, ‘have very much occupied human
curiosity.’ Large fossils caused ‘considerable guesses and manifold
questions’, and he predicted they would ‘still long represent many
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Front page of Abildgaard’s article in Nye Samling af det Kongelige Danske
Videnskabernes Selskabs Skrifter (1796). Photo Arthur Sand.

equally unsolvable problems’. Based on his discussion of the fossilized
skeleton, he used the final part of his article to pose ‘some questions,
which seem to me the most important ones, and they also include
some common remarks about this obscure issue.’39
How was a past, abstruse world to be understood, and was it fundamentally different from the present, familiar one? Eighteenth-century
geology was characterized by learned amateurs, ambitiously formulating
high-level causal theories about the Earth’s workings. All-encompassing
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theories, building on mineralogy, physical geography, and geognosy,
provided accounts of Earth’s workings, about its origin, development,
and change over time. Such theories aimed to explain, within a single
framework, all major features of the Earth as both a physical and biotic
entity. While not excluding God as a primary cause, causal factors were
perceived to be natural in character, and scholars relied on knowledge
about the physical world and observable processes. Such theories aimed
at explaining past, present, and future developments of the Earth—ideally
accounting for both its beginning and end, or alternatively explaining
why it was eternal. Towards the end of the century, the analytical focus
changed as many moved towards more low-level and field-restricted
theorizing. 40 Abildgaard was very much in line with this, his discussion
being concentrated on the role of fossil specimens.
Large questions were attached to the bones, though, the first of which
was how the Earth changed: ‘Is it necessary to assume’, he asked, that
fossils with little or no resemblance to existing species were ‘the remains
of a Fore-world?’41 The idea that the extinction of species was a regular
feature of the natural world was a subject for learned discussion, challenging long-standing beliefs about a stable and diverse natural world:
it seemed incomprehensible that God could have created a world where
species died out. Abildgaard used the term fore-world—in Danish
‘forverden’—probably a translation of ‘Vorwelt’, which was discussed
by the German professor of medicine Johann Friedrich Blumenbach in
his 1790 article, ‘Naturgeschichte der Vorwelt’. Blumenbach denied that
differences between past and present species could have been caused
by a gradual transformation over time; instead he argued that a ‘Totalrevolution’ between the fore-world and the present world, a massive
and sudden natural disaster, had radically changed nature.42 Clearly of
another opinion, Abildgaard asked, ‘Could it not equally be assumed
that the originals of these fossil land animals could still be found in the
unexplored areas of Africa and the southern countries?’43
The imperial powers’ territorial expansion and the many politicoscientific expeditions throughout the century had led to a steady flow
of new, unknown species of animals and plants to Europe from remote
places. The idea that ‘originals’ could exist in distant places was thus
not only a plausible explanation, it could even be considered ignorant
to conclude that species were extinct, given the many blank spots on
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the world’s map and gaps in knowledge about the natural kingdom.44
By arguing that such live relatives could still be found, Abildgaard
could claim that the Earth’s history was characterized by minor and
local revolutions, not globe-encompassing, abrupt changes. At the
same time, he answered potentially sceptical readers who might not
accept the claimed similarity of the anteater and the fossil skeleton.
If someone found his arguments to be weak or false, and believed the
skeleton and the anteater not to be related at all, this would not mean
that the species had been wiped out by one large natural catastrophe.
Rather, if there were large differences between living animals and fossils, he assumed that living ‘originals’ could still be found in unknown
and unexplored territories.
He continued with the question of differing size. ‘How can it be
explained,’ Abildgaard asked, ‘that the huge Part of Animal-fossils
found … are so large that they, considering their Size cannot be
compared with living Animals of the same Species?’, and ‘does this
Experience give any Evidence, that there has been a Fore-world, in
which all Animals were larger than in this new World?’ Again, the
naturalist presented a question in contra, emphasizing continuity
rather than abrupt change: ‘or have these merely in time generated
out of their first original Size, which they in the beginning had on the
present mainland?’45 Differing size alone was not enough to assume
extinction, Abildgaard argued; rather one should look for similarities
through comparative anatomy, as he had done with the skeleton of
the unknown animal. Structural similarity was more important than
differences in size. And if his conclusion concerning the Madrid fossil
and the anteater was correct, he had proven this hypothesis.
A commonly held belief among early modern naturalists was that
the Earth’s development was directional, that it had changed from
a remote and unknown past into the familiar present. Often, this
directionality was connected with the idea that at the beginning of
history a proto-ocean had covered earth, and then gradually the sea
had receded, resulting in the uncovering of mountain tops and islands,
and eventually the lower continents.46 Abildgaard’s comment about
evolving size and the ‘present mainland’ reflects this belief. He pursued
the issue when he asked, ‘Why are remains of sea animals normally
found on the higher mountains, while on the contrary, remains of land
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animals are normally found in the valleys and lower areas, particularly
near rivers and their mouths?’ Often, fossils of sea organisms were
found far above the seas where one would think they once resided. The
idea of a proto-ocean accounted for this phenomenon: as the ocean
gradually fell, organisms left their traces in the mountains. But what
about the animals? Abildgaard sketched out two possibilities: ‘Did the
land animals … cease to live because of the huge general revolution,
which elevated the bottom of the sea to the present mainland’, or had
they perished ‘by partial revolutions, by the flowing-over of rivers and
changes in their courses, washed away and carried off in such a large
amount, to the lower regions in which the rivers washed over and
where they are found, particularly in North America and Siberia?’47
The ‘general revolution’ would not have been a sudden one, but
stretched over a timespan long enough to account for both the appearance and disappearance of the large land animals, happening while the
proto-ocean gradually disappeared. Such a revolution seems to have
been the only one Abildgaard accepted could have had a fundamental
global impact, and perhaps this was his way of answering claims about
sudden and radical global change, as in Blumenbach’s ‘Totalrevolution’.
Although the article’s conclusion was formulated as questions, they
were enumerated so as to guide the reader through the central debates
and geological disagreements, hinting at Abildgaard’s position. The
argument about animal remains carried northwards by inundations
was often heard at the time, and the unknown giant had to Abildgaard’s
knowledge been found in Peru. Thus it was an ‘original’, whose bones
had remained in the southern hemisphere’s tropical regions.
An associated problem was that the remains of sea animals were
often found very deep in the ground, while the bones of animals
‘almost always exist near the surface of the Earth, and often wholly
exposed’.48 Neither were such bones always ‘petrified, but merely loose
and covered with earth’, and there were substantially fewer of them
than of sea animals.49 Added to this, there were ‘merely very few and
rare remains of the smaller land animals, and on the contrary, such a
huge amount of the larger ones’—an observation that went to the heart
of the problem with a long, potentially human-free history of earth:
‘Could an explanation be that the bones of smaller animals dissolve
more easily and disappear, and could this explain why one does not
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find fossil remains of humans?’50 If smaller bones were more fragile,
then the absence of human petrified remains did not necessarily mean
that there had been an earthly past without humans.
The issue of human fossils was not one Abildgaard took further,
and instead he returned to the question of large animals. A puzzling
problem was that remains of megafauna were mostly found in northern
regions, such as North America and Siberia, where the climate was too
cold for those animals, given that their present relatives only inhabited
tropical climates. Abildgaard envisaged two possible explanations. The
first was that the climate could have changed globally, by a violent
revolution or by a more gradual and slow decrease in temperature.
The second alternative, which he seemed to favour, was that fossils
indeed belonged to present existing families, but that some past species
had been particular variants adapted to a cold, northern climate. One
example was ‘the lynx and the wildcat’, which lived ‘in cold conditions,
regardless of how the other species of the same Family, Lion, Tiger,
Panther-animal, and others, only could live in the warmer regions’.
Accept this argument and ‘then one merely needed, in order to explain
the Origin of these Remains, to assume a partial Revolution in the
northern Part of the World as a cause of this downfall’.51
Among scholars, various hypotheses were seen as possible alternatives when seeking solutions to the problems presented by unknown
fossils: they could represent extinct species; they were species that
had migrated from the places where they were found to other parts
of the world; or they were species that had transmuted, resulting in
new, but related species.52 Abildgaard seems to have opposed the
idea of extinction, as it would have implied a too radical view on the
evolution of the Earth. Rather, he favoured the two latter options—
migration or transmutation—as they were compatible with a theory
of partial, local change as the causal force in the Earth’s history. The
giant fossil intervened in discussions about the Earth’s history, and
Abildgaard used it as a very solid argument supporting continuity and
local earthly changes—the long history of the Earth was perhaps not
all that different from the present.
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A fossil and its circulating versions
The fossilized skeleton in Madrid was rare, spectacular, and singular,
the first of its kind. Various scholars have emphasized a decline in
interest in singularities and curiosities in cabinets of natural history
over the course of the eighteenth century, and that such items became
associated with vulgarity and popular culture instead of science. As
the collections of natural history became more ‘scientific’, it is often
argued, it was the systematic, classificatory order of nature that became
the primary interest.53 Others have argued that this interpretation
is too dualistic, and that an interest in curiosities and the singular
continued throughout the eighteenth century.54 In a Spanish context,
officials all over the empire, upon royal orders, sent such items to
Madrid—and the fossil arrived in accordance with these orders.55
This interest in the spectacular and singular was not restricted to
Spain, however, but was connected to the ‘increasing rivalries among
museum and gabinete directors to acquire the most unique and rare
specimens and artifacts,’ writes Susan Deans-Smith, who suggests
that the presence of these items in collections ‘reflected a cultural
variation of European political and imperial rivalries of the day.’56
The Madrid fossil fits well into such a dualistic understanding. It was
singular and rare, at the same time as one tried to classify it using
systematic classificatory approaches.
Imperial struggles, both political and territorial, played out within museum walls, and singular and rare objects were weapons. The
‘dispute of the New World’ was staged in large part in the field of
natural history, and particularly so after Buffon made his claims
about degenerate American nature in Natural History (1749–1788).57
Abildgaard’s account of the fossil, duly prepared and translated for
circulation, proceeded with detailed, morphological studies, and with
philosophical discussions about changes in nature. Yet, his conclusions
were not immune from politics, and depended on what he believed
about American nature (it was inferior and degenerate, and its animals
were smaller, as Buffon argued). Our Danish naturalist seems to have
missed the antbear displayed at the museum—the Myrmecophaga
jubata referred to in his comparative analysis was something he had
seen in Buffon’s work—and had he seen the one on display he would
have reckoned that it was in fact larger than a cat (‘huuslars’), as he
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claimed it to be, and also larger than the African anteater (he was
probably referring to the aardvark).
Abildgaard’s account reflected his views on the shortcomings of
Spanish science: the incompetent articulation of the skeleton, the
control of the specimen, and the unwillingness to participate in the
international museum community by sharing surplus bones were
all connected when he put the fossil into circulation in the north.
This cultural, scientific, and political enactment of the fossil skeleton
resulted from a complex interplay of human and non-human actors—a
highly interesting specimen, misplaced parts, hidden bones, strict
control, incompetent naturalists, and inferior American nature were
all collated by Abildgaard.58 If these ideas and connections had been
distributed in another language, the fossil’s enactment might have
circulated internationally, but, published in Danish, it only reached
the readers of Nye Samling af det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes
Selskabs Skrifter, and its existence was probably confined to discussions
among a northern audience.
While Abildgaard’s version of the skeleton was made for circulation
in the northern fringes of Europe, a local preparatory translation of
the fossil skeleton can also be identified. The museum protected the
specimen from foreign eyes to prevent it from leaving Spain, since
it was not yet ready to set out for the international community of
naturalists. It was about to be written, waiting to be transformed into
the important, enacted specimen it could be. A Spaniard, Clavijo, was
preparing its entrance with a text written in Latin, Spanish, English,
and French. In the meantime, the object was put on display, but in a
way that emphasized its rarity and protected its fragile form. Elevated
high on a pedestal, it served to impress visitors while remaining beyond
their reach. The skeleton was in the midst of the process of being
transformed into a stable form, and thus, to some extent, it enabled
the coming-into-being of Abildgaard’s translation. The absence of a
stable written account of the fossil in Spanish prompted the coming
into being of foreign ones. The need for descriptions of this rare
specimen within the learned international community was urgent.
The fossil featured in scholarly debate, as it triggered questions about
Earth’s history and God’s providence. It also triggered questions about
political and national pride. Clavijo’s text was never published, but in
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1796, a Spanish translation of Cuvier’s text was published in a book
along with his sketches and a description by the museum dissector
Juan Bru.59 Bru’s text, perhaps even more so than Abildgaard’s, has
slipped into scientific oblivion, since later generations of historians
have judged it to be irrelevant and unscientific.60 But that is another
story and yet another version of the fossil, and outside the scope of
the present discussion.
Different translations of the fossil came into being, and naturalists
collated actors and elements, and thus prepared the fossil for circulation—this essay has been restricted to one such version. While the
historically most famous and significant version of the giant unknown
fossil was launched by Georges Cuvier, an almost unknown history
has been traced here. Cuvier’s description has circulated widely, it
has moved and still moves around the world, and it has made a mark
on the history of geology and science. Abildgaard’s version, on the
other hand, did not meet with global success; rather, it went north
and remained there, passive, in a text inaccessible to an international
audience.
Circulation implies movement. Given the analytical premise that
knowledge always changes as it moves, that it is always situated locally
and differently produced, it follows that circulating knowledge may
be hard to identify as it is never exactly the same nor in the same
place. So, how is it that knowledge can circulate, how can it return
to its starting point, and how can it be the same as when it left? The
fossil translated and split into various versions—a different thing in
different places. And yet, it was also the same, a sameness that comes
to the fore in the actual, physical object. All the different versions of
the giant fossil circulating around Europe and the rest of the world
also ‘came back’, in the sense that they all pointed towards the Madrid
museum and the actual object. Some versions, like Cuvier’s, returned
with a great deal of impact, and could go round again and again, while
other versions came back having had little or no influence. Abildgaard’s among them. One could argue that some small traces of the
Copenhagen-version returned to Madrid. Clavijo’s appointment as a
foreign member of the Copenhagen Natural History Society could be
seen as an attempt to strengthen the fragile connections upholding
the Danish version, as it could facilitate further collaboration between
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the society and the museum. A few years later, however, Clavijo had
to leave his post after turbulence at the museum, and he died in 1801.
Abildgaard died the same year. The ties between Copenhagen and
Madrid were cut and the Danish version of the fossil weakened. 61 In
retrospect, one could add that later circulations of the Danish version
have been restricted to appearances in footnotes in the literature on
the Megatherium americanum.
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chapter 11

Guaiacum
A circulating cure for syphilis
Susann Holmberg
Mercury was a commonly used treatment for skin diseases, a cure
introduced to Europe by Arab doctors.1 It was first used as a treatment for the great pox that swept through Europe from the end of
the fifteenth century.2 But in the early sixteenth century, guaiacum
wood was introduced as an alternative cure for sufferers. Guaiacum,
from an American tree, became a very popular treatment in Europe
in the sixteenth century, but it was eventually surpassed by mercury.
Then in the early eighteenth century efforts were made to relaunch it
as a cure, but quickly fizzled out again. Throughout this circulation
in time and geography, guaiacum wood remained a constant, but its
conceptualization can be said to have changed.
In this essay, I examine the arguments that were used to promote
guaiacum, both initially in the sixteenth century and two centuries
later. I will further compare the central arguments with the practice
in more peripheral Denmark–Norway to see how widespread they
were—and guaiacum’s popularity. I will show that depending on
date and geography, the argument changed, but it ultimately came
down to two things: authority and origin. The main difference is to
be found in the categories’ content. Here we will see that circulation
can manifest itself as something as concrete as the physical movement
of an object, in this case guaiacum. The other part of this point is that
because of its journey perceptions of the object changed. This alteration of its conceptualization is bound up with its physical circulation,
geographically and temporally. The circulation of guaiacum is thus
part of what makes it guaiacum.
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As an American plant imported to Europe, guaiacum has been
noted by historians of the history of trade in the early modern period.3
Global historians, too, soon took an interest in circulation as a concept
in reflecting the transference of knowledge in a wider perspective, as
it imparts a greater flexibility than does a one-way transference of
knowledge. They have noted the effect such circulation can have on the
objects themselves, as Claude Markovits, Jacques Pouchepadass, and
Sanjay Subrahmanyam remark: ‘In circulating, things, men and notions
often transform themselves.’4 Bruno Latour has focused on material
circulation. For him, what is needed ‘to provide a piece of information is the action of putting something into form’. This materiality he
further exemplifies as ‘a paper slip, a document, a report, an account,
a map’.5 The ‘information’ must then be understood as some sort of
written or illustrated account. Though I use books here as well, they
are merely products of the main object of circulation in my account,
which is guaiacum. As opposed to Latour’s ‘immutable mobiles’, or
unchangeable objects in circulation, we will see that guaiacum did
change in its relationship with people through its circulation.6
The pox, today often referred to as syphilis, devastated Europe from
the start of its epidemic following a siege by Charles VIII in Naples
in 1495. This marked the beginning of the struggle to locate a cure.
Mercury had been used early on and to some effect, but it was recognized as a dangerous treatment that could just as well kill as cure.
The mood was set for a different ‘miracle cure’, which arrived in 1508
in the shape of guaiacum.

The power of religion and the exotic
The fact that guaiacum came from the ‘New World’, more specifically
the Caribbean, was a key part of the argument for its use as a cure for
the pox. Two of the most quoted books with regard to guaiacum are
the German physician Nicolaus Pol’s De cura morbi gallici per lignum
guayacanum and the German knight Ulrich von Hutten’s Von der
wunderbarliche artzney des holtz Guaiacum genant, und wie man die
frantzosen oder blatteren heilen sol.7 They both made a point of its great
effect when used by the Spanish. Hutten goes further and explains that
the Spanish got the cure from the natives on the American islands,
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Sixteenth century illustration of the preparation and use of guaiacum as
a treatment for the pox. Line engraving by P. Galle after J. van der Straet.
Wellcome Library, London.

where the pox was ‘as common as smallpox was to Europeans’.8 Pol’s
and Hutten’s arguments are both based on stories of successes that
prompted their exploration of this alleged cure. So the rumours of
guaiacum’s effectiveness would therefore have been instrumental in
their exploration of this new treatment.
For the Spanish, too, the origin of guaiacum was a topic of major
importance. The physician and botanist Nicolás Monardes wrote Historia medicinal de las cosas que se traen de nuestras Indias Occidentales.
In a similar phrase to Hutten’s, Monardes explained the validity of
guaiacum as a cure for the pox—that it was used in America where
‘the Pox bee as common among the Indians, and as familiar, as the
Measelles bee onto us’.9 Monardes emphasized further that it was
natural that the cure for the pox would come from America, as this
was also the place the disease had originated.10 This argument became
positively circular when his fellow Spaniard, Ruiz Diaz de Isla, used
the effectiveness of guaiacum as an argument that proved the pox
originated in America.11 The obvious contradictions notwithstanding,
it does show the importance of origin in locating and arguing for a
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cure. The idea was that the place that was the source of the disease
would also be the place to find the cure, as if the place in itself must
balance its problems with resources to handle them. The problem
and solution were to their minds automatically interlocked as a part
of a worldview, where there was a reason behind every aspect of it.
The fascination with origin can be seen in a wider context of a time
where origin was an important validating argument. In contemporary
European historiography there was a great focus on origin stories, in
particular for peoples. Greek and Roman classical culture was still
the ideal, and can account for the fact that both England and France
were claimed to be founded by the Trojans.12 Religious authority was
also a key factor in an origin story, and the Scandinavian historian
Olof Rudbeck claimed that the Northern people descended directly
from Noah’s son Japheth.13 It was not enough to live by these ideals,
but preferable to attach one’s people’s story of origin to this idealized
people in order to borrow their authority and validate one’s own greatness. This type of origin story was a historical one, but also attached
to place, as they used their countries geographical superiority in order
to explain how the idealized people came to settle down there eventually.14 The origin of guaiacum—the same as the disease it claimed
to cure—thus fell within a recognizable rhetoric of the time, which
might have helped its success.
With the emphasis on origin as a reason for guaiacum’s potency we
can find a certain amount of exoticism in the argument. Exoticism is
generally thought of as a product of the eighteenth century, with the
popularity of emphasizing the strange and foreign in the portrayal
of ‘the other’.15 But the exotic, meaning foreign, was more evident in
the sixteenth century where a whole new world was discovered and
introduced to Europeans. In such a setting it was hardly necessary to
emphasize that that world and all its new elements were more foreign
than evidenced by its mere existence. In the meeting between cultures
there were different portrayals, some which idealized and others which
demonized ‘the other’.16 This duality of ‘evil’ and ‘good’ was reflected
in the idea of this ‘new world’ as the origin of both the disease and its
cure; the dreadfulness that it inflicted upon Europe and its possible
salvation. This was linked with the newness of the world, and thereby
its exoticness, in the correspondence between the emergence of the
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disease with the discovery of this new place. A degree of the exotic in
the argument for guaiacum as a cure was therefore natural.
We can detect the value of the exotic in the argument for guaiacum
in Hutten’s description of guaiacum wood. ‘In hardness it surpasses all
oak. It is so hard it practically never splits … then this gum which flows
off as it burns, its hardness such that it can scarce be cut’.17 Monardes
also focuses on its uniqueness. ‘It is a newe tree, neuer sæne in our
partes, nor in any other of the discoueries, and as the country is new,
so is the tree a new thing also’.18 It seems as if it is its very difference
that gives it its power. By emphasizing its strangeness, its foreign origin
and so its potential as a cure was implicitly underlined.
The exotic, almost magical properties of guaiacum should be seen in
the context of the magical properties of pre-Reformation Christianity
and later Catholicism.19 Spanish Monardes emphasized God’s hand in
both the disease and the cure when explaining the logic of guaiacum’s
origin: ‘The Lord God would from whence the euill of the Pox came,
from thence should come the remedy for them’.20 Such an explicit
use of God as the ultimate authority on the disease’s origin and cure
is absent from the Protestants Pol and Hutten. But a big part of the
recommended guaiacum treatment was a strict diet and chastity, as
Hutten notes—‘should I not venture to say that this medicine comes
to us as a divine gift when it removes the disease only as one begins a
pure life?’21 Corresponding to the various belief systems, God is present
in the argument, but more as an autocratic God in the Catholic worldview, while the Protestant God can be reached through people’s piety.
This difference in religious context depending on the geography
is very distinct if we look at the local names guaiacum was given in
various countries plotted on a map of Reformation Europe. In the
Protestant areas, the local names, where they were not just a variation
on the formal name, guaiacum, reflect the wood’s strong ties to the
disease it is claimed to cure. Names such as the German Franzosenbaum and the Danish Pokkenholt simply describe it as pox tree or pox
wood. In Catholic countries, though, the local names are all variants
on holy wood (palo santo, legno santo, saint-bois). By calling it sacred
or holy, the wood would have been imbued with a religious power,
most prominent in the name’s association with relics in the Catholic
countries. It is difficult to know how this name came about; whether
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Local names for guaiacum in different European countries.

it was given as a result of its perceived healing abilities, or to enhance
its healing properties by playing on the magical powers a name could
have. The fact that it had the same name, ‘holy wood’, in different
Catholic countries shows the pervasiveness of its association with the
most holy relic of all—the cross of Jesus. Such a powerful name would
have been an important factor in popularizing the wood.
As for Protestants, even though Hutten ridiculed the trend of giving various cures religious ‘boastful names’, ‘ascribing the names in
superstition’, he on the other hand seemed to think guaiacum would
be worthy of such a name.22 His comment also emphasizes the power
of religion in Protestant countries, even though it might be dismissed
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by some as superstition. The association with religious power must
have been an important factor in keeping the treatment popular, even
when the results seemed to be flagging. As doubts increased regarding
the effect of guaiacum compared to that of mercury, its popularity
dwindled towards the seventeenth century. Some argued that the wood
lost its power on the long journey, or that it was only guaiacum wood
from a certain location that worked. In spite of various efforts to keep
the guaiacum cure alive, it was upstaged by mercury.23

The power of history and scientific medicine
Two centuries after guaiacum became popular, the Dutch physician
Herman Boerhaave relaunched it as a possible cure in his book A
treatise on the Venereal disease and its cure in all its Stages and Circumstances.24 The key to solving the problem of the pox was still seen
to be located in the disease’s origin, as Boerhaave writes of his source
of knowledge on the pox: ‘I have been most fond of those [authors],
who wrote nearest the Time the Disorder first sprung up.’25 Though
Boerhaave did not state explicitly that guaiacum worked, he instead
promoted Hutten’s book as a help for patients where mercury no longer
had an effect: ‘Read it over and over, and there you’ll be convinc’d,
that all the Poison may be entirely wash’d away by a strong Lixivium
of Guaiacum’.26 The ultimate authority in Boerhaave’s argument is the
age of the cure and thereby its close connection with the origin of the
disease. This relates to the argument in the sixteenth century, that with
the source of the disease you will find the source of the cure. But in
this case it is in the authority of the old doctors and scholars, rather
than the place of origin—the focus being on temporal origin rather
than geographical origin.
The British physician Daniel Turner, inspired by Boerhaave, republished a revised edition of Hutten’s text with his own introductory
remarks shortly after Boerhaave’s book came out. He quotes Boerhaave
extensively in his introduction, which he mainly uses to explain his
choice to translate and republish Hutten’s then 200-year-old book. He
too emphasizes the age of the original publication with his title De
Morbo Gallico. A Treatise of the French Disease, Publish’d above 200 Years
past by Sir Ulrich Hutten.27 He does not seem convinced of guaiacum’s
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healing properties, but recommends continuing experimentation. ‘I
have made as yet no such Experiments as to be convinced this Elixivium or Decoction of Guajacum will succeed where Mercury will not. I
should be glad I am sure as any, to find it will; … especially since it has
had of late so famous a voucher as Dr Boerhaave.’28 The authority of
his argument depends on Boerhaave’s authority. Though God still had
a prominent position in society, a separation between the burgeoning
sciences and religion had taken place. For eighteenth-century people,
religion was a private matter; God was not to be used as a rhetorical
trope. Faith in the developing medical profession and its most skilled
actors instead weighed heavily. Though their skills and knowledge
would have been seen to have been given by the grace of God, it was
their skill that was referred to. By doing so they also emphasized the
authority of their own profession, and strengthened their position in
the fight against what they saw as quacks. Their somewhat coy treatment of guaiacum should be seen in the light of their desperation to
find a better treatment for the still devastating pox, where plenty of
alternative cures were promoted. In their caution in recommending
guaiacum could be seen a wish to compete in this market for a cure,
but still not fall into the role of overzealous quacks themselves.

Denmark–Norway
The stress on an external medical authority as key to validating the
use of guaiacum is something we also find in the introduction of the
treatment in sixteenth-century Denmark–Norway. It was first mentioned in Christiern Pedersen’s En nøttelig Legebog Faar Fattige och Rige
Unge och Gamle from 1533. It was not the only treatment presented,
but it was introduced as an apothecary wood, which is ‘the best and
most excellent treatment to be had’.29 The apothecary’s role here can be
merely one of sharing practical information, telling the reader where
they can get hold of the wood. This would have been obvious for the
Danish reader, where we know there were apothecaries as early as 1465,
but in Norway the first that we know of was established in Bergen in
1588. The book must therefore have been aimed at a Danish audience
rather than a Norwegian one.30 With that in mind, it is tempting to
see this as the use of the apothecary as a medical professional to lend
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authority to the new treatment. Its argument seems then to centre on
an early version of the eighteenth-century authority.
Guaiacum cannot have been in common use this far north by this
point, as it was not mentioned at all in the physician Henrik Smith’s
comprehensive medical book from 1555, despite its detailed account
of the pox.31 I have not been able to find it mentioned in any medical
books in Danish in connection with venereal disease until 1755, yet if
we look at the lists of goods arriving in Norway, we find that guaiacum
was imported from at least as early as 1685 and throughout the eighteenth century, with a marked increase towards the end of that period.
Of course, as guaiacum was a wood it could have been imported with
other uses in mind rather than medicinal purposes, but the fact that it
was shipped in on an increasing scale proves that it was at least known
in Norway. This shows that the medical books did not necessarily
reflect the treatments and herbs that in fact were in use. As archival
material on Norwegian apothecaries is scarce for the period and no
ledgers survive that show their stock, it is difficult to prove the scale
of guaiacum’s medical use in Norway, but medical books and labels
on old apothecary jars indicate that it was in circulation.
When guaiacum is mentioned again in 1755, it is in the German
physician Christian Weisbach’s book, translated into Danish as Retskafne og grundige Cuur af alle det Menneskelige Legeme paakommende
Sygdomme, efter Naturens fornuftige og bestandige Methode. Here
guaiacum is mentioned as just one type of wood to be used in what
is described as the ‘wood-drink’ (‘Træ-Drik’), along with sarsaparilla,
China root, soapwort, sassafras, juniper, and pimpinella.32 Guaiacum’s
power had diminished to the point where it was no longer the single
unique plant that could alone heal the sick, but is seen as part of a family
of plants that together could have the power to aid those suffering from
venereal disease. Even bolstered by other healing herbs, Weisbach still
recommends the use of mercury if the illness has progressed too far,
though the wood-drink is used alongside of the mercury treatment.
Guaiacum’s unique standing as the Pokkenholt was no more, although
it lived on in the still pervasive idea of healing wood. The fact that
most of the other plants used in the wood-drink were also indigenous
to America and Asia, and consequently had to be imported, gives
weight to the argument that foreign and thereby exotic plants were
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thought to have particular healing powers for a disease whose origins
were still blamed on ‘the others’, be they Swedes, Germans, French,
Italians, or Native Americans.
A few years later, in 1767, the Danish physician Christian Mangor
published his book Et Land-Apothek, til Danske Landsmænds Nytte.33
He differentiates between gonorrhoea, syphilis, and Norwegian Radesyke, and guaiacum is only mentioned as an ingredient in a cure for the
first, when all else fails. As in Weisbach, no explanation is given for its
use and expected success. This implies that this was superfluous—it
was known and did not require an authority’s backing in order for
it to be used. But in light of Weisbach’s book, we can also see this as
part of the reduced status of guaiacum, as just one of many herbs to
be used in a concoction to be taken against serious venereal diseases.
This was commonly the case in the late eighteenth century Danish
medical texts. Guaiacum is suggested in some cases of venereal disease,
not all (and in one case for women, not men), without any persuasive
argument for its use. But it remained in medical use and was found in
the first Danish pharmacopoeia of 1772, again in 1786, and into the
nineteenth century. The fact that it continued to be an ingredient in
the treatment of venereal diseases in spite of it having to be imported,
and presumably despite its expense, tells of the pervasiveness of its
initial introduction as a medical herb.

Conclusion
Circulation transforms the knowledge that is in motion. This transformation is imbued with power, the power not only to shape and define
media, but to produce and restrict the movement and transformation
of knowledge.34 This power was very much in evidence in guaiacum’s
circulation in the past. While Latour posited that some objects are
unchangeable this was not the case here. Hutten’s book, repopularized
200 years after its initial publication, despite meeting with a positive
reception, was speaking to a completely different audience and was
thereby seen differently. From representing something new and exotic,
it became the voice of the past. This historicity of knowledge became
more important than its exoticism. By focusing on the materiality of
the story we find here two different types of circulation: one in the
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sixteenth century, which was concerned with geography and exoticism, and the other only with history. Only by focusing on the object,
guaiacum, does this pattern manifest itself.
Guaiacum underwent a journey not only geographically, but also temporally, which reflected these external factors rather than any changes to
guaiacum itself. Its local names were dependent on religion and geography. Its conceptualization shifted over time from religious/magical object
to mere plant, yet guaiacum continued to be thought of as a medicinal
herb. Religious authority and mysticism allowed for a more enduring
and persuasive argument to be made, and believed, about guaiacum in
the sixteenth century, even in the newly Protestant countries. A greater
separation between religion and medicine for medical professionals in
the eighteenth century undercut this argument. Medical authority had
great power to revive the cure, but not enough to keep it alive. The fact
that we can still see it clinging to its medical identity in the late eighteenth
century is remarkable, and most likely a credit to the initial power of
its argument. Its story tells of the key role that time and argument play
in medical treatment, whether a success or a failure, which should be
considered when studying any medical history. By focusing on circulation, the forces that shaped guaiacum on its journey become more
evident. This brings a greater understanding of why guaiacum became
popular in the first place, and why it was brought back into temporal
and geographical circulation—though not unchanged.
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chapter 12

The printed work as a site
of knowledge circulation
Dialogues, systems, and the question of genre
Helge Jordheim
In shifting our gaze from origins and producers of knowledge to
processes and practices of reception and circulation, to ‘knowledge
in transit’, as James Secord puts it, we are faced with the challenge of
determining where and at what we direct our attention.1 Most studies
of knowledge circulation, generally inspired by the call to ‘follow the
actors’,2 set out to trace the movements of certain practices or inscriptions from one site—in the widest possible sense of the word—to
another. Included in the idea of sites are thus both sites of knowledge
production, such as observatories, laboratories, and offices, and sites
of knowledge reception, such as classrooms, public lecture halls, and
libraries. Thus, the main task of these studies consists in following how
knowledge moves between these sites, and how it is transformed by
processes of transfer and translation. In this essay, however, I want to
suggest a different idea of the site, and thus a different way of studying
the circulation of knowledge.
In the following I will mainly deal with knowledge circulation in
early modern print culture, more specifically in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries in Europe. For this period, most studies of the
production, dissemination, and reception of knowledge tend to conceive of the printed work as the vehicle of circulation, an ‘immutable
mobile’ in Bruno Latour’s words, by means of print technology, in
transit from one reader to the next.3 Far from rejecting this model of
knowledge circulation, this essay will try out a different, somewhat
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complementary model, in which published works are no longer by
necessity that which moves and circulates. According to an understanding that will be set out shortly, the work is understood less as a vehicle
or carrier of knowledge, which in itself is more or less immutable, than
as a site through which knowledge circulates—given shape, organized,
and channelled in different ways. Thus, the work itself mutates from
a vehicle to a site of knowledge circulation.
It follows that ‘work’ is conceived less as an aesthetic category, based
on ideas of originality, autonomy, and coherence, and more as a general
label, or a container for a wide range of different writing, printing,
and publication practices. In addition to the authorial production
of meaning, it includes multiple editions, revisions, translations,
changing paratexts, and illustrations. The work as a site of knowledge
circulation expands both synchronically, in terms of translations
and editions in multiple languages, as well as different editions in
the same language, and diachronically, in terms of successive new
revised editions, with different illustrations, bindings, and prices.
Thus, knowledge circulates through the work both geographically
and temporally, in different shapes and forms. In this essay, I discuss
how works become sites of knowledge circulation, by means of genre
conventions, stylistic and terminological choices, and printing practices known from a series of editions and translations, published over
the course of a century. The work I take as my case study was one of
the greatest bestsellers of late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
print culture: Bernhard de Fontenelle’s Entretiens sur la pluralité des
mondes, first published in 1686.

Fontenelle’s Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes
Fontenelles’s Entretiens is a fairly short text, containing five, later
six, conversations. The author was a relatively well-known writer at
the end of the seventeenth century, who prior to the Entretiens had
published works in most of the popular literary genres—poems,
tragedies, comedies, and dialogues—with varying degrees of success.
Shortly after the publication, he was made the permanent secretary
of the Académie des sciences in Paris. The conversations making up
the work include two persons, at least until the translator intervenes:
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a philosopher, clearly the voice of the author himself, and a certain
Marquise de G., who in later research has been identified as modelled
on the Marquise de la Mésangère.4 The two interlocutors are strolling
around the rococo gardens of a palace, talking and flirting. In this
scene, so familiar from contemporary French and European literature,
what stands out is the subject of their elegant, learned, and flirtatious
conversation: the Universe. Stars and planets are not evoked solely as
an excuse for romantic reveries, but also as objects of scientific, and
mainly cosmological and astronomical, discourse, unfolding over the
course of five, and in later editions six, evenings.
As a contribution to the scientific revolution—one of the typical
grand narratives, or myths of succession, which Secord attacks in his
article5—Fontenelle’s book of astronomy comes across as fundamentally
unoriginal. Instead the well-established author employs his considerable literary talent to repeat the most salient aspects of Copernican
heliocentric cosmology, based on a Cartesian, radically mechanistic
physics, which he systematically strips of all traces of Aristotelian or
Christian teleology. According to Fontenelle, the universe is made of an
infinite multitude of tourbillions—’vortices’, ‘whirlwinds’ or ‘whirlings’,
as Aphra Behn names them in her translation, which we will discuss
shortly—each with a star in its centre, always in motion, always in
contact with one another. Our solar system, Fontenelle argues, is one
such tourbillion. In addition, every planet has its own tourbillion, and
this is why the Moon can be seen to circumnavigate the Earth. In other
words, there is no movement in the universe that cannot be explained
by reference to mechanistic and atomistic principles, as opposed to
transcendent causes or any divine plan or will. In this way Fontenelle
places himself firmly in the tradition of Copernicus, Galileo, and Kepler,
insisting that objects on Earth and celestial bodies do not belong to
different orders of reality, but move according to the same laws of
motion that govern the entire Universe.6 This theory finds its most
developed form so far in a work which came out less than a year after
Fontenelle’s Entretiens, Newton’s Principia Mathematica, published in
three volumes in 1687. How these two works, Fontenelle’s Entretiens
and Newton’s Principia, differ in the ways they circulate knowledge
will be a topic for discussion below.
To say that Fontenelle’s Entretiens was a literary success would be an
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understatement. Only two years after the first edition, three English
editions were circulating, translated and published by central figures
in English print culture. In Fontenelle’s lifetime—born in 1657, he
lived to be a hundred—the Entretiens was published in no fewer than
thirty-three French editions, with numerous additions and revisions,
and was translated into several languages, such as German, Danish,
Swedish, Russian, and Italian. Among the translators were some of the
most famous writers of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Europe,
including the English female dramatist and novelist, Aphra Behn, and
the leading figure of German Classicism, Johann Christoph Gottsched.
What really caught the imagination of the European reading audience, from England to Russia, from Sweden to Italy, was the fundamental claim that each planet is also a world; hence, in the Universe
there is not one, but a plurality of worlds. Already half a century
earlier, in 1638, John Wilkins had published his Discovery of a World
in the Moone, republished only a few years later with the explanatory
subtitle ‘Discourse tending to prove that ‘tis probable that there may
be another World in the Moone’. But Fontenelle’s particular mix of
scientific discourse and elegant dialogue had a much wider and more
lasting effect on the readers than Wilkins, and changed the concept
of the world in a much more pervasive way.7
To explain why a work with so little original content became an
instant bestseller, critics often refer to Fontenelle’s extraordinary abilities as what in English is often called a ‘popularizer’.8 In French, the
Entretiens has been called une chef-d’oeuvre de vulgarization.9 But, as
Secord argues, these kinds of labels—‘popular’, ‘bestseller’, a ‘sensation’—have no value in themselves, if we do not take the trouble to
investigate beyond origins and producers, and try to understand the
reception and audiences—the actual circulation.10 Indeed, this way
of reading Fontenelle is a good example of how the lack of focus on
dissemination, reception, and circulation risks committing historical
fallacies and anachronisms. On the one hand, the idea of ‘popularization’
or ‘vulgarization’ ends up reproducing a concept of knowledge that
evokes something pure, abstract, and original, produced in the mind
of a genius or among a very select elite, later to be watered down and
disseminated to broader audiences; and on the other hand, there is
always the risk that such an approach projects backwards in history the
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idea of ‘two cultures’,11 one scientific and one humanist, and recognizes
in Fontenelle a kind of bridging figure, whose function is to give the
hard sciences a more accessible artistic form.12 In the late seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries, however, knowledge about nature and
knowledge about man, gained using different methods, still existed
alongside each other within the same frame of reference. As Anthony
Grafton and others have pointed out, the res publica literaria, ‘the
literary republic’, did not operate with the same disciplinary distinctions as we do today.13 On the contrary, ‘literary’ was to be taken in
the widest possible sense, more or less equivalent to the concept that
is at the centre of this book—knowledge.
And ‘the literary republic’ is nothing if not a system of knowledge
circulation. In this circulation system, questions of genre and style are
more influential and pervasive than questions of discipline and fields,
and should not be short-circuited by the introduction of disciplinary
borders and clear distinctions between knowledge and dissemination,
which were not yet in place. A much more salient and historically
reflective question would be how different styles and genres contribute
to the circulation of knowledge in different ways. In response to this
question, I will first discuss how two different genres operated as sites
of knowledge circulation: the dialogue and the system.

Dialogue and system in modern science
In his 1956 essay on the role of ‘Renaissance symbolism’ in ‘the mathematical transformation of thinking’ and the emergence of ‘the world of
modern science’, Walter Ong argues that the exploration of Copernican
cosmic space—to which Fontenelle is an important contributor—is
intrinsically linked to a new way of thinking and writing about the
world in general. Following ‘the greatest shift in the way of conceiving
knowledge between the ancient and the modern world’, knowledge is
no longer conceived ‘in terms of hearing and persons’ but ‘in terms of
observation and sights and objects’.14 In other words, how one cosmological theory, the Copernican, supplants another, the Aristotelian, is
linked to ‘even more subtle psychological shifts felt through the whole
of society and affecting man’s entire outlook on society’.15
In somewhat less totalizing language, Ong appears to be making an
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argument about genre, and about one genre supplanting another. The
genre that is supplanted is the dialogue: an oral exchange between two
people in order to arrive at the truth, well known from Plato onwards,
and based entirely on sound, hearing, and voice. As Ong would have
it, science in the Renaissance was trying to liberate itself from orality
and the auditory by organizing objects in neutral geometric space and
finding a way of moving from one to the other—a ‘method’. In the
book in which Ong offers ‘full documentation’ for his claim, ‘largely
from original sources’ and which carries the title Ramus, Method and
the Decay of Dialogue, he points out how for Scholastics like Peter of
Spain and his successor Peter Ramus, the problem with the Aristotelian notion of dialectics was that it ‘conceives of dialectic as a rational
structure, more or less involved in dialogue between persons, made
up of probabilities only, so that it never arrives at full certainty, but
argues from probable premises to probable conclusions.’16 Modern
sciences, on the other hand, base their results on quantification and
mathematical method, applied to knowledge objects distributed in a
neutral geometrical space. Later editions of Fontenelle’s Entretiens,
not least the German edition from 1780, published by the Prussian
Academy of Sciences with comments and copperplates by the leading
astronomer of the time, Johann Elert Bode—which was later also
published in French and thus elevated Fontenelle’s work to the level
of science, in a modern sense—adhered to these principles by adding
both updated measurements and illustrations.17 However, the dialogical
form, full of rhetorical feints and flirtatious remarks, and completely
dependent on the physical presence of people, sound, and hearing in
addition to observation, remained and continued to circulate ever
new forms of knowledge, even until the present day.
According to Ong, what supplanted dialogue was ‘the notion of
system’, which is an ancient Greek term, translatable into something
like ‘organized, composite whole’. In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries ‘system’ was applied ‘to the realm of the mind, and in particular to philosophy’;18 hence we are dealing with a ‘philosophical
system’, imagined like ‘something which whirled dazzling around a
centre in the mind like the Copernican spheres around the sun, a whole
self-contained and independent of the rest of reality’.19 In his recent
book, Clifford Siskin, drawing on Ong, engages ‘system as a genre—as
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a form that works physically in the world to mediate our efforts to
know it’ and thus plays a central role ‘in the shaping and reshaping of
modern knowledge’.20 Replacing idea or notion with genre means for
Siskin to give system a more physical existence, for ‘what we see, as
with Galileo, operate a computer, or be made on a page, like a sonnet
and a letter’; at the same time, and maybe even more important here,
it places system into competition with other genres, ‘such as treatises
and essays’. Siskin continues: ‘These genres competed because they
shared features with each other, each one is discernible as a kind by
the features it has and has not shared with other kinds. In that sense,
genres exist in their interrelations with other genres.’21 Another of these
genres, which dominated the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, was
the dialogue, which just like a system had a physical existence based
on sound, hearing, and voice, but which organized, operated, and
indeed circulated knowledge in a very different way from a system.
For Siskin, the case in point to illustrate the way system is linked
to the breakthrough of modern science is Newton’s Principia, first
published in July 1687, only a year after Fontenelle’s Entretiens and
in the same year as its first English translation. Common to both
publications, in addition to the closeness of the publication dates, is
the exploration of Copernican mathematical and geometrical space.
Their ways of performing these explorations, including choice of
objects of study, genre, and audience, as well as the implications for
the development of modern science, are of course radically different.
Newton wanted to reveal the mathematical structure of physical nature,
to understand the movements of all bodies, and to be able to calculate
them mathematically, according to universal laws; Fontenelle, meanwhile, was less interested in universality than plurality, ‘the plurality
of worlds’, rather than the universality of mathematical principles.
In the perspective of the rise of disciplines, which were to become
the organizing principle of modern knowledge, Newton becomes
the founder of the natural sciences, first and foremost mathematics,
physics, and astronomy, and his Principia the founding text, whereas
Fontenelle’s Entretiens—after early attempts to include it in the canon
of astronomy—ends up on the other side of the great divide between
the two cultures, in literature, philology, and history. Only recently,
in response to theories about quantum mechanics and the multiverse,
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has Fontenelle’s work re-entered the discussion of questions in the
natural sciences.22
A more systematic comparison of the reception of Newton’s Principia and Fontenelle’s Entretiens in view of the ongoing reshaping of
the modern order of knowledge, with new concepts of information
brought on by quantum theory and digital practice, will have to wait
for another time. The idea here is rather to point at two different ways
in which knowledge circulates and works become sites of knowledge circulation, dependent on the genres these works draw on and
deploy. The genres in question are the system and the dialogue. In
his discussion of Newton’s deployment of the genre of system, Siskin
points out how the genre label is taken up in the title of the revised
third volume of the Principia: De mundi sistemate, or in the English
translation: The System of the World. Even more interesting here,
however, is how Newton in his own writing enacts the shift from
sound, hearing, and voice—that is from dialogue—to the methodical
observation of objects in space, which then are presented as part of a
complete, distinct, and spatially conceived system. In this work there
is no need for interlocutors and dialogue partners: after Newton had
first published on optics in a 1672 article in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, which attracted a great deal of criticism,
and involved him in a lengthy discussion, he decided never again to
get involved in this kind of philosophical dialogue, but only to present
his results as complete and comprehensive systems of arguments.23
According to Siskin, he not only altered his style, but chose system
‘as the form for consolidating and conveying what his new principles
could demonstrate’.24
Why Newton’s choice of the genre of the system, and his rejection
of the dialogue, turned out to be one of the most successful rhetorical
moves in the history of science, is not the topic of discussion here.25
Instead, I am interested in a work of scientific prose, which seemingly
completely ignores the ‘greatest shift in the way of conceiving knowledge
between the ancient and the modern world’, in Ong’s words. It does
observe objects in space—indeed an endless number of them—but
in the course of representing them it holds on to sound, hearing, and
voice, and, most strikingly, the ancient genre of the dialogue. In the
long run, in the perspective of the emergence of modern science, this
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choice undoubtedly contributed to sidelining Fontenelle’s Entretiens
from scientific discussion, relocating the work in literature and in
departments of French. But for a little more than a hundred years,
at the same time as the genre of the system kept proliferating and
dominating Enlightenment print culture,26 Fontenelle’s dialogues on
the plurality of worlds were one of the most prolific sites of knowledge circulation in the Western world. For the rest of this essay I will
look at how the genre of the dialogue serves as a site of knowledge
circulation by means of the very same conventions and resources that
Ong suggested belonged to a premodern ideal of science: voice and
person, speaking and listening. Because of its dialogical structure,
which, I will argue, includes questions, replies, interjections, corrections, comments, Fontenelle’s Entretiens becomes a site through
which very different forms of knowledge are circulated, and in part
rub off on one another: anthropological, theological, and linguistic.
The primary materials for observing and analysing these processes of
circulation are the translations.

Fontenelle in English
Fontenelle’s Entretiens was a work on astronomy and cosmology, in
which key ideas from the Copernican revolution, combined with
Cartesian mechanistic physics, were disseminated by means of a popular
literary form of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: the dialogue.
Facts and conjectures about the size, movement, and inhabitants of
other planets, spread out in a universe presumed to be endless, were
only some of the many forms of knowledge that circulated through
this set of editions and translations. To study the Entretiens as a site
of knowledge circulation is to study all forms of knowledge that are
disseminated in the conversations that make up the book, and that
cannot easily be contained within concepts of genre and discipline
usually deployed to organize studies in the history of knowledge.
I have analysed the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century translations
of the Entretiens as prisms or reliefs in order to identify some of the
forms of knowledge, concepts, ideas, and tropes, which are circulated
in the conversations, and to attempt to identify some of the discourses
they originate in or draw from—separate and often quite distinct from
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the astronomical and cosmological discourses that they rehearse, or
at least pass through.
I will start in London. The only English translation of Fontenelle’s
Entretiens to have received any critical attention, was completed by
Aphra Behn and published in 1688 with the title A Discovery of New
Worlds. As has been discussed at some length by Sarah Goodfellow,
Behn was already considered ‘unnatural’ due to her ‘masculine’ ambitions to establish herself as a writer and make a living from it. Still,
her plays enjoyed wide popularity among readers and were regularly
staged at one of the two theatres in London at the time.27 Even less
appropriate for a seventeenth-century woman, however, was her
interest in natural philosophy and the translation of scientific works.
In the full title of the translation, Behn presents her intentions in
translating Fontenelle in more detail: A Discovery of New Worlds.
From the French. Made English by Mrs. A. Behn. To which is prefixed
a Preface by way of Essay on Translated Prose; wherein the Arguments
of Father Tacquet, and others, against the System of Copernicus (as
to the Motion of the Earth) are likewise considered, and answered.
In her preface Behn defends the heliocentric system against critics,
who base their criticism less on natural philosophy than on religion,
most prominently ‘Father Tacquet’, the author of ‘a large course on
Mathematics’, probably referring to the Jesuit mathematician Andreas
Tacquet and his Opera Mathematica (1669) and Arithmeticae Theoria
et Praxis (1665).28 What Behn is defending, however, is less the author
of the Entretiens than Copernican theory. If it serves her purpose of
refuting religious criticism of heliocentrism, she is more than willing
to attack the very work she is translating. In the preface, Behn admits
that she might have written something that ‘some may understand as
a Satyre against Him’—Fontenelle, that is. She accuses him of having
‘turned [this part of Natural Philosophy] into Ridicule’ and ‘pushed his
wild Notion of the Plurality of Worlds to that height of Extravagancy,
that we most certainly will confound [his] readers’. Indeed, she ends
up denouncing him completely—‘one would almost take him to be
a Pagan’.29
Reading Behn’s preface, one is struck by another concern that all
but overshadows her need to chastise the author for his frivolous and
indeed irreligious speculations about life on other planets: Behn uses
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Fontenelle’s beautifully crafted conversations between a philosopher
and a noblewomen to share and discuss the challenges of translation
and the character and peculiarities of different vernaculars, linked to
the nations in which they originate. In striking, almost proto-Romantic
reflection of the differences between French and English, Behn ends
up producing a rather succinct argument for cultural relativism:
But as the French do not value a plain Suit without a Garniture, they
are not satisfied with the Advantages they have, but confound their
own Language with needless Repetitions and Tautologies; and by a
certain Rhetorical Figure, peculiar to themselves, imply twenty Lines,
to express what an English Man would say, with more Ease and Sense
in five; and this is the great Misfortune of translating French into
English Standard, it is no Translation. If one follows their Flourishes
and Embroideries, it is worse than French Tinsel. But these defects
are only comparatively, in respect to English: And I do not say this
so much to condemn the French, as to praise our Mother-Tongue
for what we think a Deformity, they may think a Perfection; as the
Negroes of Guinney think us as ugly, as we think them.30

Due to the comparative differences between French and English,
Behn argues, a literal translation is out of the question. Hence, the
specific kind of knowledge that is circulated through Behn’s translation consists of a nascent understanding of cultural difference and
diversity, responding to the close connection between anthropology
and cosmology already at work in the French original.31
The extent to which John Glanvill, son of Joseph Glanvill the famous
scientist and fellow of the Royal Society, offers a more literal translation of the Entretiens can be recognized even from the choice of title.
Whereas Behn discards the original French title and replaces it with
the more narratively appealing ‘A Discovery of New Worlds’, Glanvill
neither corrects nor embellishes the original. A Plurality of Worlds
was published in London, in 1688, the same year as Behn’s translation, without any kind of preface or dedication—just the text in a
version quite faithful to the original. Because most of the translation
is so literal, the exceptions stand out even more and can be seen to
function as sites of knowledge circulation in their own right. In the
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first conversation the philosopher tells the marquise about a ‘German
named Copernicus’:
seiz’d with the noble rage of Astronomy, he snatcheth up the Earth
from the Centre of the Universe, sends her packing, and placeth
the Sun in the centre to which it more justly belongs, the Planets
no longer turn around the earth, and do not enclose it in the Circles
they describe; if they give us light, it is but by chance, and as they
meet us in their way.32

In this passage Glanvill is more creative than usual in his use of the
English language, to great effect. The cosmological drama of the
rather neutral French formulation ‘il prend la Terre et l’envoie bien
loin du centre de l’univers, où elle s’était place’ is strongly amplified
by Glanvill’s use of the expressions ‘snatcheth up the Earth’ and ‘sends
her packing’ in his explanation of heliocentrism. By this choice of
words the Earth is reduced to a random object to be manipulated, at
the mercy of a German astronomer, and indeed in the book in question, by his French counterpart. Glanvill offers his readers a warning
that the alliance between Christian theology and natural philosophy,
dominant in the circles of the Royal Society in the seventeenth century,
is about to collapse.
To what extent the speculations about a plurality of inhabited worlds
threaten religion is spelled out towards the end of the preface—in
the original: ‘Quand on vous dites que la Lune est habitée, vous vous
representez außi-tost des Hommes faits comme nous & puis si vous
estes un peu Theologien, vous voila plain des difficultez.’33 Again
Glanvill deviates from his literal style of translation: ‘When ’tis said
the Moon is inhabited, some presently fancy that there are such Men
there, as we are, and Church Men, without any more ado, think him
an Atheist, who is of that opinion.’34 The introduction of the word
‘Atheist’, in terms of what the German historian Reinhart Koselleck
would call a Gegenbegriff, a ‘counter-concept’, which is characterized
by naming one’s opponents, but at the same time delegitimizing them,
is striking, since there is no such word in the French original, which
has instead ‘lots of difficulties’, ‘plain des difficultez’.35 His introduction
of the concept ‘Atheist’, which as the historian of atheism Michael J.
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Buckley notes entered the English language in another translation, that
of Plutarch’s On Superstition by the Greek scholar Sir John Cheke in
1540, means a specific kind of knowledge is circulated through Glanvill’s translation of Fontenelle’s Entretiens.36 In Glanvill’s translation,
the term is used to illustrate a certain kind of theological rhetoric,
employed to disqualify natural philosophers of Fontenelle’s kind as
‘godless’, in accordance with the most prominent meaning of the term
‘atheism’, both in an epistemological and a moral sense, and to ban
them from public discourse.37 In Gavin Hyman’s discussion of the
rise of the concept in English, he emphasizes how ‘atheism’ from the
mid-sixteenth century onwards increasingly came to signify a position
‘outside’ and ‘external to’ to the theological tradition, which had been
incomprehensible a hundred years earlier.38 In Fontenelle’s Entretiens
this view from the outside gains physical, that is, cosmological reality
in the claim that there are other planets from which other inhabitants
observe the Earth and make judgements about it.
In Behn’s translation, the title launches another field of knowledge
into circulation. Her title A Discovery of New Worlds, which indeed
changes the wording to an extent that turns it into a speech act in
its own right, echoes the title of another book, it too a bestseller,
published almost fifty years earlier: The Discovery of a World in the
Moone by the Anglican clergyman, later Bishop of Chester, natural
philosopher, and co-founder of the Royal Society, John Wilkins. In
his book of 1638, Wilkins speculated about the nature of Earth’s
satellite, the moon, the likelihood of it being inhabited, and of lunar
travel. For her translation of Fontenelle, Behn adopts Wilkins’ title,
but she also makes some small changes: the shift from the definite to
the indefinite article indicates that this is just one of an infinite series
of possible discoveries, corresponding to another obvious semantic
shift, from ‘a World in the Moone’, in the singular and regarding only
one planet, to simply ‘New Worlds’. Whereas Wilkins’ book and similarly Cyrano de Bergerac’s Histoire comique des États et Empires de
la Lune from 1655 were concerned with the possibility of travelling
to the moon, Fontenelle’s dialogue presents a much more radical
cosmological speculation about the infinite diversity of possible life
forms in a boundless universe.
However, by her use of the term ‘discovery’ Behn also taps into the
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language of exploration and colonialism. Famously, the term ‘new
world’, mundus novus, was coined by Amerigo Vespucci in a letter to
a friend and former patron in Florence in 1503, published in the same
year and immediately translated into several European languages. In
the conversation on the second evening, Fontenelle draws several
parallels between the discovery of other continents and the discovery of other planets, comparing the inhabitants of the moon to the
inhabitants of China, Australia, and America. The English edition that
most prominently makes use of Fontenelle’s text to circulate this kind
of colonialist and imperialist fantasies and aspirations is a translation
by one ‘W. D. Knight’, thought to be the initials of the Irish politician
and barrister William Domville. Domville dedicated his translation
to another Irish lawyer, landowner and prolific natural philosopher,
William Molyneux, who had several publications in the Philosophical
Transactions, and who founded the Dublin Philosophical Society. At
first, Domville writes in his preface, he considered Fontenelle’s work
to be but a ‘Diversion’:
But when I consider’d his Chimerical Design (let us suppose it such)
of enlarging the French Monarchy beyond the Moon, (for all Discoverys of the Subject belong to the Sovereign;) I grew jealous of
the Attempt, and concern’d for the Honour of our Nation, we have
hitherto outdone the French by the Progress of our Arms in this
World, why should we fall short of them in our Discovery of others,
when a Chimera will do the business.39

I am not suggesting that Domville’s address to Molyneux, and indeed
his general ambition to make Fontenelle’s work ‘more proper for
Men’—by which he countered Behn’s emphasis on how the book
addressed women readers even before her translations reached the
press—should be understood as a serious political proposal. Nevertheless, I would like to draw attention to the way he makes use of
the Entretiens to enact by means of translation, intentionally or not,
the interconnections between science and politics, well known from
other studies of seventeenth-century history of science.40 In invoking
Molyneux’s work on optics he even brings in a specific tool, not the
air-pump but the telescope: ‘I have rectify’d his French Telescope the
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best I could use of an English Eye, and recommend it first to yours as
the best Judge that I know, of what may be performed by Opticks.’41
What these English translations illustrate is how Fontenelle’s work
becomes the site for the circulation of various forms of knowledge,
ranging from translation and anthropology to theology and atheism.
More precisely, knowledge is circulated in prefaces, in which the
translators comment on their own translation as well as the original
work, pointing out to readers what they should pay attention to and
what they should ignore, as well as in the translations themselves, in
which choices of wording, such as ‘atheism’ and ‘discovery’ and even
certain rhetorical phrases, circulate certain kinds of knowledge into
the original work, to be received by new audiences. However, the
extent to which this kind of knowledge circulation can and does take
place is at least in part dependent on the genre of the original text.
Translations are activating and reusing structural and rhetorical possibilities, which were already there in the original, but which are used
for circulating different new and other kinds of knowledge, as we will
see in the German and Danish translations of Fontenelle’s Entretiens.

German and Danish dialogues
Both the German and Danish translations of Fontenelle are examples
of how translators use the genre of the dialogue to circulate different
kinds of knowledge, which interest them as much or more than Fontenelle’s original cosmological speculations, by inserting their own
voices. The translator who is most explicit about this, both in theory
and practice, is the dominant figure of German classicism, Johann
Christoph Gottsched, famous for his works in rhetoric and poetics,
such as Versuch einer critischen Dichtkunst from 1729, later ridiculed,
especially by the Romantics, for his extreme insistence on the rules of
literary production. Less known is his work as what Walter Schatzberg, echoing the critical work on Fontenelle, calls a ‘popularizer of
science’,42 which begins with his translation of Fontenelle’s Entretiens,
first published in 1726, and then in six editions until 1760. There had
been one earlier translation, from 1698, which Gottsched mentions
in the preface to the third edition of his own, and in 1780 Gottsched’s
translation received competition from Bode’s much more scientific
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and (in Ong’s sense) spatial and systematic edition. During almost the
entire eighteenth century, however, the German-speaking audience
read Fontenelle’s Gespräche von Mehr als einer Welt, in the translation
by the ultimate German classicist.
In the context of this essay, the primary distinguishing feature of
Gottsched’s translation is how it enacts the dialogical structure of the
work and employs it for his own purposes. In the 1751 edition of the
translation, Fontenelle’s Gespräche are published together with the
translations of other works by the same author, not least his Dialogue
des morts, (‘Dialogues of the Dead’) first published in French in 1683.
In addition to prefaces by the translator the book is equipped with
a rather comprehensive introductory essay, entitled Von Gesprächen
überhaupt (‘About conversations in general’), in which Gottsched
brings up the history of the genre of the dialogue, with examples
mostly from Greek or Latin. At the end of the introduction, he arrives
at Fontenelle’s Entretiens: ‘Hardly,’ he writes, ‘have more ingenious
conversations been brought to light in modern times.’ And he trusts
his readers to recognize ‘how beautifully he follows every rule for a
good conversation, especially in the dialogues about more than one
world.’43 In this way Gottsched the classicist uses Fontenelle’s work to
communicate both historical and poetological knowledge regarding one
of the most prolific and innovative genres of Classicism, both among
the Ancients and among the Moderns, the dialogue, thus turning the
translation into an addition to or even an extension of his numerous
manuals on rhetoric and poetics.
That Fontenelle’s conversations about ‘more than one world’ are
formed in close connection with Gottsched’s theories of the dialogue
can also be recognized in the translations themselves. Whereas the
French original is printed as running text on the page, in line with
conventions for printing literary prose, the German translation breaks
up the text in lines, introduced by abbreviations for names of the
persons involved, well known from dramatic texts. By the same revision of the French original, Gottsched, rids himself of the fictional
character of the philosopher and simply names the male interlocutor
‘Fontenelle’, abbreviated ‘Font’, conversing with ‘Die Gr.’, short for ‘Die
Gräfin’, or the marquise. In addition to stressing the continuity with
the tradition of the dialogue as a genre, especially with the Greek and
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Latin models, from Plato to Lucian, excerpts of which are reproduced
in the same graphic style in the introduction, by translating lines for
both interlocutors Gottsched makes it easier for a third person to join
in the conversation—himself. On every page of the translation there
are footnotes by the translator, which are not, however, concerned
with questions of translation; on the contrary, they should rather be
considered to be a third voice entering the conversation, on equal
terms as the two others, discussing with them the intricacies of the
Copernican cosmology and the theory of a plurality of worlds, and
adding elements and suggestions from other authors and works, such
as Tycho Brahe or Christiaan Huygens’ Cosmotheoros (1698). Furthermore, the third voice makes sure that the conversation is updated
with the latest relevant astronomical observations and measurements,
as well as new explanations and theories, thus ensuring that the dialogue does not freeze or stop, but continues throughout most of the
eighteenth century.
The possibility of adding new voices to the conversations is also
illustrated in two additional translations, published outside the centres
of European Enlightenment, such as London, Dublin, Paris, Leipzig,
and Berlin. In 1748, a Danish translation of Fontenelle’s Entretiens
was published in Copenhagen, by Friederich Christian Eilschow, a
student of philosophy and medicine, who died at the age of 25, but
still managed to translate both Fontenelle and Voltaire, and even to
write a couple of books of his own in defence of female philosophers.44
According to the title page, Bernhard Fontenelles Samtaler Om Meer
end een Verden has been translated from the latest French edition, but
with the notes from Gottsched’s German translation. Then there is
a second set of notes added by the translator himself.45 These notes,
however, presenting the fourth voice in the conversation (which
already included the philosopher, the marquise, and the German
classicist Gottsched), are of a very different character than the ones
added in the German translation. To a certain extent the entire work,
which in the German tradition was firmly placed in the tradition and
the structure of the dialogue, is pulled more in the direction of the
system. Even though Eilschow knows Gottsched’s translation, he does
not adopt his restructuring of the text into dramatic lines, and where
Gottsched added his comments as footnotes, Eilschow places both
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his and Gottsched’s comments at the end of the book, in the form of
endnotes. A reader might thus feel that there are two conversations
taking place in the book, the one between the philosopher and the
marquise, the other between Gottsched and Eilschow.
Whereas Gottsched brought to the conversation his knowledge of
the latest advances in astronomy and cosmology, Eilschow draws on
another field of knowledge entirely—theology. In his comprehensive
notes to his translation he lists a series of theological questions and
objections concerning Fontenelle’s theory of the plurality of inhabited
worlds, not unlike the ones we found in the translations by Behn and
Glanvill. In his comments on the passage I quoted earlier, where Glanvill added his accusation of atheism and even Behn was struggling to
defend the author, Eilschow lists no fewer than six arguments, interpreting, criticizing, and also defending Fontenelle. First and foremost,
Eilschow writes, every good Christian should look to himself and his
own home, and not be curious about people on other planets. Only
God knows all his subjects—‘just like the king of Spain knows his
subjects both in Spain and in America’.46 Then, in a second comment,
he attacks human hubris, in order to make room for Fontenelle’s cosmological speculation in a Christian worldview: good deeds cannot
be fully fathomed by any man, His glory is infinite. ‘Should all the
other globes remain vacant, only because we don’t know those who
live on them?’47 And then, after having defended the possibility of a
plurality of possible worlds, Eilschow takes one step further: if we
were to guess as to the condition of the inhabitants of other planets,
we could presume that they are like the spirits of the Bible, good and
evil. Based on this, he makes his optimistic conjecture that we who
dwell on Earth, the Devils excepted, are ‘the only Sinners in the World,
the infinitely small evil part of the World compared to the infinitely
huge rest, which is completely inhabited by good creatures’.48
These comments, partly Gottsched’s, partly Eilschow’s, continue
for 150 pages in rather small print, thus making up a much larger
amount of text than Fontenelle’s conversations, before they are succeeded, somewhat tongue-in-cheek, by another text by Fontenelle,
entitled ‘On patience’. After Eilschow’s death in 1764, another edition
of the translation appeared, which reused Eilschow’s translation,
but repackaged it completely, replacing the Christian iconography
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adorning the first edition, including angels and Hebrew letters, with
French rococo gardens and a castle, and also with an altered title to
subtly different Samtaler om Flere end een Verden. In other words, the
conversation continues, only on different levels and with new tools,
including visual ones.

Conclusion
In this essay I have attempted to show how a published work, understood to include numerous editions and translations, can serve as a site
of knowledge circulation, a site through which many different forms
and pieces of knowledge are circulated to readers in different parts
of the European republic of letters in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Furthermore, I have argued that this circulation of knowledge is affected by, and even dependent on, the genre of the original
work, and how the genre of the dialogue, at the very moment when it
is about to be replaced by the system as the genre of knowledge, if we
are to believe Ong and Siskin, remains a very effective disseminator
of knowledge, both new and old, useful and non-useful, at least for
another century. In the context of the history of knowledge, some
more general insights can be inferred from this.
Firstly, in attempting to understand and analyse knowledge circulation, works do not have to be understood as closed units, autonomous
and self-reliant systems of meaning, or even ‘immutable mobiles’ that
move between sites of knowledge production and reception, without
changing their form of content; instead, works can be perceived as
much more ‘open’—to paraphrase Umberto Eco—and porous artefacts,
which expand in time and space, comprise different editions and translations, and through which very different kinds of knowledge circulate.
Secondly, and more analytically and methodologically, this shift in
the concept of the work, rendering it at the same time more comprehensive and more porous, demands a different set of reading strategies,
in which we try to identify the elements in the works, textual, paratextual, or material, through which different forms of knowledge are
installed or seep into the text and are circulated to ever new readers
and reading audiences, as sets of possible readings and possibilities
for generating knowledge.
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Thirdly and finally, the ability of a work to circulate knowledge
seems to depend on the genre of the work. Whereas the system might
be more effective in arranging and consolidating ‘modern science’,
and establishing the order of disciplines that still organize knowledge
circulation in modern society, the dialogue takes on a very different
role. Because of its structural openness and open-endedness, the
dialogue keeps circulating ever-new forms and kinds of knowledge,
at the same time combining them and showing how they overlap and
rub off on one another. Another affordance of the dialogue as a genre
of knowledge circulation is its ability to invite ever-more voices into
the conversation, responding, criticizing and building on what has
already been said, across in principle time without limit.
On that note, I would like to return to the present, at a moment in
the history of knowledge when the order of disciplines that took hold
in the eighteenth century is starting to fall apart, and the belief in the
all-comprehensive systems of science is under attack from theories of
new multiplicities introduced by quantum mechanics and information
theory. Perhaps we should let this feeling of discontinuity with parts of
our own past, even our immediate past, prompt us to ask what patterns
of knowledge circulation and thus of knowledge can be rediscovered in
the forgotten trajectories and roads-not-taken. In the seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century genre of the dialogue, exemplified by Fontenelle’s
Entretiens, but of which there are many other examples49—cosmology,
anthropology, theology, and a whole range of other disciplines—knowledge was brought together and tested in conversation by sound, hearing,
and voice. In interesting ways, these works kept knowledge circulating,
at a time when the disciplines and silos of the modern order of knowledge were constructed. Perhaps they can do it again.
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